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CONSIDERATION POSTPONED UNTIL JUNE 22, 2020

Third Reading
S. 237.

An act relating to promoting affordable housing.

PENDING QUESTION: Shall the bill be amended as moved by Senator Bray, et al in the First, Second, Third and Fourth instances of amendment?

For Information Only

Text of the instances of amendment is as follows:

First: In Sec. 6, 10 V.S.A. § 6081, in subdivision (p)(1), by striking out “Upon receiving notice and a copy of the permit issued by an appropriate municipal panel pursuant to 24 V.S.A. § 4460(f), a previously issued permit for a development or subdivision located in a downtown development area or a neighborhood development area is extinguished” and inserting in lieu thereof the following: Existing permits in these areas may seek to be released from jurisdiction pursuant to subsection 6090(c) of this title

Second: By striking out Sec. 8, 24 V.S.A. § 4460, in its entirety and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

* * * Act 250 Release from Jurisdiction * * *

Sec. 8. 10 V.S.A. § 6090 is amended to read:

§ 6090. RECORDING; DURATION AND REVOCATION OF PERMITS

* * *

(c) Change to nonjurisdictional use; release from permit.

(1) On an application signed by each permittee, the District Commission may release land subject to a permit under this chapter from the obligations of that permit and the obligation to obtain amendments to the permit on finding each of the following:

(A) One of the following is true:

(i) the use of the land as of the date of the application is not the same as the use of the land that caused the obligation to obtain a permit under this chapter;
(ii) the municipality where the land is located has adopted permanent zoning and subdivision bylaws, but had not when the permit was issued; or

(iii) the land is located in a designated downtown or neighborhood development area that is exempt from this chapter.

(B) The use of the land as of the date of the application does not constitute development or subdivision as defined in section 6001 of this title and would not require a permit or permit amendment but for the fact that the land is already subject to a permit under this chapter.

(C) The permittee or permittees are in compliance with the permit and their obligations under this chapter.

(2) It shall be a condition of each affirmative decision under this subsection that a subsequent proposal of a development or subdivision on the land to which the decision applies shall be subject to this chapter as if the land had never previously received a permit under the chapter.

(3) An application for a decision under this subsection shall be made on a form prescribed by the Board. The form shall require evidence demonstrating that the application complies with subdivisions (1)(A) through (C) of this subsection. The application shall be processed in the manner described in section 6084 of this title and may be treated as a minor application under that section. In addition to those required to be notified under section 6084, the District Commission shall send notice at the same time to all other parties to the permit and to all current adjacent landowners.

(4) The District Commission shall evaluate the conditions in the existing permit and determine whether the permit conditions are still necessary to mitigate impacts under the criteria of subsection 6086(a). If the District Commission finds that the permit conditions are still necessary, it shall deny the application or approve the application on the condition that the necessary conditions are added to the land’s municipal permit.

Third: In Sec. 12, 24 V.S.A. 2793e, by striking out subdivision (c)(7) in its entirety and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

* * *

Fourth: By striking out Secs. 14 (10 V.S.A. § 1974(9)), 15 (10 V.S.A. § 1983), and 16 (study of subdivision regulations in authorized municipalities) and their reader assistance headings in their entireties and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
Wastewater and Potable Water Supply Connections

Sec. 14. 10 V.S.A. § 1972 is amended to read:

§ 1972. DEFINITIONS

For the purposes of As used in this chapter:

(11) “Change in use” means converting to a different type of use, such as from a residence to a restaurant or office space or from a restaurant to a residence; change from seasonal to year-round use; or scaling up a use, such as increasing the number of employees or adding bedrooms. “Change of use” does not include the addition of a home occupation to a living unit.

(12) “Municipality” means a city, town, fire district, school district, consolidated water district, incorporated village, or unorganized town or gore.

(13) “Sanitary sewer service line” means piping and associated components that conveys wastewater from a building or structure or campground to a wastewater treatment facility, to an indirect discharge system, or to the leachfield of a soil-based wastewater system of less than 6,500 gallons per day. Sanitary sewer service lines also include piping that conveys wastewater from a building or structure or campground to a sanitary sewer collection line.

(14) “Water main” means water piping, such as a transmission main or distribution main, that is part of a public water system as defined in the Agency of Natural Resources’ Water Supply Rule. A water main includes piping leading to fire hydrants.

(15) “Water service line” means the piping that is not a water main and extends from the water main to a building or structure or campground.

Sec. 15. 10 V.S.A. § 1974(9) is added to read:

§ 1974. EXEMPTIONS

Notwithstanding any other requirements of this chapter, the following projects and actions are exempt:

(9) A person who receives an authorization from a municipality that administers a program registered with the Secretary pursuant to section 1983 of this title.
Sec. 16. 10 V.S.A. § 1983 is added to read:

§ 1983. REGISTRATION FOR MUNICIPAL WASTEWATER SYSTEM AND POTABLE WATER SUPPLY CONNECTIONS

(a) Notwithstanding the requirement under section 1976 of this title that the Secretary delegate to a municipality authority to approve a connection and notwithstanding the requirement under section 1973 of this title, a municipality may issue an approval for a connection or an existing connection with a change in use to the municipal sanitary sewer collection line by a sanitary sewer service line or a connection to a water main by a new water service line, provided that the municipality documents the following information in a form prescribed by the Secretary:

(1) The municipality owns or has legal control over connections to:
   (A) a public community water system permitted pursuant to chapter 56 of this title; and
   (B) a wastewater treatment facility permitted pursuant to chapter 47 of this title.

(2) The municipality shall only issue authorizations for:
   (A) a sanitary sewer service line that connects to the sanitary sewer collection line that serves a single connection; and
   (B) a water service line that connects to the water main that serves a single connection.

(3) The building or structure connects to both the sanitary sewer collection line and public community water system.

(4) The municipality issues approvals that comply with the technical standards for sanitary sewer service lines and water service lines adopted under the Agency of Natural Resources’ Wastewater System and Potable Water Supply Rules.

(5) The municipality requires documentation in the land records of the municipality from a professional engineer or a licensed designer that the connection authorized by the municipality was installed in accordance with the technical standards.

(6) The municipality retains plans that show the location and design of authorized connections.

(b) The municipality shall notify the Secretary 30 days in advance of terminating any registration. The municipality shall provide all approvals and plans to the Secretary as a part of this termination notice.
(c) Upon request of the Secretary, a municipality approving a connection under this section shall provide copies of approvals of connection, connection plans, and any associated documentation.

Sec. 16a. STUDY OF SUBDIVISION REGULATIONS IN AUTHORIZED MUNICIPALITIES

The Agency of Natural Resources’ Wastewater and Potable Water Supply Technical Advisory Committee shall report to the House Committee on Natural Resources, Fish, and Wildlife and the Senate Committee on Natural Resources and Energy on whether municipalities authorized under 10 V.S.A. § 1983 should also have jurisdiction to issue wastewater and potable water supply permits instead of the Agency of Natural Resources for subdivisions when the lot is served by municipal water and sewer.

Amendment to S. 237 be offered by Senator McCormack before Third Reading

Senator McCormack moves to amend the bill as follows:

First: In Sec. 5, 10 V.S.A. § 6001, by striking out subdivision (35) in its entirety.

Second: By striking out Secs. 6, 10 V.S.A. § 6081, 7, repeals, and 8, 10 V.S.A. § 6090, in their entireties.

Third: In Sec. 10, 24 V.S.A. § 2793, by striking out subdivision (b)(1) in its entirety.

Fourth: In Sec. 12, 24 V.S.A. § 2793e, by striking out subdivision (c)(7)(C) in its entirety and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

(B)(C) Development in the neighborhood development areas that is lower than the minimum net residential density required by this subdivision (7) shall not qualify for the benefits stated in subsections (f) and (g) of this section. The district coordinator shall determine whether development meets this minimum net residential density requirement in accordance with subsection (f) of this section.

Fifth: In Sec. 12, 24 V.S.A. § 2793e, by striking out subdivisions (f)–(h) in their entireties and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

* * *

And by renumbering the remaining sections to be numerically correct.
Amendment to S. 237 to be offered by Senator Sirotkin before Third Reading

Senator Sirotkin moves to amend the bill by striking out Sec. 20, (homelessness prevention) in its entirety and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

Sec. 20. [Deleted.]

Amendment to S. 237 to be offered by Senator Brock before Third Reading

Senator Brock moves to amend the bill by striking out Sec. 36, 10 V.S.A. § 6001(3)(A)(x), in its entirety and by renumbering the remaining sections to be numerically correct.

Amendment to S. 237 to be offered by Senators Perchlik and Pearson before Third Reading

Senators Perchlik and Pearson move to amend the bill by striking out Sec. 45, effective dates, and its reader assistance heading in its entirety and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

Sec. 45. 30 V.S.A. § 56 is added to read:

§ 56. STRETCH CODE IN DOWNTOWNS AND NEIGHBORHOOD DEVELOPMENT AREAS

Residential construction located within a downtown development district or neighborhood development area shall meet or exceed the stretch codes established under this subchapter by the Department of Public Service.

* * * Effective Dates * * *

Sec. 46. EFFECTIVE DATES

(a)(1) This act shall take effect on July 1, 2020, except that:

(2) Sec. 34, 10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(8), shall take effect on September 15, 2021;

(3) in Sec. 2, 24 V.S.A. § 4412(b), shall take effect on July 1, 2023; and

(4) Sec. 45, 30 V.S.A. § 56, shall take effect on April 1, 2021.
UNFINISHED BUSINESS OF JANUARY 7, 2020
GOVERNOR'S VETOES

S. 37.
An act relating to medical monitoring.

Pending question (to be voted by call of the roll): Shall the bill pass, notwithstanding the Governor's refusal to approve the bill? (Two-thirds of the members present required to override the Governor's veto.)

(For text of veto message, see Senate Calendar for January 7, 2020, page 1.)

S. 169.
An act relating to firearms procedures.

Pending question (to be voted by call of the roll): Shall the bill pass, notwithstanding the Governor's refusal to approve the bill? (Two-thirds of the members present required to override the Governor's veto.)

(For text of veto message, see Senate Calendar for January 7, 2020, page 9.)

UNFINISHED BUSINESS OF MARCH 12, 2020
Second Reading
Favorable

S. 287.
An act relating to the contractual rights of members of the Vermont State Employees’ Retirement System.

Pending Question: Shall the bill be read the third time?

UNFINISHED BUSINESS OF MARCH 17, 2020
Second Reading
Favorable with Recommendation of Amendment

S. 265.
An act relating to the use of food residuals for farming.

Reported favorably with recommendation of amendment by Senator Pollina for the Committee on Agriculture.

The Committee recommends that the bill be amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
Sec. 1. 10 V.S.A. § 6001 is amended to read:

§ 6001. DEFINITIONS

In this chapter:

***

(3)(A) “Development” means each of the following:

***

(D) The word “development” does not include:

(i) The construction of improvements for farming, logging, or forestry purposes below the elevation of 2,500 feet.

***

(vii) The construction of improvements below the elevation of 2,500 feet for the onsite storage, preparation, and sale of compost, provided that one of the following applies:

***

(III) The compost is principally used on the farm where it was produced.

***

(22) “Farming” means:

(A) the cultivation or other use of land for growing food, fiber, Christmas trees, maple sap, or horticultural and orchard crops; or

(B) the raising, feeding, or management of livestock, poultry, fish, or bees; or

(C) the operation of greenhouses; or

(D) the production of maple syrup; or

(E) the on-site storage, preparation and sale of agricultural products principally produced on the farm; or

(F) the on-site storage, preparation, production, and sale of fuel or power from agricultural products or wastes principally produced on the farm; or

(G) the raising, feeding, or management of four or more equines owned or boarded by the farmer, including training, showing, and providing instruction and lessons in riding, training, and the management of equines; or
(H) the importation of up to 2,000 cubic yards per year or less of food residuals or food processing residuals onto a farm for the production of compost, provided that:

(i) the compost is principally used on the farm where it is produced; or

(ii) the compost is produced on a small farm that raises or manages poultry.

* * *

(38) “Farm” means, for the purposes of subdivision (22)(H) of this section, a parcel or parcels of land owned, leased, or managed by a person and devoted primarily to farming that meets the threshold criteria as established under the Required Agricultural Practices.

(39) “Food processing residuals” means the remaining organic material from a food processing plant and may include whey and other dairy, cheese making, and ice cream residuals or residuals from any food manufacturing process excluding livestock or poultry slaughtering and rendering operations. “Food processing residuals” does not include food residuals from markets, groceries, or restaurants.

(40) “Food residuals” has the same meaning as in section 6602 of this title.

(41) “Principally used” means, for the purposes of subdivision (3)(D)(vii)(III) or (22)(H) of this section, that more than 50 percent, either by volume or weight, of the compost produced on the farm is physically and permanently incorporated into the native soils on the farm as a soil enhancement and is not removed or sold at any time thereafter.

(42) “Small farm” has the same meaning as in 6 V.S.A. § 4871.

Sec. 2. Section 2 of the Agency of Agriculture, Food and Markets, Vermont Required Agricultural Practices Rule for the Agricultural Nonpoint Source Pollution Control Program is amended to read:

Section 2. Definitions

* * *

2.16 Farming means:

(a) the cultivation or other use of land for growing food, fiber, Christmas trees, maple sap, or horticultural, viticultural, and orchard crops; or
(b) the raising, feeding, or management of livestock, poultry, fish, or bees; or

(c) the operation of greenhouses; or

(d) the production of maple syrup; or

(e) the on-site storage, preparation, and sale of agricultural products principally produced on the farm; or

(f) the on-site storage, preparation, production, and sale of fuel or power from agricultural products or wastes principally produced on the farm; or

(g) the raising, feeding, or management of four or more equines owned or boarded by the farmer, including training, showing, and providing instruction and lessons in riding, training, and the management of equines; or

(h) the importation of up to 2,000 cubic yards per year or less of food residuals or food processing residuals onto a farm for the production of compost, provided that:

   (i) the compost is principally used on the farm where it is produced; or

   (ii) the compost is produced on a small farm that raises or manages poultry.

* * *

2.44 “Food residual’’ means source separated and uncontaminated material that is derived from processing or discarding of food and that is recyclable, in a manner consistent with 10 V.S.A. § 6605k. Food residual may include preconsumer and postconsumer food scraps. “Food residual’’ does not mean meat and meat-related products when the food residuals are composted by a resident on site.

2.45 “Principally used’’ means that more than 50 percent, either by volume or weight, of the compost produced on the farm is physically and permanently incorporated into the native soils on the farm as a soil enhancement and is not removed or sold at any time thereafter.

Sec. 3. 6 V.S.A. chapter 218 is added to read:

CHAPTER 218. AGRICULTURAL RESIDUALS MANAGEMENT

§ 5131. PURPOSE

The purpose of this chapter is to establish a program for the management of residual wastes generated, imported to, or managed on a farm for farming in Vermont.
§ 5132. DEFINITIONS

As used in this chapter:

(1) “Agency” means the Agency of Agriculture, Food and Markets.

(2) “Compost” means a stable humus-like material produced by the controlled biological decomposition of organic matter through active management, but shall not mean sewage, septage, or materials derived from sewage or septage.

(3) “Farm” means a parcel or parcels of land owned, leased, or managed by a person and devoted primarily to farming that meets the threshold criteria for regulation under the Required Agricultural Practices.

(4) “Farming” has the same meaning as in 10 V.S.A. § 6001(22).

(5) “Food processing residuals” means the remaining organic material from a food processing plant and may include whey and other dairy, cheese making, and ice cream residuals or residuals from any food manufacturing process excluding livestock or poultry slaughtering and rendering operations. “Food processing residuals” do not include food residuals from markets, groceries, or restaurants.

(6) “Food residuals” means source separated and uncontaminated material that is derived from processing or discarding of food and that is recyclable or compostable. “Food residuals” may include preconsumer and postconsumer food scraps. “Food residuals” include meat and meat-related products when the disposition of the products is managed on a farm.

(7) “Secretary” means the Secretary of Agriculture, Food and Markets.

(8) “Source separation” has the same meaning as in 10 V.S.A. § 6602.

§ 5133. FOOD RESIDUALS; RULEMAKING

(a) The Secretary shall regulate the importation of food residuals or food processing residuals onto a farm.

(b)(1) The Secretary shall adopt by rule requirements for the management of food residuals and food processing residuals on a farm. The rules may include requirements regarding:

(A) the proper composting of food residuals or food processing residuals;

(B) destruction of pathogens in food residuals, food processing residuals, or compost:
(C) prevention of public health threat from food residuals, food processing residuals, or compost;

(D) protection of natural resources or the environment; and

(E) prevention of objectionable odors, noise, vectors, or other nuisance conditions.

(2) The Secretary may adopt the rules required by this section as part of the Required Agricultural Practices or as independent rules under this chapter.

(c) A farm producing compost under 10 V.S.A. § 6001(22)(H) shall be regulated under this chapter and shall not require a certification or other approval from the Agency of Natural Resources under 10 V.S.A. chapter 159.

Sec. 4. 10 V.S.A. § 6605 is amended to read:

§ 6605. SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITY CERTIFICATION

(a)(1) No person shall construct, substantially alter, or operate any solid waste management facility without first obtaining certification from the Secretary for such facility, site, or activity, except for sludge or septage treatment or storage facilities located within the fenced area of a domestic wastewater treatment plant permitted under chapter 47 of this title. This exemption for sludge or septage treatment or storage facilities shall exist only if:

* * *

(2) Certification shall be valid for a period not to exceed 10 years.

* * *

(n) A farm producing compost under subdivision 6001(22)(H) is exempt from the requirements of this section.

Sec. 5. 10 V.S.A. § 6605h is amended to read:

§ 6605h. COMPOSTING REGISTRATION

Notwithstanding sections 6605, 6605f, and 6611 of this title, the Secretary may, by rule, authorize a person engaged in the production or management of compost at a small scale composting facility to register with the Secretary instead of obtaining a facility certification under section 6605 or 6605c of this title. This section shall not apply to a farm producing compost under subdivision 6001(22)(H).
Sec. 6. 10 V.S.A. § 6605j is amended to read:

§ 6605j. ACCEPTED COMPOSTING PRACTICES

(a) The Secretary, in consultation with the Secretary of Agriculture, Food and Markets, shall adopt by rule, pursuant to 3 V.S.A. chapter 25, and shall implement and enforce accepted composting practices for the management of composting in the State. These accepted composting practices shall address:

(1) standards for the construction, alteration, or operation of a composting facility;

(2) standards for facility operation, including acceptable quantities of product or inputs, vector management, odors, noise, traffic, litter control, contaminant management, operator training and qualifications, recordkeeping, and reporting;

(3) standards for siting of composting facilities, including siting and operation of compost storage areas, compost bagging areas, and roads and parking areas;

(4) standards for the composting process, including rotation, management of compost piles, compost pile size, and monitoring of compost operations;

(5) standards for management of runoff from compost facilities, including liquids management from the feedstock area, active composting areas, curing area, and compost storage area; the use of swales or stormwater management around or within a compost facility; vegetative buffer requirements; and run-off management from tipping areas;

(6) specified areas of the State unsuitable for the siting of commercial composting that utilizes post-consumer food residuals or animal mortalities, such as designated downtowns, village centers, village growth areas, or areas of existing residential density; and

(7) definitions of “small-scale composting facility,” “medium-scale composting facility,” and “de minimis composting exempt from regulation.”

(b) A person operating a small scale composting facility or operating a composting facility on a farm who follows the accepted composting practices shall not be required to obtain a discharge permit under section 1263 or 1264 of this title, a solid waste facility certification under chapter 159 of this title, or an air emissions permit under chapter 23 of this title unless a permit is required by federal law or the Secretary of Natural Resources determines that a permit is necessary to protect public health or the environment.
(c) The Secretary of Natural Resources shall coordinate with the Secretary of Agriculture, Food and Markets in implementing and enforcing the accepted composting practices. The Secretary of Agriculture, Food and Markets and the Secretary of Natural Resources may, after opportunity for public review and comment, develop a memorandum of understanding for implementation and enforcement of the accepted composting practices. [Repealed.]

(d) The Secretary shall not regulate under this section a farm producing compost under subdivision 6001(22)(H).

Sec. 7. APPLICATION OF SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT RULE

Prior to adoption of rules under 6 V.S.A. § 5133, the Secretary of Agriculture, Food and Markets shall require a person producing compost on a farm under subdivision 6001(22)(H) to comply with Sections 6–1101 through 6–1110 of the Agency of Natural Resources’ Vermont Solid Waste Management Rules. After adoption of rules under 6 V.S.A. § 5133, Sections 6-1101 through 6-1110 of the Agency of Natural Resources’ Vermont Solid Waste Management Rules shall not apply to a person producing compost on a farm under subdivision 6001(22)(H).

Sec. 8. UPDATE ON IMPLEMENTATION OF IMPORT OF FOOD RESIDUALS ONTO FARM FOR COMPOSTING

On or before January 15, 2022, the Secretary of Agriculture, Food and Markets and the Secretary of Natural Resources shall consult and present or submit testimony to the Senate Committee on Agriculture and the House Committee on Agriculture and Forestry regarding the import of food residuals onto farms for the purpose of compost production.

Sec. 9. EFFECTIVE DATE

This act shall take effect on passage.

(Committee vote: 5-0-0)

UNFINISHED BUSINESS OF MARCH 24, 2020

Third Reading

S. 191.

An act relating to tax increment financing districts.
Joint resolution urging Congress to reassess the federal definition of hemp in order to allow the product to contain up to one percent delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol (THC).

By the Committee on Agriculture. (Senator Star for the Committee.)

Text of Resolution:

Whereas, under the Agriculture Improvement Act of 2018, also known as the 2018 Farm Bill, hemp was removed from the list of controlled substances and production was therefore legalized throughout the United States, and

Whereas, a variety of products can be made from hemp through the use of its fiber, seed, seed oil, or floral extracts. Hemp can be found in products such as paper, fabric, auto parts, animal bedding, body care products, and essential oils, and

Whereas, cannabidiol (CBD) is a chemical compound of Cannabis sativa, bearing little to no psychoactive effects, and is being evaluated for its role as a food additive or health supplement, and

Whereas, economic forecasts predict that the total collective market in CBD sales in the United States will be between $15 billion to $20 billion annually by 2025, and

Whereas, in 2019, the Vermont Agency of Agriculture, Food and Markets approved 983 permits to grow or process hemp on 8,880 acres in Vermont, and

Whereas, hemp was grown in every county of the State in 2019, and

Whereas, cultivators and processors of hemp in Vermont have invested millions of dollars to purchase the equipment and resources necessary to successfully produce hemp and hemp products, and

Whereas, the development and growth of the hemp industry in Vermont is critical to improving the health and vitality of the rural economy of the State; and

Whereas, the federal government defines hemp in the 2018 Farm Bill as “the plant Cannabis sativa L. and any part of that plant, including the seeds thereof and all derivatives, extracts, cannabinoids, isomers, acids, salts, and salts of isomers, whether growing or not, with a delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol level of not more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis,” and
Whereas, hemp farmers and processors encourage Congress to reassess the definition of hemp as referenced in the 2018 Farm Bill and increase the farm production values to one percent tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) in order to allow hemp farmers to increase yield potential per acre and profitability for all hemp grown in the State, and

Whereas, increasing yield potential per acre equates to increased profit potential for Vermont’s farm families and hemp processors, now therefore be it

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives:

That the General Assembly urges Congress to revise the current definition of hemp found in the Agriculture Improvement Act of 2018, increasing the THC threshold from 0.3 percent to 1.0 percent, and be it further

Resolved: That the Secretary of State be directed to send a copy of this resolution to the Vermont Congressional Delegation, the President Pro Tempore and Secretary of the U.S. Senate, and the Speaker of the U.S. House of Representatives.

Second Reading

Favorable with Recommendation of Amendment

S. 218.

An act relating to the Department of Mental Health’s Ten-Year Plan.

Reported favorably with recommendation of amendment by Senator Westman for the Committee on Health and Welfare.

The Committee recommends that the bill be amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

Sec. 1. MENTAL HEALTH INTEGRATION COUNCIL; REPORT

(a) Creation. There is created the Mental Health Integration Council for the purpose of helping to ensure that all sectors of the health care system actively participate in the State’s principles for mental health integration established pursuant to 18 V.S.A. § 7251(4) and (8) and as envisioned in the Department of Mental Health’s 2020 report “Vision 2030: A 10-Year Plan for an Integrated and Holistic System of Care.”

(b) Membership.

(1) The Council shall be composed of the following members:

(A) the Commissioner of Mental Health or designee;
(B) the Commissioner of Health or designee;
(C) the Commissioner of Vermont Health Access or designee;
(D) the Commissioner for Children and Families or designee;
(E) the Commissioner of Corrections or designee;
(F) the Commissioner of Financial Regulation or designee;
(G) the executive director of the Green Mountain Care Board or designee;
(H) the Secretary of Education or designee;
(I) a representative, appointed by the Vermont Medical Society;
(J) a representative, appointed by the Vermont Association for Hospitals and Health Systems;
(K) a representative, appointed by Vermont Care Partners;
(L) a representative, appointed by the Vermont Association of Mental Health and Addiction Recovery;
(M) a representative, appointed by Bi-State Primary Care;
(N) a representative, appointed by the University of Vermont Medical School;
(O) the chief executive officer of OneCare Vermont or designee;
(P) the Health Care Advocate established pursuant to 18 V.S.A. § 9602;
(Q) the Mental Health Care Ombudsman established pursuant to 18 V.S.A. § 7259;
(R) a representative, appointed by the insurance plan with the largest number of covered lives in Vermont;
(S) two persons who have received mental health services in Vermont, appointed by Vermont Psychiatric Survivors, including one person who has delivered peer services;
(T) one family member of a person who has received mental health services, appointed by the Vermont chapter of National Alliance on Mental Illness; and
(U) one family member of a child who has received mental health services, appointed by the Vermont Federation of Families for Children’s Mental Health.
(2) The Council may create subcommittees comprising the Council’s members for the purpose of carrying out the Council’s charge.

c) Powers and duties. The Council shall address the integration of mental health in the health care system including:

(1) identifying obstacles to the full integration of mental health into a holistic health care system and identifying means of overcoming those barriers;

(2) helping to ensure the implementation of existing law to establish full integration within each member of the Council’s area of expertise;

(3) establishing commitments from non-state entities to adopt practices and implementation tools that further integration;

(4) proposing legislation where current statute is either inadequate to achieve full integration or where it creates barriers to achieving the principles of integration; and

(5) fulfilling any other duties the Council deems necessary to achieve its objectives.

d) Assistance. The Council shall have the administrative, technical, and legal assistance of Department of Mental Health.

e) Report.

(1) On or before December 15, 2021, the Commissioners of Mental Health and of Health shall report on the Council’s progress to the Joint Health Reform Oversight Committee.

(2) On or before January 15, 2023, the Council shall submit a final written report to the House Committee on Health Care and to the Senate Committee on Health and Welfare with its findings and any recommendations for legislative action, including a recommendation as to whether the term of the Council should be extended.

f) Meetings.

(1) The Commissioner of Mental Health shall call the first meeting of the Council.

(2) The Commissioner of Mental Health shall serve as chair. The Commissioner of Health shall serve as vice chair.

(3) The Council shall meet bimonthly between July 1, 2020 and January 1, 2023.

(g) Compensation and reimbursement. Members of the Council shall be entitled to per diem compensation and reimbursement of expenses as permitted under 32 V.S.A. § 1010 for not more than eight meetings. These payments shall be made from monies appropriated to the Department of Mental Health.

Sec. 2. EFFECTIVE DATE

This act shall take effect on July 1, 2020.

(Committee vote: 5-0-0)

Reported favorably with recommendation of amendment by Senator Kitchel for the Committee on Appropriations.

The Committee recommends that the bill be amended as recommended by the Committee on Health and Welfare with the following amendments thereto:

First: In Sec. 1, subsection (b), by striking out subdivision (1) in its entirety and inserting in lieu thereof a new subdivision (1) to read as follows:

(1) The Council shall be composed of the following members:

(A) the Commissioner of Mental Health or designee;
(B) the Commissioner of Health or designee;
(C) the Commissioner of Vermont Health Access or designee;
(D) the Commissioner for Children and Families or designee;
(E) the Commissioner of Corrections or designee;
(F) the Commissioner of Financial Regulation or designee;
(G) the Director of Health Care Reform or designee;
(H) the Executive Director of the Green Mountain Care Board or designee;
(I) the Secretary of Education or designee;
(J) a representative, appointed by the Vermont Medical Society;
(K) a representative, appointed by the Vermont Association for Hospitals and Health Systems;
(L) a representative, appointed by Vermont Care Partners;
(M) a representative, appointed by the Vermont Association of Mental Health and Addiction Recovery;
(N) a representative, appointed by Bi-State Primary Care;
(O) a representative, appointed by the University of Vermont Medical School;

(P) the Chief Executive Officer of OneCare Vermont or designee;

(Q) the Health Care Advocate established pursuant to 18 V.S.A. § 9602;

(R) the Mental Health Care Ombudsman established pursuant to 18 V.S.A. § 7259;

(S) a representative, appointed by the insurance plan with the largest number of covered lives in Vermont;

(T) two persons who have received mental health services in Vermont, appointed by Vermont Psychiatric Survivors, including one person who has delivered peer services;

(U) one family member of a person who has received mental health services, appointed by the Vermont chapter of National Alliance on Mental Illness; and

(V) one family member of a child who has received mental health services, appointed by the Vermont Federation of Families for Children’s Mental Health.

Second: In Sec. 1, subsection (f), subdivision (2), in the second sentence, by striking the word “Health” and inserting in lieu thereof the words Vermont Health Access

And that after passage of the bill the title be amended to read:

An act relating to establishing the Mental Health Integration Council.

(Committee vote: 5-1-1)

S. 241.

An act relating to motor vehicle manufacturers that sell directly to consumers.

Reported favorably with recommendation of amendment by Senator Perchlik for the Committee on Transportation.

The Committee recommends that the bill be amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
Sec. 1. STUDY ON DIRECT-TO-CONSUMER MOTOR VEHICLE SALES; REPORT

(a) The Agency of Transportation, in consultation with the Attorney General’s Office, the Department of Financial Regulation, a manufacturer that engages in direct-to-consumer motor vehicle sales to Vermont consumers, and the Vermont Vehicle and Automotive Distributors Association, shall conduct a study and, on or before December 15, 2020, file a written report on the findings of its study, sources reviewed, and recommendations regarding the regulation of direct-to-consumer motor vehicle sales with the Senate Committees on Economic Development, Housing and General Affairs and on Transportation and the House Committees on Commerce and Economic Development and on Transportation.

(b) The report shall, at a minimum, include a review of:

1. all Vermont consumer protection laws and regulations that currently apply when a consumer purchases a motor vehicle from a dealer registered pursuant to 23 V.S.A. chapter 7, subchapter 4, whether those consumer protections currently apply to direct-to-consumer motor vehicle sales, and, if not, whether those consumer protections should apply to direct-to-consumer motor vehicle sales;

2. how consumers currently obtain financing in direct-to-consumer motor vehicle sales and any proposals that would better protect Vermont consumers who engage in direct-to-consumer motor vehicle sales;

3. how consumers are currently taxed in direct-to-consumer motor vehicle sales and whether there are steps the State can take to maximize the collection of taxes owed on direct-to-consumer motor vehicle sales where the vehicles are operated in Vermont;

4. any enforcement issues related to direct-to-consumer motor vehicle sales;

5. what reasons, if any, exist to prohibit manufacturers engaged in direct-to-consumer motor vehicle sales from owning, operating, or controlling a motor vehicle warranty or service facility in the State and a recommendation on whether a sales center should be required if a manufacturer engaged in direct-to-consumer motor vehicle sales is permitted to own, operate, or control a motor vehicle warranty or service facility in the State;

6. laws, rules, and best practices from other jurisdictions and any model legislation related to the regulation of direct-to-consumer motor vehicle sales; and
(7) how any proposed amendments to Vermont law regulating direct-to-consumer motor vehicle sales will affect dealers registered pursuant to 23 V.S.A. chapter 7, subchapter 4; franchisors and franchisees, as defined in 9 V.S.A. § 4085; and other persons who are selling motor vehicles to Vermonters.

(c) As used in this section “direct-to-consumer motor vehicle sales” means sales made by:

(1) motor vehicle manufacturers that sell or lease vehicles they manufacture directly to Vermont consumers and not through dealers registered pursuant to 23 V.S.A. chapter 7, subchapter 4; or

(2) other persons that sell or lease new or used motor vehicles directly to Vermont consumers and not through Vermont licensed dealers registered pursuant to 23 V.S.A. chapter 7, subchapter 4 on websites such as Carvana, Vroom, and TrueCar.

Sec. 2. EFFECTIVE DATE

This act shall take effect on passage.

(Committee vote: 4-0-1)

S. 252.

An act relating to stem cell therapies not approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration.

Reported favorably with recommendation of amendment by Senator Westman for the Committee on Health and Welfare.

The Committee recommends that the bill be amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

Sec. 1. 18 V.S.A. chapter 87 is added to read:

CHAPTER 87. STEM CELL PRODUCTS

§ 4501. DEFINITIONS

As used in this chapter:

(1) “Health care practitioner” means an individual licensed by the Board of Medical Practice or by a board attached to the Office of Professional Regulation to provide professional health care services in this State.

(2) “Stem cell products” has the same meaning as “human cells, tissues, or cellular or tissue-based products” in 21 C.F.R. § 1271.3, as in effect on January 1, 2020, and applies to both homologous and nonhomologous use. The term also includes homologous use of minimally manipulated cell or
tissue products, as those terms are defined in 21 C.F.R. § 1271.3, as in effect on January 1, 2020, when used or proposed for use in one or more applications not approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration.

§ 4502. UNAPPROVED STEM CELL PRODUCTS; NOTICE; DISCLOSURE

(a) Notice.

(1) A health care practitioner who administers one or more stem cell products that are not approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration shall provide each patient with the following written notice prior to administering any such product to the patient for the first time:

“THIS NOTICE MUST BE PROVIDED TO YOU UNDER VERMONT LAW. This health care practitioner administers one or more stem cell products that have not been approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. You are encouraged to consult with your primary care provider prior to having an unapproved stem cell product administered to you.”

(2)(A) The written notice required by subdivision (1) of this subsection shall:

(i) be at least 8.5 by 11 inches and printed in not less than 40-point type; and

(ii) include information on methods for filing a complaint with the applicable licensing authority and for making a consumer inquiry.

(B) The health care practitioner shall also prominently display the written notice required by subdivision (1) of this subsection, along with the information required to be included by subdivision (A)(ii) of this subdivision (2), at the entrance and in an area visible to patients in the health care practitioner’s office.

(b) Disclosure.

(1) A health care practitioner who administers stem cell products that are not approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration shall provide a disclosure form to a patient for the patient’s signature prior to each administration of an unapproved stem cell product.

(2) The disclosure form shall state, in language that the patient could reasonably be expected to understand, the stem cell product’s U.S. Food and Drug Administration approval status.

(3) The health care practitioner shall retain in the patient’s medical record a copy of each disclosure form signed and dated by the patient.
(c) Advertisements. A health care practitioner shall include the notice set forth in subdivision (a)(1) of this section in any advertisements relating to the use of stem cell products that are not approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. In print advertisements, the notice shall be clearly legible and in a font size not smaller than the largest font size used in the advertisement. For all other forms of advertisements, the notice shall either be clearly legible in a font size not smaller than the largest font size used in the advertisement or clearly spoken.

(d) Nonapplicability. The provisions of this section shall not apply to the following:

(1) a health care practitioner who has obtained approval or clearance for an investigational new drug or device from the U.S. Food and Drug Administration for the use of stem cell products; or

(2) a health care practitioner who administers a stem cell product pursuant to an employment or other contract to administer stem cell products on behalf of or under the auspices of an institution certified by the Foundation for the Accreditation of Cellular Therapy, the National Institutes of Health Blood and Marrow Transplant Clinical Trials Network, or AABB, formerly known as the American Association of Blood Banks.

(e) Violations. A violation of this section constitutes unprofessional conduct under 3 V.S.A. § 129a and 26 V.S.A. § 1354.

Sec. 2. 3 V.S.A. § 129a is amended to read:

§ 129a. UNPROFESSIONAL CONDUCT

(a) In addition to any other provision of law, the following conduct by a licensee constitutes unprofessional conduct. When that conduct is by an applicant or person who later becomes an applicant, it may constitute grounds for denial of a license or other disciplinary action. Any one of the following items or any combination of items, whether the conduct at issue was committed within or outside the State, shall constitute unprofessional conduct:

(27) For a health care practitioner, failing to comply with one or more of the notice, disclosure, or advertising requirements in 18 V.S.A. § 4502 for administering stem cell products not approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration.
Sec. 3. 26 V.S.A. § 1354 is amended to read:

§ 1354. UNPROFESSIONAL CONDUCT

(a) The Board shall find that any one of the following, or any combination of the following, whether the conduct at issue was committed within or outside the State, constitutes unprofessional conduct:

* * *

(39) use of the services of a physician assistant by a physician in a manner that is inconsistent with the provisions of chapter 31 of this title; or

(40) use of conversion therapy as defined in 18 V.S.A. § 8351 on a client younger than 18 years of age; or

(41) failure to comply with one or more of the notice, disclosure, or advertising requirements in 18 V.S.A. § 4502 for administering stem cell products not approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration.

* * *

Sec. 4. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH; ADVANCE DIRECTIVES; RULEMAKING

The Department of Health shall amend its rules on advance directives to further clarify the scope of experimental treatments to which an agent may and may not provide consent on behalf of a principal. The Department’s amended rules shall take effect not later than January 1, 2021.

Sec. 5. EFFECTIVE DATE

This act shall take effect on July 1, 2020.

And that after passage the title of the bill be amended to read:

An act relating to administering stem cell products not approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration.

(Committee vote: 5-0-0)

S. 254.

An act relating to union organizing.

Reported favorably with recommendation of amendment by Senator Sirotkin for the Committee on Economic Development, Housing and General Affairs.

The Committee recommends that the bill be amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
Sec. 1. 3 V.S.A. § 941 is amended to read:

§ 941. UNIT DETERMINATION, CERTIFICATION, AND REPRESENTATION

(c) A petition may be filed with the Board, in accordance with procedures prescribed by the Board:

(1) By an employee or group of employees, or any individual or employee organization purporting to act in their behalf, alleging by filing a petition or petitions bearing signatures of not less than 30 percent of the employees, that they wish to form a bargaining unit and be represented for collective bargaining, or that the individual or employee organization currently certified as bargaining agent is no longer supported by at least 51 percent of the employees in the bargaining unit, or that they are now included in an approved bargaining unit and wish to form a separate bargaining unit under Board criteria for purposes of collective bargaining.

(2)(A)(i) An employee or group of employees, or any individual or employee organization purporting to act in their behalf, that is seeking to determine interest in the formation of a bargaining unit or representation for collective bargaining may petition the employer and the Board for a list of the employees in the proposed bargaining unit.

(ii) An employee or group of employees, or any person purporting to act on their behalf, that is seeking to demonstrate that the individual or employee organization currently certified as bargaining agent is no longer supported by at least 51 percent of the employees in the bargaining unit shall not be entitled to obtain a list of the employees in the proposed bargaining unit pursuant to this subdivision (c)(2).

(B) Within two business days after receiving the petition, the employer shall file with the Board and the employee or group of employees, or the individual or employee organization purporting to act in their behalf, a list of the names and job titles of the employees in the proposed bargaining unit. To the extent possible, the list of employees shall be in alphabetical order by last name and provided in electronic format.

(d)(1) The Board, a Board member thereof, or a person or persons designated by the Board shall investigate the petition, and do one of the following:

(A) Determine that a sufficient showing of interest has been made by the petition.
(1)(B)(i) If it finds reasonable cause to believe that a question of unit determination or representation exists, an appropriate hearing shall be scheduled before the Board upon due notice. The Board shall schedule a hearing to be held before the Board not more than eight days after the petition was filed with the Board unless:

(I) the parties named in the petition mutually agree to extend the time for the hearing; or

(II) the Board determines that the time for the hearing must be extended due to an insufficient number of Board members being available to hold a hearing or the Executive Director of the Board is unavailable due to leave.

(ii)(I) Once scheduled, the date of the hearing shall not be subject to change except for good cause as determined by the Board. Upon request, the results of the investigation shall be made available by the Board to the petitioners and all intervenors, if any, including the duly certified bargaining representative prior to giving notice of hearing. Written notice of the hearing shall be mailed by certified mail to the parties named in the petition not less than seven calendar days before the hearing.

(II) The time for a hearing shall not be extended pursuant to subdivisions (d)(1)(B)(i)(I) or (II) of this section for more than an additional 30 days.

(iii) Hearing procedure and notification of the results of the hearing shall be in accordance with rules prescribed by the Board, except that the parties shall not be permitted to submit briefs to the Board after the conclusion of the hearing unless the parties mutually agree to do so and the Board consents.

(iv) The Board shall issue its decision not more than two business days after the hearing or 10 days after the petition was submitted, whichever is later.

(2)(C) The Board shall dismiss the petition, based upon the absence of substantive evidence, if it shall dismiss the petition.

(2) Upon request, the results of the investigation shall be made available by the Board to the petitioners and all intervenors, if any, including the duly certified bargaining representative as soon as practicable after the investigation is completed.

(e)(1)(A) Whenever, as a result of a petition and an appropriate hearing, the Board finds substantial interest among employees in forming a bargaining unit or being represent for purposes of collective bargaining, a secret ballot
election shall be conducted by the Board to be taken in such manner as to show not more than 21 days after the petition is filed with the Board.

(B) The time to conduct the election may be extended by:

(i) mutual agreement of the parties; or

(ii) the Board due to a lack of staff available to conduct the election or other circumstances that make it impracticable for the Board to conduct the election within 21 days after the petition is filed.

(C) The Board shall not hold a hearing to resolve any disputes related to the membership of the bargaining unit until after the election unless the parties mutually agree to extend the time for the election for the purpose of resolving those issues.

(2) The election shall be conducted so that it shows separately the wishes of the employees in the voting group involved as to the determination of the collective bargaining unit, including the right not to be organized. In order for a collective bargaining unit to be recognized and certified by the Board, there must be upon a majority vote cast by those of the employees voting.

(3)(A) Unless the employer and labor organization agree to a longer period, the employer shall file with the Board and the labor organization that will be named on the ballot a list of the employees in the bargaining unit within two business days after:

(i) the Board determines that substantial interest exists and a secret ballot election shall be conducted; or

(ii) the parties stipulate to the composition of the bargaining unit.

(B) The list shall include, as appropriate, each employee’s name, work location, shift, job classification, and contact information. As used in this subdivision (2), “contact information” includes an employee’s home address, personal e-mail address, and home and personal cellular telephone numbers.

(C) To the extent possible, the list of employees shall be in alphabetical order by last name and provided in electronic format.

(D) The list shall be kept confidential by the employer and the labor organization and shall be exempt from copying and inspection under the Public Records Act.

(E) Failure to file the list within the time required pursuant to subdivision (A) of this subdivision (2) shall be grounds for the Board to set
aside the results of the election if an objection is filed within the time required pursuant to the Board’s rules.

* * *

(g)(1) In determining the representation of State employees in a collective bargaining unit, the Board shall conduct a secret ballot of the employees not more than 21 days after the petition is filed with the Board, unless the time to conduct the election is extended pursuant to subdivision (e)(1)(B) of this section, and certify the results to the interested parties and to the State employer. The original ballot shall be so prepared as to permit a vote against representation by anyone named on the ballot. No representative will be certified with less than a majority of the votes cast.

* * *

Sec. 2. 16 V.S.A. § 1992 is amended to read:

§ 1992. REFERENDUM PROCEDURE FOR REPRESENTATION

(a)(1) An organization purporting to represent a majority of all of the teachers or administrators employed by the school board may be recognized by the school board without the necessity of a referendum upon the submission of a petition bearing the valid signatures of a majority of the teachers or administrators employed by that school board. Within 15 days after receiving the petition the school board shall notify the teachers or administrators of the school district in writing of its intention to either require or waive a secret ballot referendum. If the school board gives notice of its intention to waive a referendum and recognize an organization, 10 percent of the teachers or administrators employed by the school board may submit a petition within 15 days thereafter, objecting to the granting of recognition without a referendum, in which event a secret ballot referendum shall be held in the district for the purpose of choosing an exclusive representative according to the guidelines for referendum contained in this legislation as provided pursuant to the provisions of this section.

(2)(A)(i) An organization seeking to represent the teachers or administrators employed by a school board may petition the school board and the Vermont Labor Relations Board for a list of the teachers or administrators in the proposed bargaining unit.

(ii) An organization or group of teachers or administrators, or any person purporting to act on their behalf, that is seeking to demonstrate that the teachers’ or administrators’ organization that is currently the exclusive representative of the teachers or administrators is no longer supported by a majority of the teachers or administrators employed by that school board shall
not be entitled to obtain a list of the employees in the proposed bargaining unit pursuant to this subdivision (a)(2).

(B) Within two business days after receiving the petition, the school board shall file with the Vermont Labor Relations Board and the organization a list of the names and job titles of the teachers or administrators in the proposed bargaining unit. To the extent possible, the list of employees shall be in alphabetical order by last name and provided in electronic format.

* * *

(c)(1)(A) A secret ballot referendum shall be held any time that not more than 21 days after 20 percent of the teachers or administrators employed by the school board present a petition requesting a referendum on the matter of representation, except during a period of prior recognition, as hereinbefore provided pursuant to subsection (b) of this section.

(B) The parties may mutually agree to extend the time to hold the election set forth in subdivision (A) of this subdivision (1).

(C) Any organization interested in representing teachers or administrators in the school district shall have the right to appear on the ballot by submitting a petition supported by ten percent or more of the teachers or administrators in the school district.

(2)(A) Unless the school board and the organization agree to a longer period, within two business days after the petition is presented, the school board shall file with the organization that will be named on the ballot a list of the teachers or administrators in the bargaining unit.

(B) The list shall include, as appropriate, each teacher’s or administrator’s name, work location, job classification, and contact information. As used in this subdivision (2), “contact information” includes a teacher’s or administrator’s home address, personal e-mail address, and home and personal cellular telephone numbers.

(C) To the extent possible, the list of teachers or administrators shall be in alphabetical order by last name and provided in electronic format.

(D) The list shall be kept confidential by the school board and the organization and shall be exempt from copying and inspection under the Public Records Act.

(E) Failure to file the list within the time required pursuant to subdivision (A) of this subdivision (2) shall be an unfair labor practice and grounds for the Vermont Labor Relations Board to set aside the results of the referendum if an unfair labor practice charge is filed not more than 10 business days after the referendum.

* * *
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§ 1724. CERTIFICATION PROCEDURE

(a)(1) A petition may be filed with the Board, in accordance with regulations prescribed rules adopted by the Board:

(1)(A) By an employee or group of employees, or any individual or employee organization purporting to act in their behalf, alleging that not less than 30 percent of the employees, wish to form a bargaining unit and be represented for collective bargaining, or assert that the individual or employee organization currently certified as bargaining agent is no longer supported by at least 51 percent of the employees in the bargaining unit, or that not less than 51 percent of the employees now included in an approved bargaining unit wish to form a separate bargaining unit under Board criteria for purposes of collective bargaining.

(2)(B) By the employer alleging that the presently certified bargaining unit is no longer appropriate under Board criteria.

(2)(A)(i) An employee or group of employees, or any individual or employee organization purporting to act in their behalf, that is seeking to determine interest in the formation of a bargaining unit or representation for collective bargaining may petition the employer and the Board for a list of the employees in the proposed bargaining unit.

(ii) An employee or group of employees, or any person purporting to act on their behalf, that is seeking to demonstrate that the individual or employee organization currently certified as bargaining agent is no longer supported by at least 51 percent of the employees in the bargaining unit shall not be entitled to obtain a list of the employees in the proposed bargaining unit pursuant to this subdivision (a)(2).

(B) Within two business days after receiving the petition, the employer shall file with the Board and the employee or group of employees, or the individual or employee organization purporting to act in their behalf, a list of the names and job titles of the employees in the proposed bargaining unit. To the extent possible, the list of employees shall be in alphabetical order by last name and provided in electronic format.

(b)(1) The Board, a Board member thereof, or a person or persons designated by the Board shall investigate the petition, and do one of the following:

(A) Determine that a sufficient showing of interest has been made by the petition.
(1)(B)(i) If it finds reasonable cause to believe that a question of unit determination or representation exists, an appropriate hearing shall be scheduled before the Board upon due notice. Written notice of the hearing shall be mailed by certified mail to the parties named in the petition not less than 14 calendar days before the hearing. The Board shall schedule a hearing to be held before the Board not more than eight days after the petition was filed with the Board unless:

(I) the parties named in the petition mutually agree to extend the time for the hearing; or

(II) the Board determines that the time for the hearing must be extended due to an insufficient number of Board members being available to hold a hearing or the Executive Director of the Board is unavailable due to leave.

(ii) Once scheduled, the date of the hearing shall not be subject to change except for good cause as determined by the Board.

(II) The time for a hearing shall not be extended pursuant to subdivisions (d)(1)(B)(i)(I) or (II) of this section for more than an additional 30 days.

(iii) Hearing procedure and notification of the results thereof of the hearing shall be in accordance with rules prescribed adopted by the Board or, except that the parties shall not be permitted to submit briefs to the Board after the conclusion of the hearing unless the parties mutually agree to do so and the Board consents.

(iv) The Board shall issue its decision not more than two business days after the hearing or 10 days after the petition was submitted, whichever is later.

(2)(C) dismiss the petition, based upon the If the Board finds an absence of substantive evidence it shall dismiss the petition.

(2) Upon request, the results of the investigation shall be made available by the Board to the petitioners and all intervenors, if any, including the duly certified bargaining representative as soon as practicable after the investigation is completed.

* * *

e)(1)(A) In determining the representation of municipal employees in a collective bargaining unit, the Board shall conduct an election by secret ballot of the employees and certify the results to the interested parties and to the employer. The election shall be held not more than 21 days after the petition is filed with the Board.
(B) The time to conduct the election may be extended by:

(i) mutual agreement of the parties; or

(ii) the Board due to a lack of staff available to conduct the election or other circumstances that make it impracticable for the Board to conduct the election within 21 days after the petition is filed.

(C) The Board shall not hold a hearing to resolve any disputes related to the membership of the bargaining unit until after the election unless the parties mutually agree to extend the time for the election for the purpose of resolving those issues.

(2) The original ballot shall be so prepared as to permit a vote against representation by anyone named on the ballot. No representative will be certified with less than a 51 percent affirmative vote of all votes cast. If it is asserted that the certified bargaining agent is no longer supported by at least 51 percent of the employees in the bargaining unit and there is no attempt to seek the election of another employee organization or individual as bargaining representative, there shall be at least 51 percent negative vote of all votes cast to decertify the existing bargaining agent.

(A) Unless the employer and the individual or labor organization seeking to represent the bargaining unit agree to a longer period, the employer shall file with the Board and the individual or labor organization that will be named on the ballot a list of the employees in the bargaining unit within two business days after:

(i) the Board determines that substantial interest exists and a secret ballot election shall be conducted; or

(ii) the parties stipulate to the composition of the bargaining unit.

(B) The list shall include, as appropriate, each employee’s name, work location, shift, job classification, and contact information. As used in this subdivision (2), “contact information” includes an employee’s home address, personal e-mail address, and home and personal cellular telephone numbers.

(C) To the extent possible, the list of employees shall be in alphabetical order by last name and provided in electronic format.

(D) The list shall be kept confidential by the employer and the individual or labor organization seeking to represent the bargaining unit and shall be exempt from copying and inspection under the Public Records Act.

(E) Failure to file the list within the time required pursuant to subdivision (A) of this subdivision (2) shall be grounds for the Board to set
aside the results of the election if an objection is filed within the time required pursuant to the Board’s rules.

***

*** Automatic Membership Dues Deduction ***

Sec. 4. 3 V.S.A. § 903 is amended to read:

§ 903. EMPLOYEES’ RIGHTS AND DUTIES; PROHIBITED ACTS

***

(e) Employees who are members of the employee organization shall have the right to automatic membership dues deductions. Upon receipt of a signed authorization to commence automatic membership dues deductions from an employee, the employer shall, as soon as practicable and in any event, no later than 30 calendar days after receiving the authorization, commence withholding from the employee’s wages the amount of membership dues certified by the employee organization. The employer shall transmit the amount withheld to the employee organization on the same day as the employee is paid. Nothing in this subsection shall be construed to require a member of an employee organization to participate in automatic dues deduction.

Sec. 5. 3 V.S.A. § 1012 is amended to read:

§ 1012. EMPLOYEES’ RIGHTS AND DUTIES; PROHIBITED ACTS

***

(e) Employees who are members of the employee organization shall have the right to automatic membership dues deductions. Upon receipt of a signed authorization to commence automatic membership dues deductions from an employee, the employer shall, as soon as practicable and in any event, no later than 30 calendar days after receiving the authorization, commence withholding from the employee’s wages the amount of membership dues certified by the employee organization. The employer shall transmit the amount withheld to the employee organization on the same day as the employee is paid. Nothing in this subsection shall be construed to require a member of an employee organization to participate in automatic dues deduction.

Sec. 6. 16 V.S.A. § 1982 is amended to read:

§ 1982. RIGHTS

***

(f) A teacher or administrator who is a member of the teachers’ or administrators’ organization shall have the right to automatic membership dues
deductions. Upon receipt of a signed authorization to commence automatic membership dues deductions from a teacher or administrator, the school board shall, as soon as practicable and in any event, no later than 30 calendar days after receiving the authorization, commence withholding from the teacher’s or administrator’s wages the amount of membership dues certified by the teachers’ or administrators’ organization. The school board shall transmit the amount withheld to the teachers’ or administrators’ organization on the same day as the teacher or administrator is paid. Nothing in this subsection shall be construed to require a member of a teachers’ or administrators’ organization to participate in automatic dues deduction.

Sec. 7. 21 V.S.A. § 1645 is added to read:

§ 1645. AUTOMATIC MEMBERSHIP DUES DEDUCTION

Independent direct support providers who are members of the labor organization shall have the right to automatic membership dues deductions. Upon receipt of a signed authorization to commence automatic membership dues deductions from an independent direct support provider, the State shall, as soon as practicable and in any event, no later than 30 calendar days after receiving the authorization, commence withholding from the independent direct support provider’s wages the amount of membership dues certified by the labor organization. The State shall transmit the amount withheld to the labor organization on the same day as the independent direct support provider is paid. Nothing in this section shall be construed to require a member of a labor organization to participate in automatic dues deduction.

Sec. 8. 21 V.S.A. § 1737 is added to read:

§ 1737. AUTOMATIC MEMBERSHIP DUES DEDUCTION

Employees who are members of the employee organization shall have the right to automatic membership dues deductions. Upon receipt of a signed authorization to commence automatic membership dues deductions from an employee, the employer shall, as soon as practicable and in any event, no later than 30 calendar days after receiving the authorization, commence withholding from the employee’s wages the amount of membership dues certified by the employee organization. The employer shall transmit the amount withheld to the employee organization on the same day as the employee is paid. Nothing in this section shall be construed to require a member of an employee organization to participate in automatic dues deduction.

Sec. 9. 33 V.S.A. § 3618 is added to read:

§ 3618. AUTOMATIC MEMBERSHIP DUES DEDUCTION

Early care and education providers who are members of the labor
organization shall have the right to automatic membership dues deductions. Upon receipt of a signed authorization to commence automatic membership dues deductions from an early care and education provider, the State shall, as soon as practicable and in any event, no later than 30 calendar days after receiving the authorization, commence withholding from the subsidies paid to the early care and education provider the amount of membership dues certified by the labor organization. The State shall transmit the amount withheld to the labor organization on the same day as the subsidies are paid to the early care and education provider. Nothing in this section shall be construed to require a member of a labor organization to participate in automatic dues deduction.

**Access to Employees in Bargaining Unit**

Sec. 10. 3 V.S.A. § 909 is added to read:

§ 909. ACCESS TO NEW EMPLOYEES IN BARGAINING UNIT

(a) An employer shall provide the employee organization that is the exclusive representative of the employees in a bargaining unit with an opportunity to meet with each newly hired employee in the bargaining unit to present information about the employee organization.

(b)(1) The meeting shall occur during the new employee’s orientation or, if the employer does not conduct an orientation for newly hired employees, within 30 calendar days from the date on which the employee was hired.

(2) If the meeting is not held during the new employee’s orientation, it shall be held during the new employee’s regular work hours and at his or her regular worksite or a location mutually agreed to by the employer and the employee organization.

(3) The employee organization shall be permitted to meet with the employee for not less than 60 minutes.

(4) The employee shall be paid for attending the meeting at his or her regular rate of pay.

(c)(1) Within 10 days after hiring a new employee in a bargaining unit, the employer shall provide the employee organization with his or her name, job title, worksite location, work telephone number and e-mail address, home address, personal e-mail address, home and personal cellular telephone numbers, and date of hire.

(2) The employee’s home address, personal e-mail address, and home and personal cellular telephone numbers shall be kept confidential by the employer and the employee organization and shall be exempt from copying and inspection under the Public Records Act.
(d) The employer shall provide the employee organization with not less than 10 days’ notice of an orientation for newly hired employees in a bargaining unit.

Sec. 11. 3 V.S.A. § 1022 is added to read:

§ 1022. ACCESS TO NEW EMPLOYEES IN BARGAINING UNIT

(a) An employer shall provide the employee organization that is the exclusive representative of the employees in a bargaining unit with an opportunity to meet with each newly hired employee in the bargaining unit to present information about the employee organization.

(b)(1) The meeting shall occur during the new employee’s orientation or, if the employer does not conduct an orientation for newly hired employees, within 30 calendar days from the date on which the employee was hired.

(2) If the meeting is not held during the new employee’s orientation, it shall be held during the new employee’s regular work hours and at his or her regular worksite or a location mutually agreed to by the employer and the employee organization.

(3) The employee organization shall be permitted to meet with the employee for not less than 60 minutes.

(4) The employee shall be paid for attending the meeting at his or her regular rate of pay.

(c)(1) Within 10 days after hiring a new employee in a bargaining unit, the employer shall provide the employee organization with his or her name, job title, worksite location, work telephone number and e-mail address, home address, personal e-mail address, home and personal cellular telephone numbers, and date of hire.

(2) The employee’s home address, personal e-mail address, and home and personal cellular telephone numbers shall be kept confidential by the employer and the employee organization and shall be exempt from copying and inspection under the Public Records Act.

(d) The employer shall provide the employee organization with not less than 10 days’ notice of an orientation for newly hired employees in a bargaining unit.
Sec. 12. 16 V.S.A. 1984 is added to read:

§ 1984. ACCESS TO NEW TEACHERS OR ADMINISTRATORS IN BARGAINING UNIT

(a) A school board shall provide a teachers’ or administrators’ organization that is the exclusive representative of the teachers or administrators in a bargaining unit with an opportunity to meet with each newly hired teacher or administrator in the bargaining unit to present information about the teachers’ or administrators’ organization.

(b)(1) The meeting shall occur during the new teacher’s or administrator’s orientation or, if the school board does not conduct an orientation for newly hired teachers or administrators, within 30 calendar days from the date on which the teacher or administrator was hired.

(2) If the meeting is not held during the new teacher’s or administrator’s orientation, it shall be held during the new teacher’s or administrator’s regular work hours and at his or her regular worksite or a location mutually agreed to by the school board and the teacher’s or administrator’s organization.

(3) The employee organization shall be permitted to meet with the employee for not less than 60 minutes.

(4) The teacher or administrator shall be paid for attending the meeting at his or her regular rate of pay.

(c)(1) Within 10 days after hiring a new teacher or administrator, the school board shall provide the teacher’s or administrator’s organization, as appropriate, with his or her name, job title, worksite location, work telephone number and e-mail address, home address, personal e-mail address, home and personal cellular telephone numbers, and date of hire.

(2) The teacher’s or administrator’s home address, personal e-mail address, and home and personal cellular telephone numbers shall be kept confidential by the employer and the teacher’s or administrator’s organization and shall be exempt from copying and inspection under the Public Records Act.

(d) The school board shall provide the teacher’s or administrator’s organization with not less than 10 days’ notice of an orientation for newly hired teachers or administrators in its bargaining unit.
Sec. 13. 21 V.S.A. § 1738 is added to read:

§ 1738. ACCESS TO NEW EMPLOYEES IN BARGAINING UNIT

(a) An employer shall provide the employee organization that is the exclusive representative of the employees in a bargaining unit with an opportunity to meet with each newly hired employee in the bargaining unit to present information about the employee organization.

(b)(1) The meeting shall occur during the new employee’s orientation or, if the employer does not conduct an orientation for newly hired employees, within 30 calendar days from the date on which the employee was hired.

(2) If the meeting is not held during the new employee’s orientation, it shall be held during the new employee’s regular work hours and at his or her regular worksite or a location mutually agreed to by the employer and the employee organization.

(3) The employee organization shall be permitted to meet with the employee for not less than 60 minutes.

(4) The employee shall be paid for attending the meeting at his or her regular rate of pay.

(c)(1) Within 10 days after hiring a new employee in a bargaining unit, the employer shall provide the employee organization with his or her name, job title, worksite location, work telephone number and e-mail address, home address, personal e-mail address, home and personal cellular telephone numbers, and date of hire.

(2) The employee’s home address, personal e-mail address, and home and personal cellular telephone numbers shall be kept confidential by the employer and the employee organization and shall be exempt from copying and inspection under the Public Records Act.

(d) The employer shall provide the employee organization with not less than 10 days’ notice of an orientation for newly hired employees in a bargaining unit.

*** Effective Date ***

Sec. 14. EFFECTIVE DATE

This act shall take effect on July 1, 2020.

(Committee vote: 5-0-0)
S. 285.

An act relating to the State House Artwork and Portrait Project Committee.

Reported favorably with recommendation of amendment by Senator Benning for the Committee on Institutions.

The Committee recommends that the bill be amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

Sec. 1. 2 V.S.A. § 651 is amended to read:

§ 651. LEGISLATIVE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON THE STATE HOUSE

(a) The Legislative Advisory Committee on the State House is created.

* * *

(d) The Committee shall meet at the State House at least one time during the months of July and December when the General Assembly is in session and at least one time when the General Assembly is not in session or at the call of the Chair. The Commissioner of Buildings and General Services shall keep minutes of the meetings and maintain a file thereof.

(e) The Committee shall have the assistance of the Office of Legislative Council.

Sec. 2. 2 V.S.A. § 653 is amended to read:

§ 653. FUNCTIONS

(a)(1) The Legislative Advisory Committee on the State House shall be consulted on all activities relating to the acquisition and care of paintings and historic artifacts and furnishings, and the refurbishing, renovation, preservation, and expansion of the building and its interior.

(2) The Legislative Advisory Committee on the State House shall develop a plan for the acquisition or commission of artwork for the State House collection that represents Vermont’s diverse people and history, including diversity of gender, race, ethnicity, sexuality, and disability status.

* * *

Sec. 3. STATE HOUSE ARTWORK AND PORTRAIT PROJECT; LEGISLATIVE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON THE STATE HOUSE; REPORT

(a) Intent. It is the intent of the General Assembly:
(1) to expand the State House artwork and portrait collection to represent the diverse stories of those who have significantly contributed to Vermont’s history;

(2) to give special consideration to the State House as a place of employment for a diverse workforce and as an institution of public education for students and members of the general public; and

(3) that the State have a policy of including diverse leadership stories that reflect all of Vermont’s history when acquiring or commissioning artistic representation for the State House art collection.

(b) Policy. It is the policy of the General Assembly that the State House art collection shall reflect:

(1) those who have served as leaders and have significantly contributed to the history of Vermont;

(2) those whose service relates to the State or the Abenaki Nation, the civil rights of Vermonters, the legislative process, or the operation of the State House;

(3) stories of significance to a community, a tribe, or historical moments that demonstrate the diverse nature of Vermont’s people and history; or

(4) the natural landscapes and environmental features of the State of Vermont.

(c) Plan. Pursuant to 2 V.S.A. § 653, the Legislative Advisory Committee on the State House, in consultation with the State Curator, shall develop a plan for the acquisition or commission of artwork for the State House collection that incorporates the intent and policies described in subsections (a) and (b) of this section.

(d) Recommendations. The Committee, in consultation with the public and relevant experts, including Vermont historians, artists, and diverse community leaders, shall research and recommend significant historical Vermont leadership stories that warrant artistic inclusion in the State House art collection using the intent and policies described in subsections (a) and (b) of this section.

(e) Report. On or before December 15, 2020, the Committee shall submit a written report to the House Committee on Corrections and Institutions and the Senate Committee on Institutions with the plan and recommendations described in this section and any recommendations for legislative action.
Sec. 4. 29 V.S.A. § 154a is amended to read:

§ 154a. STATE CURATOR

(a) Creation. The position of State Curator is created within the Department of Buildings and General Services.

(b) Duties. The State Curator’s responsibilities shall include:

(1) oversight of the general historic preservation of the State House, including maintaining the historical integrity of the State House and works of art in the State House;

(2) interpretation of the State House to the visiting public through exhibits, publications, and tours; and

(3) acquisition, management, and care of State collections of art and historic furnishings, provided that any works of art for the State House are acquired pursuant to the requirements of 2 V.S.A. § 653(a).

(c) Acquisition policy. In coordination with the Legislative Advisory Committee on the State House, and in accordance with the plan developed pursuant to 2 V.S.A. § 653, the State Curator shall adopt an acquisition policy that ensures that the acquisition of art for the State House reflects a diversity of artistic media and artists, the natural history of the State, and the diversity of the people and stories of Vermont throughout the history of the State.

(d) Interpretive plan. In coordination with the Friends of the Vermont State House and the Vermont Historical Society, the State Curator shall create an interpretive plan that tells the stories of the State House art collection through accessible written, multimedia, and oral means. The plan shall include appropriate and inclusive training of State House volunteers and staff.

Sec. 5. EFFECTIVE DATE

This act shall take effect on passage.

(Committee vote: 5-0-0)

Reported favorably by Senator McCormack for the Committee on Appropriations.

The Committee recommends that the bill be amended as recommended by the Committee on Institutions and when so amended ought to pass.

(Committee vote: 6-0-1)
S. 297.

An act relating to the Agency of Health Care Administration.

Reported favorably with recommendation of amendment by Senator Lyons for the Committee on Health and Welfare.

The Committee recommends that the bill be amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

Sec. 1. AGENCY OF HUMAN SERVICES REORGANIZATION; WORKING GROUP; REPORT

(a) Creation. There is created a working group to develop proposals for reorganizing the Agency of Human Services.

(b) Membership. The working group shall be composed of the following members:

(1) the Secretary of Human Services or designee;

(2) the commissioner of each department within the Agency of Human Services or their designees; and

(3) other interested stakeholders.

(c) Powers and duties. The working group shall consider options for reorganizing, restructuring, or reconfiguring the Agency of Human Services and its departments to best serve Vermonters, including consideration of the following:

(1) whether the Agency of Human Services should be divided into two or more agencies, and if so, how they should be organized;

(2) whether the Agency of Human Services should be divided as follows:

   (A) an Agency of Human Services, comprising the Department of Corrections; the Department for Children and Families; the Department of Independent Living, which would provide services to Vermonters who are elders and to individuals with disabilities; and the Human Services Board; and

   (B) an Agency of Health Care Administration comprising the Departments of Health Access, of Mental Health and Substance Misuse, of Long-Term Care, and of Public Health; the Health Care Board; and the Vermont Health Benefit Exchange;

(3) how to improve collaboration, integration, and alignment of services across agencies and departments to deliver services built around the needs of individuals and families; and
(4) how to minimize any confusion or disruption that may result from implementing the recommended changes.

(d) Assistance. The working group shall have the administrative, technical, and legal assistance of the Agency of Human Services.

(e) Report. On or before January 15, 2021, the working group shall provide its findings and recommendations to the General Assembly and the Governor.

(f) Meetings.

(1) The Secretary of Human Services or designee shall call the first meeting of the working group to occur on or before July 1, 2020.

(2) The working group shall select a chair from among its members at the first meeting.

(3) A majority of the working group’s membership shall constitute a quorum.

(4) The working group shall cease to exist on January 15, 2021.

Sec. 2. EFFECTIVE DATE

This act shall take effect on passage.

And that after passage the title of the bill be amended to read:

An act relating to reorganizing the Agency of Human Services.

(Committee vote: 5-0-0)

Reported favorably with recommendation of amendment by Senator Clarkson for the Committee on Government Operations.

The Committee recommends that the bill be amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

Sec. 1. AGENCY OF HUMAN SERVICES ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE; WORKING GROUP; REPORT

(a) Creation. There is created a working group to evaluate the organizational structure of the Agency of Human Services and to recommend any appropriate modifications to that structure.

(b) Membership. The working group shall be composed of the following members:

(1) the Secretary of Human Services or designee;
(2) the commissioner of each department within the Agency of Human Services or their designees; and

(3) three employees of the Agency of Human Services, appointed by the President of the Vermont State Employees Association.

(c) Powers and duties. The working group, in consultation with interested stakeholders, shall consider options for reorganizing, restructuring, or reconfiguring the Agency of Human Services and its departments to best serve Vermonters, including consideration of the following:

(1) whether the Agency of Human Services should be divided into two or more agencies, and if so, how they should be organized;

(2) how to improve collaboration, integration, and alignment of services across agencies and departments to deliver services built around the needs of individuals and families; and

(3) how to minimize any confusion or disruption that may result from implementing the recommended changes.

(d) Assistance. The working group shall have the administrative, technical, and legal assistance of the Agency of Human Services.

(e) Report. On or before January 15, 2021, the working group shall provide its findings and recommendations to the General Assembly and the Governor.

(f) Meetings.

(1) The Secretary of Human Services or designee shall call the first meeting of the working group to occur on or before July 1, 2020.

(2) The working group shall select a chair from among its members at the first meeting.

(3) A majority of the working group’s membership shall constitute a quorum.

(4) All of the working group’s meetings shall be open to the public and all meeting dates, times, and locations shall be posted on the General Assembly’s website.

(5) The working group shall cease to exist on January 15, 2021.
Sec. 2. EFFECTIVE DATE

This act shall take effect on passage.

And that after passage the title of the bill be amended to read:

An act relating to the organizational structure of the Agency of Human Services.

(Committee vote: 4-1-0)

UNFINISHED BUSINESS OF JUNE 17, 2020

House Proposal of Amendment

S. 301

An act relating to miscellaneous telecommunications changes.

The House proposes to the Senate to amend the bill by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

Sec. 1. 30 V.S.A. § 248a is amended to read:

§ 248a. CERTIFICATE OF PUBLIC GOOD FOR COMMUNICATIONS FACILITIES

* * *

(i) Sunset of Commission authority. Effective on July 1, 2020 2023, no new applications for certificates of public good under this section may be considered by the Commission.

* * *

(q)(1) Emergency waiver. Notwithstanding any other provisions of this section, when the Governor has declared a state of emergency pursuant to 20 V.S.A. § 9 and for 180 days after the declared state of emergency ends, the Commission may waive, for a specified and limited time, the prohibitions contained in this section upon site preparation for or construction of a temporary telecommunications facility necessary for maintaining or improving access to telecommunications services. Waivers issued under this subsection shall be valid for a period not to exceed the duration of the declared emergency plus 180 days.

(2) A person seeking a waiver under this subsection shall file a petition with the Commission and shall provide copies to the Department of Public Service and the Agency of Natural Resources. The Commission shall require that additional notice be provided to those listed in subsection (e) of this section and any affected communications union districts. Upon receipt of the petition, the Commission shall conduct an expedited preliminary hearing.
(3) An order granting a waiver may include terms, conditions, and safeguards to mitigate significant adverse impacts, including the posting of a bond or other security, as the Commission deems proper, based on the scope and duration of the requested waiver.

(4) A waiver shall be granted only when the Commission finds that:

(A) good cause exists due to an emergency situation;

(B) the waiver is necessary to maintain or provide access to wireless telecommunications services;

(C) procedures will be followed to minimize significant adverse impacts under the criteria specified in subdivision (c)(1) of this section; and

(D) taking into account any terms, conditions, and safeguards that the Commission may require, the waiver will promote the general good of the State.

(5) Upon the expiration of a waiver, if a certificate of public good has not been issued under this section, the Commission shall require the removal, relocation, or alteration of the facilities subject to the waiver, as it finds will best promote the general good of the State.

Sec. 2. REPORT ON CRITERIA

On or before February 1, 2021, the Public Utility Commission shall review the criteria used in awarding a certificate of public good under 30 V.S.A. § 248a and report to the Senate Committee on Finance and the House Committee on Energy and Technology any changes that should be made in light of the recent developments in telecommunications technology.

Sec. 3. EXTENSION OF SECTION 248a NOTICE PERIOD DURING COVID-19 STATE OF EMERGENCY

Notwithstanding any contrary provision of law, during the declared state of emergency under 20 V.S.A. chapter 1 due to COVID-19, when an applicant provides notice that it will be filing an application for a certificate of public good under 30 V.S.A. § 248a, a municipal legislative body or a planning commission may request, and the Public Utility Commission shall grant, a 30 day extension to the original notice period for a total 90 day notice period. This extended notice period shall be available on any notice of application for a certificate of public good pursuant to 30 V.S.A. § 248a filed during the declared state of emergency under 20 V.S.A. chapter 1 due to COVID-19, except those for de minimis modifications.
Sec. 4. 2019 Acts and Resolves No. 79, Sec. 25 is amended to read:

Sec. 25. OUTAGES AFFECTING E-911 SERVICE; REPORTING; RULE; E-911 BOARD

The E-911 Board shall adopt a rule establishing protocols for the E-911 Board to obtain or be apprised of, in a timely manner, system outages applicable to wireless service providers, providers of facilities-based, fixed voice service that is not line-powered and to electric companies for the purpose of enabling the E-911 Board to assess 911 service availability during such outages. An outage for purposes of this section includes any loss of E-911 calling capacity, whether caused by lack of function of the telecommunications subscriber’s backup-power equipment, lack of function within a telecommunications provider’s system network failure, or an outage in the electric power system. The rule shall incorporate threshold criteria for outage reporting that reflect the sparsely populated rural nature of Vermont. The E-911 Board shall file a final proposed rule with the Secretary of State and with the Legislative Committee on Administrative Rules pursuant to 3 V.S.A. § 841 on or before February 1, 2020 September 30, 2020.

Sec. 5. EFFECTIVE DATE

This act shall take effect on passage.

NEW BUSINESS
Second Reading
Favorable with Recommendation of Amendment
S. 124.

An act relating to miscellaneous law enforcement amendments.

Reported favorably with recommendation of amendment by Senator White for the Committee on Government Operations.

The Committee recommends that the bill be amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

* * * Vermont Criminal Justice Training Council * * *

Sec. 1. 20 V.S.A. § 2351 is amended to read:

§ 2351. CREATION AND PURPOSE OF COUNCIL

* * *

(b) The Council is created to encourage and assist municipalities, counties, and governmental agencies of this State in their efforts to improve the quality of law enforcement and citizen protection by maintaining a uniform standard of recruitment and in-service training for law enforcement officers.

* * *
Sec. 2. 20 V.S.A. § 2352 is amended to read:
§ 2352. COUNCIL MEMBERSHIP
   (a)(1) The Vermont Criminal Justice Training Council shall consist of:
       (A) the Commissioners of Public Safety, of Corrections, of Motor
           Vehicles, and of Fish and Wildlife, and of Mental Health;
       (B) the Attorney General;
       (C) the Executive Director of the Department of State’s Attorneys
           and Sheriffs;
       (D) a member of the Vermont Troopers’ Association or its successor
           entity, elected by its membership;
           (D)(E) a member of the Vermont Police Association, elected by its
                   membership; and
           (E)(F) five additional members appointed by the Governor.
       (i) The Governor’s appointees shall provide broad representation
           of all aspects of law enforcement and the public in Vermont on
           the Council.
       (ii) The Governor shall solicit recommendations for appointment
           from the Vermont State’s Attorneys Association, the Vermont
           State’s Sheriffs Association, the Vermont Police Chiefs
           Association, and the Vermont Constables Association a member
           of the Chiefs of Police Association of Vermont, appointed by
           the President of the Association;
       (G) a member of the Vermont Sheriffs’ Association, appointed by the
           President of the Association;
       (H) a law enforcement officer appointed by the President of the
           Vermont State Employees Association;
       (I) an employee of the Vermont League of Cities and Towns,
           appointed by the Executive Director of the League;
       (J) an employee of the Vermont Center for Crime Victim Services,
           appointed by the Executive Director of the Center; and
       (K) three public members who shall not be law enforcement officers
           or have a spouse, parent, child, or sibling who is a law
           enforcement officer, current legislators, or otherwise be
           employed in the criminal justice system, one of whom shall
           be appointed by the Speaker of the House, one of whom shall
           be appointed by the Senate Committee on Committees, and one of
           whom shall be appointed by the Governor.
   (2) A member’s term shall be three years.
       * * *
(c) The public members of the Council set forth in subdivision (a)(1)(K) of this section shall be entitled to receive no per diem compensation for their services, but the other members of the Council shall not be entitled to such compensation; provided, however, that all members of the Council shall be allowed their actual and necessary expenses incurred in the performance of their duties. Per diem compensation and reimbursement of expenses under this subsection shall be made as permitted under 32 V.S.A. § 1010 from monies appropriated to the Council.

* * *

Sec. 3. TRANSITIONAL PROVISION TO ADDRESS NEW COUNCIL MEMBERSHIP

Any existing member of the Vermont Criminal Justice Training Council who will serve on the Council under its new membership as set forth in Sec. 2 of this act may serve the remainder of his or her term in effect immediately prior to the effective date of Sec. 2.

Sec. 4. 20 V.S.A. § 2355 is amended to read:

§ 2355. COUNCIL POWERS AND DUTIES

(a) The Council shall adopt rules with respect to:

(1) the approval, or revocation thereof, of law enforcement officer training schools and off-site training programs, which shall include rules to identify and implement alternate routes to certification aside from the training provided at the Vermont Police Academy;

* * *

(b)(1) The Council shall conduct and administer training schools and offer courses of instruction for law enforcement officers and other criminal justice personnel. The Council shall offer courses of instruction for law enforcement officers in different areas of the State and shall strive to offer nonovernight courses whenever possible.

(2) The Council may also offer the basic officer’s course for pre-service preservice students and educational outreach courses for the public, including firearms safety and use of force.

* * *

Sec. 5. 20 V.S.A. § 2358 is amended to read:

§ 2358. MINIMUM TRAINING STANDARDS; DEFINITIONS

* * *
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(b) The Council shall offer or approve basic training and annual in-service training for each of the following three levels of law enforcement officer certification in accordance with the scope of practice for each level, and shall determine by rule the scope of practice for each level in accordance with the provisions of this section:

(1) Level I certification.

* * *

(2) Level II certification.

* * *

(3) Level III certification.

* * *

(c)(1) All programs required by this section shall be approved by the Council.

(2) The Council shall structure its programs so that on and after July 1, 2021, a Level II certified officer may use portfolio experiential learning or College Level Examination Program (CLEP) testing in order to transition to Level III certification, without such an officer needing to restart the certification process.

(3) Completion of a program shall be established by a certificate to that effect signed by the Executive Director of the Council.

* * *

Sec. 6. COUNCIL; REPORT ON CHANGES IN TRAINING OPTIONS; RULE ADOPTION DEADLINE

(a) Report. On or before January 15, 2021, the Executive Director of the Vermont Criminal Justice Training Council shall report to the Senate and House Committees on Government Operations regarding the Council’s:

(1) plan to replace some of its overnight law enforcement training requirements at the Robert H. Wood, Jr. Criminal Justice and Fire Service Training Center of Vermont (the Police Academy) with nonovernight training in other areas of the State, in accordance with 20 V.S.A. § 2355(b)(1) in Sec. 4 of this act; and

(2) changes in the structure of its programs to enable a law enforcement officer to transition from Level II to Level III certification as required by 20 V.S.A. § 2358(c)(2) in Sec. 5 of this act.
(b) Rules. On or before July 1, 2023, the Council shall finally adopt the rules regarding alternate routes to certification required by 20 V.S.A. § 2355(a)(1) in Sec. 4 of this act, unless that deadline is extended by the Legislative Committee on Administrative Rules pursuant to 3 V.S.A. § 843(c).

Sec. 7. 20 V.S.A. § 2361 is amended to read:

§ 2361. ADDITIONAL TRAINING

(a) Nothing in this chapter prohibits any State law enforcement agency, department, or office or any municipality or county of the State from providing additional training beyond basic training to its personnel where no certification is requested of or required by the Council or its Executive Director.

(b) The head of a State agency, department, or office, a municipality’s chief of police, or a sheriff’s executive officer of a law enforcement agency may seek certification from the Council for any in-service training he or she or his or her designee may provide to his or her employees law enforcement officers of his or her agency or of another agency, or both.

Sec. 8. 20 V.S.A. § 2362a is amended to read:

§ 2362a. POTENTIAL HIRING AGENCY; DUTY TO CONTACT CURRENT OR FORMER AGENCY

(a)(1) Prior to hiring a law enforcement officer who is no longer employed at his or her last law enforcement agency, the executive officer of a potential hiring law enforcement agency shall:

(A) require that officer to execute a written waiver that explicitly authorizes the officer’s:

(i) current law enforcement agency employer to disclose its analysis of the officer’s performance at that agency, if the officer is still employed at that agency; or

(ii) last law enforcement agency employer to disclose the reason that officer is no longer employed by that agency, if the officer is not currently employed at an agency; and

(B) contact that former agency to determine that reason obtain that disclosure and provide to that agency a copy of that written waiver.

(2) An officer who refuses to execute the written waiver shall not be hired by the potential hiring agency.

(b)(1)(A) If that current or former agency is a law enforcement agency in this State, the executive officer of that current or former agency or designee
shall disclose to the potential hiring agency in writing its analysis of the officer’s performance at that agency or the reason the officer is no longer employed by the former agency, as applicable.

(B) The executive officer or designee shall send a copy of the disclosure to the officer at the same time he or she sends it to the potential hiring agency.

(2) Such a current or former agency shall be immune from liability for its disclosure described in subdivision (1) of this subsection, unless such disclosure would constitute intentional misrepresentation or gross negligence.

* * *

Sec. 9. LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY; DUTY TO DISCLOSE

The requirement of a current law enforcement agency to disclose its analysis of its law enforcement officer’s performance at the agency as set forth in 20 V.S.A. § 2362a in Sec. 8 of this act shall not apply if there is a binding nondisclosure agreement prohibiting that disclosure that was executed prior to the effective date of that section.

Sec. 10. 20 V.S.A. chapter 151 (Vermont Criminal Justice Training Council), subchapter 2 is amended to read:

Subchapter 2. Unprofessional Conduct

§ 2401. DEFINITIONS

As used in this subchapter:

(1) “Category A conduct” means:

(A) A felony.

(B) A misdemeanor that is committed while on duty and did not involve the legitimate performance of duty.

(C) Any of the following misdemeanors, if committed off duty:

(i) simple assault, second offense;

(ii) domestic assault;

(iii) false reports and statements;

(iv) driving under the influence, second offense;

(v) violation of a relief from abuse order or of a condition of release;

(vi) stalking;
(vii) false pretenses;
(viii) voyeurism;
(ix) prostitution or soliciting prostitution;
(x) distribution of a regulated substance;
(xi) simple assault on a law enforcement officer; or
(xii) possession of a regulated substance, second offense.

(2) “Category B conduct” means gross professional misconduct amounting to actions on duty or under color of authority, or both, that involve willful failure to comply with a State-required policy or substantial deviation from professional conduct as defined by the law enforcement agency’s policy or if not defined by the agency’s policy, then as defined by Council policy, such as and shall include:

(A) sexual harassment involving physical contact or misuse of position;
(B) misuse of official position for personal or economic gain;
(C) excessive use of force under color of authority, second first offense;
(D) biased enforcement; or
(E) use of electronic criminal records database for personal, political, or economic gain.

* * *

§ 2403. LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES; DUTY TO REPORT

(a)(1) The executive officer of a law enforcement agency or the chair of the agency’s civilian review board shall report to the Council within 10 business days if any of the following occur in regard to a law enforcement officer of the agency:

(A) Category (A).

(i) There is a finding of probable cause by a court that the officer committed Category A conduct.

(ii) There is any decision or findings of fact or verdict regarding allegations that the officer committed Category A conduct, including a judicial decision and any appeal therefrom.

(B) Category B.
(i) The agency receives a credible complaint against the officer that, if deemed credible by the executive officer of the agency as a result of a valid investigation, alleges that the officer committed Category B conduct.

(ii) The agency receives or issues any of the following:

(I) a report or findings of a valid investigation finding that the officer committed Category B conduct; or

(II) any decision or findings, including findings of fact or verdict, regarding allegations that the officer committed Category B conduct, including a hearing officer decision, arbitration, administrative decision, or judicial decision, and any appeal therefrom.

(C) Termination. The agency terminates the officer for Category A or Category B conduct.

(D) Resignation. The officer resigns from the agency while under investigation for unprofessional conduct.

(2) As part of his or her report, the executive officer of the agency or the chair of the civilian review board shall provide to the Council a copy of any relevant documents associated with the report, including any findings, decision, and the agency’s investigative report.

(b) The Executive Director of the Council shall report to the Attorney General and the State’s Attorney of jurisdiction any allegations that an officer committed Category A conduct.

***

*** Vermont Crime Information Center ***

Sec. 11. 20 V.S.A. § 2053 is amended to read:

§ 2053. COOPERATION WITH OTHER AGENCIES

(a) The center shall cooperate with other state departments and agencies, municipal police departments, sheriffs, and other law enforcement officers in this state and with federal and international law enforcement agencies to develop and carry on a uniform and complete state, interstate, national, and international system of records of criminal activities commission of crimes and information.

(b) All state departments and agencies, municipal police departments, sheriffs, and other law enforcement officers shall cooperate with and assist the center in the establishment of a complete and uniform system of records relating to the commission of crimes, arrests, convictions, imprisonment, probation, parole, fingerprints, photographs, stolen property,
and other matters relating to the identification and records of persons who have or who are alleged to have committed a crime, or who are missing persons, or who are fugitives from justice.

(2) In order to meet the requirements of subdivision (1) of this subsection, the Center shall establish and provide training on a uniform list of definitions to be used in entering data into a law enforcement agency’s system of records, and every law enforcement officer shall use those definitions when entering data into his or her agency’s system.

*** Law Enforcement Advisory Board ***

Sec. 12. LEAB; REPEAL FOR RECODIFICATION

24 V.S.A. § 1939 (Law Enforcement Advisory Board) is repealed.

Sec. 13. 20 V.S.A. § 1818 is added to read:

§ 1818. LAW ENFORCEMENT ADVISORY BOARD

(a) The Law Enforcement Advisory Board is created within the Department of Public Safety to advise the Commissioner of Public Safety, the Governor, and the General Assembly on issues involving the cooperation and coordination of all agencies that exercise law enforcement responsibilities. The Board shall review any matter that affects more than one law enforcement agency. The Board shall comprise the following members:

(1) the Commissioner of Public Safety;
(2) the Director of the Vermont State Police;
(3) the Director of the Enforcement Division of the Department of Fish and Wildlife;
(4) the Director of the Enforcement and Safety Division of the Department of Motor Vehicles;
(5) the Chief of the Capitol Police Department;
(6) the Director of the Vermont Criminal Justice Services Division;
(7) a member of the Chiefs of Police Association of Vermont, appointed by the President of the Association;
(8) a member of the Vermont Sheriffs’ Association, appointed by the President of the Association;
(9) a representative of the Vermont League of Cities and Towns, appointed by the Executive Director of the League;
(10) a member of the Vermont Police Association, appointed by the President of the Association;
(11) the Attorney General or designee;
(12) a State’s Attorney appointed by the Executive Director of the Department of State’s Attorneys and Sheriffs;

(13) the U.S. Attorney or designee;

(14) the Executive Director of the Vermont Criminal Justice Training Council;

(15) the Defender General or designee;

(16) one representative of the Vermont Troopers’ Association or its successor entity, elected by its membership;

(17) a member of the Vermont Constables Association, appointed by the President of the Association; and

(18) a law enforcement officer, appointed by the President of the Vermont State Employees Association.

(b) The Board shall elect a chair and a vice chair, which positions shall rotate among the various member representatives. Each member shall serve a term of two years. The Board shall meet at the call of the Chair. A quorum shall consist of 10 members, and decisions of the Board shall require the approval of a majority of those members present and voting.

(c) The Board shall undertake an ongoing formal review process of law enforcement policies and practices with a goal of developing a comprehensive approach to providing the best services to Vermonters, given monies available. The Board shall also provide educational resources to Vermonters about public safety challenges in the State.

(d)(1) The Board shall meet not fewer than six times a year to develop policies and recommendations for law enforcement priority needs, including retirement benefits, recruitment of officers, training, homeland security issues, dispatching, and comprehensive drug enforcement.

(2) The Board shall present its findings and recommendations in brief summary form to the House and Senate Committees on Judiciary and on Government Operations annually on or before January 15.

Sec. 14. LEAB; RECODIFICATION DIRECTIVE

(a) 24 V.S.A. § 1939 is recodified as 20 V.S.A. § 1818. During statutory revision, the Office of Legislative Council shall revise accordingly any references to 24 V.S.A. § 1939 in the Vermont Statutes Annotated.

(b) Any references in session law and adopted rules to 24 V.S.A. § 1939 as previously codified shall be deemed to refer to 20 V.S.A. § 1818.
Sec. 15. LEAB; 2021 REPORT ON MUNICIPAL ACCESS TO LAW ENFORCEMENT SERVICES

As part of its annual report in the year 2021, the Law Enforcement Advisory Board shall specifically recommend ways that towns can increase access to law enforcement services.

* * * Department of Public Safety; Dispatch * * *

Sec. 16. 20 V.S.A. chapter 113 (Commissioner and Members), subchapter 1 is amended to read:


§ 1871. DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY; COMMISSIONER

(a) The Department of Public Safety, created by 3 V.S.A. § 212, shall include a Commissioner of Public Safety.

(b) The head of the Department shall be a Commissioner of Public Safety, who shall be a citizen of the United States and shall be selected on the basis of training, experience and qualifications. The Commissioner shall be appointed by the Governor, with the advice and consent of the Senate, for a term of six years.

* * *

(i) The Commissioner may enter into contractual arrangements to perform dispatching functions for state, municipal, or other emergency services, establishing charges sufficient to recover the costs of dispatching. Dispatch positions that are fully funded under such contracts may be authorized under the provisions of 32 V.S.A. § 5(b). The Commissioner shall adopt rules that set forth the rates for dispatch functions performed under this subsection.

(j) Charges collected under subsections (e), (f), and (i) of this section shall be credited to the Law Telecommunications Special Fund and shall be available to the Department to offset the costs of providing the services.

* * *

§ 1873. REMOVAL OF COMMISSIONER

During his or her term of office, the governor may remove the commissioner upon charges preferred in writing and after hearing, which shall be a public hearing if the commissioner requests the same, upon the following grounds:
(1) Incompetency amounting to failure to perform his or her official
duties competently;

(2) Misconduct in office which shall be construed to include:
   (a) failure to be of good behavior;
   (b) participation, directly or indirectly, in a political campaign, rally,
       caucus or other political gathering, other than to vote. [Repealed.]

§ 1875. RADIO COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
   (a) The commissioner Commissioner shall establish a communication
       system as will best enable the department Department to carry out the purposes
       of this chapter. This shall include a radio set furnished, on written request, to
       the sheriff and state’s attorney State’s Attorney of each county on a
       memorandum receipt.
   (b)(1) The commissioner Commissioner may charge to all users of
       telecommunications services managed, maintained, or operated by the
       department Department for the benefit of the users a proportionate share of the
       actual cost of providing the services and products inclusive of administrative
       costs.

       (2) Such charges shall be based on a pro rata allocation of the actual
           costs of services or products, determined in an equitable manner, which shall
           be representative of services provided to or system usage by individual units of
           government, including state State, local, and federal agencies or private
           nonprofit entities.

       (3) Such charges shall be credited to the Vermont communication
           system special fund Telecommunications Special Fund and shall be
           available to the department Department to offset the costs of providing the
           services.

Sec. 17. DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY; DISPATCH RULES;
ADOPTION AND APPLICATION

The Department of Public Safety shall finally adopt the rules regarding
dispatch rates required by 20 V.S.A. § 1871(i) set forth in Sec. 16 of this act on
or before July 1, 2021, unless that deadline is extended by the Legislative
Committee on Administrative Rules pursuant to 3 V.S.A. § 843(c). These
rules shall provide a minimum of three years following final adoption before
the dispatch rates set forth in the rules are imposed.
* * * Emergency Medical Services * * *

Sec. 18. 24 V.S.A. chapter 71 is amended to read:

CHAPTER 71. AMBULANCE SERVICES

Subchapter 1. Emergency Medical Services Districts

§ 2651. DEFINITIONS

As used in this chapter:

* * *

(14) “State Board” means the State Board of Health. [Repealed.]

* * *

§ 2652. CREATION OF DISTRICTS

The State Board Department of Health may divide the State into emergency medical services districts, the number, size, and boundaries of which shall be determined by the Board Department in the interest of affording adequate and efficient emergency medical services throughout the State.

* * *

§ 2654. RECORDING DETERMINATION OF DISTRICTS

The State Board Department of Health shall cause to be recorded in the office of the Secretary of State a certificate containing its determination of emergency medical services districts.

* * *

§ 2656. DUTIES AND POWERS OF OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS

(a) The board of directors shall have full power to manage, control, and supervise the conduct of the district and to exercise in the name of the district all powers and functions belonging to the district, subject to such laws or regulations rules as may be applicable.

* * *

§ 2657. PURPOSES AND POWERS OF EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES DISTRICTS

(a) It shall be the function of each emergency medical services district to foster and coordinate emergency medical services within the district, in the interest of affording adequate ambulance services within the district. Each emergency medical services district shall have powers that include the power to:

* * *
(6) monitor the provision of emergency medical services within the district and make recommendations to the State Board Department of Health regarding licensure, relicensure, and removal or suspension of licensure for ambulance vehicles, ambulance services, and first responder services;

(b) Two or more contiguous emergency medical services districts by a majority vote of the district board in each of the districts concerned may change the mutual boundaries of their emergency medical services districts. The district boards shall report all changes in district boundaries to the State Board Department of Health.

Subchapter 2. Licensing Operation of Affiliated Agencies

§ 2681. LICENSE REQUIRED; AMBULANCE LICENSE REQUIREMENT

(a) A person furnishing ambulance services or first responder services shall obtain a license to furnish services under this subchapter.

(b)(1) In order to obtain and maintain a license, an ambulance service shall be required to provide its services in a manner that does not discriminate on the basis of income, funding source, or severity of health needs, in order to ensure access to ambulance services within the licensee’s service area.

(2) The Department of Health shall adopt rules in accordance with the provisions of subdivision (1) of this subsection.

§ 2682. POWERS OF STATE BOARD THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

(a) The State Board Department of Health shall administer this subchapter and shall have power to:

§ 2683. TERM OF LICENSE

Full licenses shall be issued on forms to be prescribed by the State Board Department of Health for a period of three years beginning on January 1, or for the balance of any such three-year period. Temporary, conditional, or provisional licenses may also be issued by the Board Department.
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Sec. 19. 18 V.S.A. § 9405 is amended to read:

§ 9405. STATE HEALTH IMPROVEMENT PLAN; HEALTH RESOURCE ALLOCATION PLAN

* * *

(b) The Green Mountain Care Board, in consultation with the Secretary of Human Services or designee, shall publish on its website the Health Resource Allocation Plan identifying Vermont’s critical health needs, goods, services, and resources, which shall be used to inform the Board’s regulatory processes, cost containment and statewide quality of care efforts, health care payment and delivery system reform initiatives, and any allocation of health resources within the State. The Plan shall identify Vermont residents’ needs for health care services, programs, and facilities; the resources available and the additional resources that would be required to realistically meet those needs and to make access to those services, programs, and facilities affordable for consumers; and the priorities for addressing those needs on a statewide basis. The Board may expand the Plan to include resources, needs, and priorities related to the social determinants of health. The Plan shall be revised periodically, but not less frequently than once every four years.

(1) In developing the Plan, the Board shall:

   (A) consider the principles in section 9371 of this title, as well as the purposes enumerated in sections 9401 and 9431 of this title;

   (B) identify priorities using information from:

       (i) the State Health Improvement Plan;

       (ii) emergency medical services resources and needs identified by the EMS Advisory Committee in accordance with subsection 909(f) of this title;

       (iii) the community health needs assessments required by section 9405a of this title;

       (iv) available health care workforce information;

       (v) materials provided to the Board through its other regulatory processes, including hospital budget review, oversight of accountable care organizations, issuance and denial of certificates of need, and health insurance rate review; and

       (vi) the public input process set forth in this section;

   (C) use existing data sources to identify and analyze the gaps between the supply of health resources and the health needs of Vermont
residents and to identify utilization trends to determine areas of underutilization and overutilization; and

(D) consider the cost impacts of fulfilling any gaps between the supply of health resources and the health needs of Vermont residents.

***

Sec. 20. 18 V.S.A. chapter 17 is amended to read:

CHAPTER 17. EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES

***

§ 903. AUTHORIZATION FOR PROVISION OF EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES

Notwithstanding any other provision of law, including provisions of 26 V.S.A. chapter 23, persons who are affiliated with an affiliated agency and licensed to provide emergency medical treatment pursuant to the requirements of this chapter and the rules adopted under it are hereby authorized to provide such care without further certification, registration, or licensing.

***

§ 904. ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS

(a) In order to carry out the purposes and responsibilities of this chapter, the Department of Health may contract for the provision of specific services.

(b) The Secretary of Human Services, upon the recommendation of the Commissioner of Health, may issue adopt rules to carry out the purposes and responsibilities of this chapter.

***

§ 906. EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES DIVISION; RESPONSIBILITIES

To implement the policy of section 901 of this chapter, the Department of Health shall be responsible for:

(1) Developing and implementing minimum standards for training emergency medical personnel in basic life support and advanced life support, and licensing emergency medical personnel according to their level of training and competence. The Department shall establish by rule at least three levels of emergency medical personnel instructors and the education required for each level.
(7) Assisting hospitals in the development of programs which will improve the quality of in-hospital services for persons requiring emergency medical care treatment.

* * *

(9) Establishing requirements for the collection of data by emergency medical personnel and hospitals as may be necessary to evaluate emergency medical care treatment.

(10) Establishing, by rule, license levels for emergency medical personnel. The Commissioner shall use the guidelines established by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) in the U.S. Department of Transportation as a standard or other comparable standards, except that a felony conviction shall not necessarily disqualify an applicant. The rules shall also provide that:

* * *

(B) An individual licensed by the Commissioner as an emergency medical technician, advanced emergency medical technician, or paramedic, who is affiliated with an affiliated agency, shall be able to practice fully within the scope of practice for such level of licensure as defined by NHTSA’s National EMS Scope of Practice Model consistent with the license level of the affiliated agency, and subject to the medical direction of the emergency medical services district medical advisor.

(C)(i) Unless otherwise provided under this section, an individual seeking any level of licensure shall be required to pass an examination approved by the Commissioner for that level of licensure, except that any psychomotor skills testing for emergency medical responder, or emergency medical technician licensure shall be accomplished either by the demonstration of those skills competencies as part of the education required for that license level as approved by the Department or by the National Registry of Emergency Medical Technicians’ psychomotor examination.

(ii) Written and practical examinations shall not be required for relicensure; however, to maintain licensure, all individuals shall complete a specified number of hours of continuing education as established by rule by the Commissioner. The Commissioner shall ensure that continuing education classes are available online and provided on a regional basis to accommodate the needs of volunteers and part-time individuals, including those in rural areas of the State.

* * *
(E) An applicant who has served as a hospital corpsman or a medic in the U.S. Armed Forces, or who is licensed as a registered nurse or a physician assistant shall be granted a permanent waiver of the training requirements to become a licensed emergency medical technician, an advanced emergency medical technician, or a paramedic, provided the applicant passes the applicable examination approved by the Commissioner for that level of licensure and is affiliated with an affiliated agency.

(F) An applicant who is registered on the National Registry of Emergency Medical Technicians as an emergency medical technician, an advanced emergency medical technician, or a paramedic shall be granted licensure as a Vermont emergency medical technician, an advanced emergency medical technician, or a paramedic without the need for further testing, provided he or she is affiliated with an affiliated agency or is serving as a medic with the Vermont National Guard.

* * *

(11) In addition to the licenses established under subdivision (10) of this section, the Department shall establish by rule an entry-level certification for Vermont EMS first responders.

* * *

§ 906b. TRANSITIONAL PROVISION; CERTIFICATION TO LICENSURE

Every person certified as an emergency medical provider shall have his or her certification converted to the comparable level of licensure. Until such time as the Department of Health issues licenses in lieu of certificates, each certified emergency medical provider shall have the right to practice in accordance with his or her level of certification. [Repealed.]

* * *

§ 906d. RENEWAL REQUIREMENTS; SUNSET REVIEW

(a) Not less than once every five years, the Department shall review emergency medical personnel continuing education and other continuing competency requirements. The review results shall be in writing and address the following:

1. the renewal requirements of the profession;
2. the renewal requirements in other jurisdictions, particularly in the Northeast region;
3. the cost of the renewal requirements for emergency medical personnel; and
(4) an analysis of the utility and effectiveness of the renewal requirements with respect to public protection.

(2) The Department shall amend its rules or propose any necessary statutory amendments to revise any emergency medical personnel continuing education and other continuing competency requirements that are not necessary for the protection of the public health, safety, or welfare.

* * *

§ 909. EMS ADVISORY COMMITTEE; EMS EDUCATION COUNCIL

(a) The Commissioner shall establish the Emergency Medical Services Advisory Committee to advise on matters relating to the delivery of emergency medical services (EMS) in Vermont.

* * *

(e) Annually, on or before January 1, the Committee shall report on the EMS system to the House Committees on Government Operations, on Commerce and Economic Development, and on Human Services and to the Senate Committees on Government Operations, on Economic Development, Housing and General Affairs, and on Health and Welfare. The Committee’s reports shall include information on the following:

* * *

(6) the nature and costs of dispatch services for EMS providers throughout the State, including the annual number of mutual aid calls to an emergency medical service area that come from outside that area, and suggestions for improvement;

* * *

(f) In addition to its report set forth in subsection (e) of this section, the Committee shall identify EMS resources and needs in each EMS district and provide that information to the Green Mountain Care Board to inform the Board’s periodic revisions to the Health Resource Allocation Plan developed pursuant to subsection 9405(b) of this title.

(g) The Committee shall establish from among its members the EMS Education Council, which may:

(1) sponsor training and education programs required for emergency medical personnel licensure in accordance with the Department of Health’s required standards for that training and education; and

(2) provide advice to the Department of Health regarding the standards for emergency medical personnel licensure and any recommendations for changes to those standards.
Sec. 21. 32 V.S.A. § 8557 is amended to read:

§ 8557. VERMONT FIRE SERVICE TRAINING COUNCIL

(a)(1) Sums for the expenses of the operation of training facilities and curriculum of the Vermont Fire Service Training Council not to exceed $1,200,000.00 per year shall be paid to the Fire Safety Special Fund created by 20 V.S.A. § 3157 by insurance companies, writing fire, homeowners multiple peril, allied lines, farm owners multiple peril, commercial multiple peril (fire and allied lines), private passenger and commercial auto, and inland marine policies on property and persons situated within the State of Vermont within 30 days after notice from the Commissioner of Financial Regulation of such estimated expenses. Captive companies shall be excluded from the effect of this section.

* * *

(4) An amount not less than $150,000.00 shall be specifically allocated to the Emergency Medical Services Special Fund established under 18 V.S.A. § 908 for the provision of training programs for certified Vermont EMS first responders and licensed emergency medical responders, emergency medical technicians, advanced emergency medical technicians, and paramedics.

* * *

Sec. 22. TRANSITIONAL EMS PROVISIONS

(a) Rules. Except as otherwise provided in this act, on or before July 1, 2021, the Department of Health shall finally adopt or amend the rules required by this act, unless that deadline is extended by the Legislative Committee on Administrative Rules pursuant to 3 V.S.A. § 843(c).

(b) Ambulance service licenses. The requirements for initial ambulance service licensure and renewal set forth in 24 V.S.A. § 2681(b) in Sec. 18 of this act shall apply to initial ambulance service license and renewal applicants on and after July 1, 2021 or on and after the effective date of the Department of Health rules adopted pursuant to that section and subsection (a) of this section, whichever date is later.

(c) Existing EMS Instructor/Coordinator licensees. Any person who is licensed as an EMS Instructor/Coordinator under the Department of Health’s Emergency Medical Service Rules in effect immediately prior to the effective date of the rules establishing the new levels of instructor licenses as required by 18 V.S.A. § 906(1) in Sec. 20 of this act shall be deemed to be licensed at the level that is consistent with the scope of practice of the new license levels.
(d) Development of Vermont EMS First Responder certification. The Department of Health shall consult with the EMS Advisory Committee, the University of Vermont’s Initiative for Rural Emergency Medical Services, and any other relevant stakeholders in developing the new Vermont EMS First Responder certification required by 18 V.S.A. § 906(11) in Sec. 20 of this act so that certification is established on or before July 1, 2021.

(e) Sunset review of renewal requirements. Pursuant to 18 V.S.A. § 906d (renewal requirements; sunset review) set forth in Sec. 20 this act, the Department of Health shall conduct its first sunset review in conjunction with its rulemaking required by this act and thereafter propose any necessary statutory amendments in accordance with that section.

*** Public Safety Planning ***

Sec. 23. 20 V.S.A. § 6 is amended to read:

§ 6. LOCAL ORGANIZATION FOR EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT: TOWN AND CITY PUBLIC SAFETY PLANS

(a) Each town and city of this State is hereby authorized and directed to establish a local organization for emergency management in accordance with the State Emergency Management Plan and program.

(1)(A) Except in a town that has a town manager in accordance with chapter 37 of Title 24 V.S.A. chapter 37, the executive officer or legislative branch of the town or city is authorized to appoint a town or city emergency management director who shall have direct responsibility for the organization, administration, and coordination of the local organization for emergency management, subject to the direction and control of the executive officer or legislative branch.

(B) If the town or city that has not adopted the town manager form of government and the executive officer or legislative branch of the town or city has not appointed an emergency management director, the executive officer or legislative branch shall be the town or city emergency management director.

(2) The town or city emergency management director may appoint an emergency management coordinator and other staff as necessary to accomplish the purposes of this chapter.

(b) Except as provided in subsection (d) of this section, each local organization for emergency management shall perform emergency management functions within the territorial limits of the town or city within which it is organized, and, in addition, shall conduct such functions outside of the territorial limits as may be required pursuant to the provisions of this
chapter and in accordance with such regulations as the governor may prescribe.

(c) Each local organization shall participate in the development of an all-hazards plan with the local emergency planning committee and the public safety district.

(d)(1) Each local organization shall annually notify the local emergency planning committee on forms provided by the State Emergency Response Commission of its capacity to perform emergency functions in response to an all-hazards incident.

(2) Each local organization shall perform the emergency functions indicated on the most recently submitted form in response to an all-hazards incident.

(e) Each town and city legislative body shall adopt a public safety plan in accordance with this subsection that describes how the town or city will address the regular law enforcement, fire, emergency medical service, and dispatch resources, needs, scarcities, costs, and problems within the municipality unrelated to an all-hazards incident, which may include partnering with one or more other municipalities or entities to address those issues.

(1) Concurrently with its annual notification required under subsection (d) of this section, each local organization shall analyze the law enforcement, fire, emergency medical service, and dispatch resources, needs, scarcities, costs, and problems within the municipality and report that information to its legislative body.

(2) After receipt of that information, the legislative body:

(A) shall solicit and accept public comment on the current public safety plan;

(B) may consult with the municipal and regional planning commission, neighboring local organizations, and any other relevant law enforcement, fire, and emergency medical service entities in order to determine how those services may be provided and shared on a regional basis;

(C) shall propose any revisions to the current public safety plan that the legislative body deems necessary, and in that case, shall provide public notice of those proposed revisions and hold at least one public hearing on those proposed revisions not less than 30 days after the public notice of them; and

(D) shall finally adopt any revisions to the current public safety plan.
Sec. 24. TRANSITIONAL PROVISION; INITIAL PUBLIC SAFETY PLAN

Each town and city shall undertake the process to adopt a public safety plan as set forth in Sec. 23 of this act so that every town and city has adopted such a plan on or before July 1, 2023.

Sec. 25. AGENCY OF COMMERCE AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT; REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSIONS; PUBLIC SAFETY PLANNING GRANTS

(a) Appropriation. The sum of $100,000.00 is appropriated to the Agency of Commerce and Community Development in fiscal year 2021 for three public safety planning grants described in subsection (b) of this section. The Agency shall award the grants in accordance with its procedure established under the Vermont Community Development Act.

(b) Public safety planning grants.

(1) Public safety planning grants are created for the purpose of fostering regional public safety planning.

(2) A regional organization, such as a regional planning commission, union municipal district, joint survey committee, or other qualified organization may apply to the Agency for a public safety planning grant for the purpose of planning the integration, consolidation, or regionalization of public safety functions within the organization’s jurisdiction. A grant shall be for a maximum of three years and shall not exceed $35,000.00, and shall be provided to grantees in different geographic regions of the State.

(3) A grantee shall be required to report annually on or before January 15 to the Senate and House Committees on Government Operations and on Appropriations regarding its planning process and expected result. Each report shall specifically provide data on and analyze the potential costs and savings of regional consolidation of public safety functions.

(4) As used in this section:

(A)(i) “Planning” means hiring personnel or contracting for services to determine the feasibility of or to establish the procedure to implement, or both, the integration, consolidation, or regionalization of public safety functions.

(ii) “Planning” does not mean implementing such integration, consolidation, or regionalization.

(B) “Public safety functions” means fire, police, emergency medical services, and dispatching services.
**Effective Dates**

Sec. 26. EFFECTIVE DATES

This act shall take effect on July 1, 2020

And that after passage the title of the bill be amended to read:

An act relating to governmental structures protecting the public health, safety, and welfare.

Reported favorably with recommendation of amendment by Senator Westman for the Committee on Appropriations.

The Committee recommends that the bill be amended as recommended by the Committee on Government Operations with the following amendment thereto:

By striking out in its entirety Sec. 25 (Agency of Commerce of Community Development; regional planning commissions; public safety planning grants) and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

[Deleted.]

(Committee vote: 5-0-2)

House Proposal of Amendment

S. 339

An act relating to miscellaneous changes to laws related to vehicles.

The House proposes to the Senate to amend the bill as follows:

First: By striking out Sec. 5, 23 V.S.A. § 373, and Sec. 6, 23 V.S.A. § 1222, and the corresponding reader assistance heading in their entireties and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

Sec. 5. [Deleted.]

Sec. 6. [Deleted.]

Second: In Sec. 9, 23 V.S.A. § 671, by striking out subsection (c) in its entirety and inserting in lieu thereof

(c) The Commissioner shall not suspend the license of an operator, or the right of an unlicensed person to operate a motor vehicle, while a prosecution for an offense under this title is pending against such person, unless if:
(1) the Commissioner finds upon full reports submitted to him or her by an enforcement officer or motor vehicle inspector that the safety of the public will be imperiled by permitting such operator or such unlicensed person to operate a motor vehicle, or

(2) the Commissioner finds that such person operator is seeking to delay the prosecution, but if he or she so finds, he or she may suspend such license or right pending a final disposition of the prosecution.

Third: In Sec. 9, 23 V.S.A. § 671, by striking out subsection (g) in its entirety and relettering subsection (h) to be subsection (g).

Fourth: By inserting the following reader assistance heading before Sec. 13:

*** Exempt Vehicle Title ***

Fifth: By striking out Sec. 14, 23 V.S.A. § 1399, in its entirety and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

Sec. 14. 23 V.S.A. § 1399 is amended to read:

§ 1399. EXCEPTIONS FOR CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT; FIRE APPARATUS; AND HEAVY-DUTY TOW AND RECOVERY VEHICLES

(a) As used in this section, “heavy-duty tow and recovery vehicle” means a vehicle that:

(1) is transporting a disabled vehicle from the place where the vehicle became disabled to the nearest appropriate repair facility; and

(2) has a gross vehicle weight that is equal to or exceeds the gross vehicle weight of the disabled vehicle being transported.

(b) Nothing contained in sections 1391–1398 of this title, shall restrict the weight of:

(1) snow Snow plows, road machines, oilers, traction engines, tractors, rollers, power shovels, dump wagons, trucks, or other construction or maintenance equipment when used by any town, incorporated village, city, or state the State in the construction or the maintenance of any highway, provided that such construction or maintenance is performed by persons employed by or under contract with such town, incorporated village, city, or the State for this purpose. However, any operation of motorized highway building equipment or road making appliances used in construction work contracted by a town, incorporated village, city, or the State shall be unrestricted as to weight only within a construction area.
(2) Nothing contained in sections 1391–1398 of this title shall restrict the weight of municipal and volunteer fire apparatus.


Sixth: By inserting a Sec. 15a to read as follows:

Sec. 15a. 23 V.S.A. § 1437 is added to read:

§ 1437. EXCEPTION FOR TOWAWAY TRAILER TRANSPORTER COMBINATION

(a) As used in this section:

(1) “Towaway trailer transporter combination” means a combination of vehicles consisting of a trailer transporter towing unit and two trailers or semitrailers with a total weight that does not exceed 26,000 pounds and in which the trailers or semitrailers carry no property and constitute inventory property of a manufacturer, distributor, or dealer of such trailers or semitrailers.

(2) “Trailer transporter towing unit” means a power unit that is not used to carry property when operating in a towaway trailer transporter combination.

(b) Notwithstanding sections 1391–1398 of this title, a towaway trailer transporter combination may be operated on the Dwight D. Eisenhower System of Interstate and Defense Highways, those classes of qualifying Federal-aid Primary System highways as designated by the Secretary of the U.S. Department of Transportation, and on highways leading to or from the Dwight D. Eisenhower System of Interstate and Defense Highways for a distance of one mile or less without a permit if the overall length does not exceed 82 feet unless the Vermont Secretary of Transportation finds the use of a specific highway to be unsafe.

Seventh: By striking out Sec. 26, online permitting system, and its corresponding reader assistance heading in their entireties and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

*** Online Permitting System; Report ***

Sec. 26. ONLINE PERMITTING SYSTEM; REPORT

(a) Centralized online permitting system.

(1) The Commissioner of Motor Vehicles is authorized to initiate the design and development of a centralized online permitting system. The online system shall provide 24-hour-a-day access to a system where a person can
apply for, obtain, and pay for required weight and length permits issued by the 
Agency of Transportation.

(2) The Commissioner shall design the online system so that, in a future 
phase, municipally issued weight and length permits may be purchased and 
issued through the same system. The Commissioner shall consult with 
stakeholders to establish conditions for municipally issued permits prior to 
engaging in design and development for the future phase.

(b) Permit study and report.

(1) The Agency of Transportation shall facilitate a study to:

(A) identify any safety or financial implications to infrastructure, 
including bridges, culverts, pavement, and roadways, or jurisdictional issues 
for class 2 town highways if municipal permits currently required by 
municipalities are not required for vehicles that are allowed on State highways 
without a permit;

(B) identify any safety or financial implications to infrastructure, 
including bridges, culverts, pavement, and roadways if an additional permit or 
permits are not required when a wrecker, as defined under 23 V.S.A. § 4(76), 
is towing one or more disabled vehicles and the wrecker and disabled vehicle 
or vehicles individually do not exceed the limitations imposed by 23 V.S.A. 
chapter 13, subchapter 15, article 1 or are lawfully operating under a blanket 
permit; and

(C) make recommendations on any limitations, including distance 
towed, or conditions that should be imposed if an additional permit or 
permits are not required in the situation identified in subdivision (B) of this 
subdivision (1).

(2) The Agency shall file a written report on this study with the House 
and Senate Committees on Transportation on or before January 15, 2021.

Eighth: By striking out Sec. 28, use of lighted paddle signaling devices, in 
its entirety and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

Sec. 28. USE OF LIGHTED PADDLE SIGNALING DEVICES; REPORT

(a) Pilot program. On or before September 1, 2020, the Agency of 
Transportation shall identify a minimum of 10 projects to pilot the use of 
STOP/SLOW paddle signaling devices modified to improve conspicuity by 
incorporating either white or red flashing lights on the STOP face and either 
white or yellow flashing lights on the SLOW face in one of the patterns and 
consistent with the standards detailed in Part 6E.03 of the Manual Uniform on 
Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD). The Agency shall select projects that will
allow the testing of such devices in a range of projects to collect data on the effectiveness, reliability, and availability during the 2021 and 2022 construction seasons.

(b) Report. The Agency shall file a written report on the pilot program identified in subsection (a) of this section with the House and Senate Committees on Transportation on or before December 1, 2022. At a minimum, the report shall cover:

(1) the selected projects, including location and a brief description; and
(2) an evaluation of the effectiveness, reliability, and availability of the lighted paddle signaling devices.

Ninth: In Sec. 36, 23 V.S.A. § 1050, in subsection (a) by striking out “EMS personnel,” and inserting in lieu thereof “EMS personnel,”

Tenth: In Sec. 44, effective dates, in subsection (a) by striking out “43 (learner’s permits; 23 V.S.A. § 617(e))” and inserting in lieu thereof “42 (translated documents and use of interpreters)”

Eleventh: In Sec. 44, effective dates, by striking out subsection (d) in its entirety and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

(d) Notwithstanding 1 V.S.A. § 214, Sec. 43 (learner’s permits; 23 V.S.A. § 617(e)) shall take effect retroactively on June 1, 2020.

(e) All other sections shall take effect on July 1, 2020.

Twelfth: In Sec. 44, effective dates, by striking out subsection (c) in its entirety

And relettering the remaining subsections to be alphabetically correct.

NOTICE CALENDAR

Second Reading

Favorable with Recommendation of Amendment

S. 119.

An act relating to law enforcement training on appropriate use of force, de-escalation tactics, and cross-cultural awareness.

Reported favorably with recommendation of amendment by Senator Sears for the Committee on Judiciary.

The Committee recommends that the bill be amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
Sec. 1. 20 V.S.A. § 2368 is added to read:

§ 2368. STATEWIDE POLICY; LAW ENFORCEMENT USE OF DEADLY FORCE

(a) Definitions. As used in this section:

(1) “Deadly force” means any use of force that creates a substantial risk of causing death or serious bodily injury.

(2) “Imminent threat of death or serious bodily injury” means when, based on the totality of the circumstances, a reasonable officer in the same situation would believe that a person has the present ability, opportunity, and apparent intent to immediately cause death or serious bodily injury to the law enforcement officer or another person. An imminent harm is not merely a fear of future harm, no matter how great the fear and no matter how great the likelihood of the harm, but is one that, from appearances, must be instantly confronted and addressed.

(3) “Law enforcement officer” shall have the same meaning as in 20 V.S.A. § 2351a.

(4) “Prohibited restraint” means the use of any maneuver on a person that applies pressure to the neck, throat, windpipe, or carotid artery that may prevent or hinder breathing, reduce intake of air, or impede the flow of blood or oxygen to the brain.

(5) “Totality of the circumstances” means all facts known to the law enforcement officer at the time, including the conduct of the officer and the words and conduct of the subject leading up to the use of deadly force.

(b) Statewide policy.

(1) The authority to use physical force is a serious responsibility that shall be exercised judiciously and with respect for human rights and dignity and for the sanctity of every human life. Every person has a right to be free from excessive use of force by officers acting under authority of the State.

(2) Law enforcement officers may use deadly force only when necessary in defense of human life. In determining whether deadly force is necessary, officers shall evaluate each situation in light of the particular circumstances of each case and shall use other available resources and techniques if reasonably safe and feasible to an objectively reasonable officer.

(3) The decision by a law enforcement officer to use force shall be evaluated carefully and thoroughly, in a manner that reflects the gravity of that authority and the serious consequences of the use of force by law enforcement
officers, in order to ensure that officers use force consistent with law and agency policies.

(4) The decision by a law enforcement officer to use force shall be evaluated from the perspective of a reasonable officer in the same situation, based on the totality of the circumstances known to or perceived by the officer at the time.

(5) Any law enforcement officer who has reasonable cause to believe that the person to be arrested has committed a crime may use proportional force if necessary to effect the arrest, to prevent escape, or to overcome resistance.

(c) Use of deadly force.

(1) A law enforcement officer is justified in using deadly force upon another person only when the officer reasonably believes, based on the totality of the circumstances, that such force is necessary to:

(A) defend against an imminent threat of death or serious bodily injury to the officer or to another person; or

(B) apprehend a fleeing person for any felony that threatened or resulted in death or serious bodily injury if the officer reasonably believes that the person will cause death or serious bodily injury to another unless immediately apprehended.

(2) When feasible, a law enforcement officer shall, prior to the use of force, make reasonable efforts to identify himself or herself as a law enforcement officer and to warn that deadly force may be used.

(3) A law enforcement officer shall not use deadly force against a person based on the danger that person poses to himself or herself, if an objectively reasonable officer would believe the person does not pose an imminent threat of death or serious bodily injury to the law enforcement officer or to another person.

(4) A law enforcement officer who makes or attempts to make an arrest need not retreat or desist from his or her efforts by reason of the resistance or threatened resistance of the person being arrested. A law enforcement officer shall not be deemed an aggressor or lose the right to self-defense by the use of proportional force if necessary in compliance with subdivision (b)(5) of this section to effect the arrest or to prevent escape or to overcome resistance. For the purposes of this subdivision, “retreat” does not mean tactical repositioning or other de-escalation tactics.
(5) A law enforcement officer shall not use a prohibited restraint on a person for any reason. A law enforcement officer has a duty to intervene when the officer observes another officer using a prohibited restraint on a person.

Sec. 2. EFFECTIVE DATE

This act shall take effect on October 1, 2020.

And that after passage the title of the bill be amended to read:
An act relating to a statewide use of deadly force policy for law enforcement.

(Committee vote: 5-0-0)

S. 219.

An act relating to requiring law enforcement to comply with race data reporting requirements in order to receive State grant funding.

Reported favorably with recommendation of amendment by Senator Sears for the Committee on Appropriations.

The Committee recommends that the bill be amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

Sec. 1. 3 V.S.A. § 2222 is amended to read:

§ 2222. POWERS AND DUTIES; BUDGET AND REPORT

* * *

(k) The Secretary of Administration, or the Secretary’s designee, shall review all grants from an agency of the State to a local law enforcement agency or constable, and all such grants shall be subject to the approval of the Secretary or Secretary’s designee. The Secretary or Secretary’s designee shall approve the grant only if the law enforcement agency or constable has complied with the race data reporting requirements set forth in 20 V.S.A. § 2366(e) within six months prior to the Secretary’s or designee’s review.

Sec. 2. SECRETARY OF ADMINISTRATION; NOTICE TO LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES

On or before July 1, 2020, the Secretary of Administration shall issue a notice to all Vermont law enforcement agencies and constables that the provisions of 33 V.S.A. § 2222(k) become effective on January 1, 2021, and that, beginning on that date, State grant funding for law enforcement shall be contingent on the agency or constable complying the requirements of 20 V.S.A. § 2366(e).
Sec. 3. EFFECTIVE DATES

(a) Sec. 1 of this act shall take effect on January 1, 2021.
(b) The remaining sections shall take effect on passage.

(Committee vote: 7-0-0)

Reported favorably with recommendation of amendment by Senator Baruth for the Committee on Judiciary.

The Committee recommends that the bill be amended by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

*** Law Enforcement Race Data Collection ***

Sec. 1. 3 V.S.A. § 2222 is amended to read:

§ 2222. POWERS AND DUTIES; BUDGET AND REPORT

***

(k) The Secretary of Administration or designee shall review all grants from an agency of the State to a local law enforcement agency or constable, and all such grants shall be subject to the approval of the Secretary or designee. The Secretary or designee shall approve the grant only if the law enforcement agency or constable has complied with the race data reporting requirements set forth in 20 V.S.A. § 2366(e) within six months prior to the Secretary’s or designee’s review.

Sec. 2. SECRETARY OF ADMINISTRATION; NOTICE TO LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES

On or before August 1, 2020, the Secretary of Administration shall issue a notice to all Vermont law enforcement agencies and constables that the provisions of 3 V.S.A. § 2222(k) become effective on January 1, 2021, and that, beginning on that date, State grant funding for law enforcement shall be contingent on the agency or constable complying with the requirements of 20 V.S.A. § 2366(e).

Sec. 3. 20 V.S.A. § 2366 is amended to read:

§ 2366. LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES; FAIR AND IMPARTIAL POLICING POLICY; RACE DATA COLLECTION

***
(e)(1) On or before September 1, 2014, every State, county, and municipal law enforcement agency shall collect roadside stop data consisting of the following:

(A) the age, gender, and race of the driver;
(B) the reason for the stop;
(C) the type of search conducted, if any;
(D) the evidence located, if any; and

(E) the outcome of the stop, including whether physical force was employed or threatened in effectuating the stop, and if so, the type of force employed and whether the force resulted in bodily injury or death, and whether:

(i) a written warning was issued;
(ii) a citation for a civil violation was issued;
(iii) a citation or arrest for a misdemeanor or a felony occurred; or
(iv) no subsequent action was taken.

(2) Law enforcement agencies shall work with the Executive Director of Racial Equity, the Criminal Justice Training Council, and a vendor chosen by the Council with the goals of collecting uniform data, adopting uniform storage methods and periods, and ensuring that data can be analyzed. Roadside stop data, as well as reports and analysis of roadside stop data, shall be public.

(3) On or before September 1, 2016 and annually thereafter, law enforcement agencies shall provide the data collected under this subsection to the Executive Director of Racial Equity and the vendor chosen by the Criminal Justice Training Council under subdivision (2) of this subsection or, in the event the vendor is unable to continue receiving data under this section, to the Council. Law enforcement agencies shall provide the data collected under this subsection in an electronic format specified by the receiving entity.

(4) The data provided pursuant to subdivision (3) of this subsection shall be posted electronically in a manner that is analyzable, user-friendly, and accessible to the public on the receiving agency’s website. The receiving agency shall also report the data annually to the General Assembly.

(5) As used in this subsection, “physical force” shall refer to the force employed by a law enforcement officer to compel a person’s compliance with the officer’s instructions, including contact controls, compliance techniques, defensive tactics, and deadly force.
(f) Nothing in this section is intended to prohibit or impede any public agency from complying with the lawful requirements of 8 U.S.C. §§ 1373 and 1644. To the extent any State or local law enforcement policy or practice conflicts with the lawful requirements of 8 U.S.C. §§ 1373 and 1644, that policy or practice is, to the extent of the conflict, abolished.

*** Prohibited Restraints; Unprofessional Conduct ***

Sec. 4. 20 V.S.A. chapter 151 (Vermont Criminal Justice Training Council), subchapter 2 is amended to read:

Subchapter 2. Unprofessional Conduct

§ 2401. DEFINITIONS

As used in this subchapter:

(1) “Category A conduct” means:

(A) A felony.

(B) A misdemeanor that is committed while on duty and did not involve the legitimate performance of duty.

(C) Any of the following misdemeanors, if committed off duty:

(i) simple assault, second offense;
(ii) domestic assault;
(iii) false reports and statements;
(iv) driving under the influence, second offense;
(v) violation of a relief from abuse order or of a condition of release;

(vi) stalking;
(vii) false pretenses;
(viii) voyeurism;
(ix) prostitution or soliciting prostitution;
(x) distribution of a regulated substance;
(xi) simple assault on a law enforcement officer; or
(xii) possession of a regulated substance, second offense.

(2) “Category B conduct” means gross professional misconduct amounting to actions on duty or under color of authority of the State, or both, that involve willful failure to comply with a State-required policy or
substantial deviation from professional conduct as defined by the law enforcement agency’s policy or if not defined by the agency’s policy, then as defined by Council policy, such as and shall include:

(A) sexual harassment involving physical contact or misuse of position;

(B) misuse of official position for personal or economic gain;

(C) excessive use of force under color of authority of the State, second first offense;

(D) biased enforcement; or

(E) use of electronic criminal records database for personal, political, or economic gain;

(F) placing a person in a prohibited restraint; or

(G) failing to intervene when the officer observes another officer placing a person in a prohibited restraint or using excessive force.

* * *

(5) “Unprofessional conduct” means Category A, B, or C conduct.

* * *

(7) “Prohibited restraint” means the use of any maneuver on a person that applies pressure to the neck, throat, windpipe, or carotid artery that may prevent or hinder breathing, reduce intake of air, or impede the flow of blood or oxygen to the brain.

* * *

§ 2407. LIMITATION ON COUNCIL SANCTIONS; FIRST OFFENSE OF CATEGORY B CONDUCT

(a) Category B conduct; first offense. If a law enforcement agency conducts a valid investigation of a complaint alleging that a law enforcement officer committed a first offense of Category B conduct, the Council shall take no action, except that the Council may take action for a first offense under subdivision 2401(2)(F) (placing a person in a prohibited restraint) or 2401(2)(G) (failing to intervene when an officer observes another officer placing a person in a prohibited restraint or using excessive force) of this chapter.

* * *
Sec. 5. 13 V.S.A. § 1032 is added to read:

§ 1032. LAW ENFORCEMENT USE OF PROHIBITED RESTRAINT

(a) As used in this section:

(1) “Law enforcement officer” shall have the same meaning as in 20 V.S.A. § 2351a.

(2) “Prohibited restraint” means the use of any maneuver on a person that applies pressure to the neck, throat, windpipe, or carotid artery that may prevent or hinder breathing, reduce intake of air, or impede the flow of blood or oxygen to the brain.

(3) “Serious bodily injury” shall have the same meaning as in section 1021 of this title.

(b) A law enforcement officer acting in the officer’s capacity as law enforcement who employs a prohibited restraint on a person that causes serious bodily injury to or death of the person shall be imprisoned for not more than 20 years or fined not more than $50,000.00, or both.

(c) Nothing in this section shall be construed to limit or restrict the availability of the justifiable homicide defense pursuant to section 2305 of this title.

* * * Body Cameras * * *

Sec. 6. 20 V.S.A. § 1818 is added to read:

§ 1818. EQUIPMENT OF OFFICERS WITH VIDEO RECORDING DEVICES

The Department shall ensure that every Department law enforcement officer who exercises law enforcement powers is equipped with a body camera or other video recording device on his or her person and that the device is recording whenever the officer has contact with the public for law enforcement purposes.

Sec. 7. DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY; VIDEO RECORDING DEVICES; ONGOING COSTS

The Department of Public Safety shall immediately initiate the acquisition and deployment of video recording devices to comply with the requirements of 20 V.S.A. § 1818. The ongoing costs of the devices that cannot be accommodated within the Department’s budget shall be included in the Department’s FY21 budget proposal to the General Assembly in August of 2020.
**Effective Dates**

Sec. 8. EFFECTIVE DATES

(a) Sec. 1 (powers and duties; budget and report) of this act shall take effect on January 1, 2021.

(b) Sec. 6 (equipment of officers with video recording devices) shall take effect on August 1, 2020.

(c) The remaining sections shall take effect on passage.

And that after passage the title of the bill be amended to read:

An act relating to addressing racial bias and excessive use of force by law enforcement.

(Committee vote: 5-0-0)

Favorable with Proposal of Amendment

H. 942.

An act relating to the Transportation Program and miscellaneous changes to laws related to transportation.

Reported favorably with recommendation of proposal of amendment by Senator Ashe for the Committee on Transportation.

The Committee recommends that the Senate propose to the House to amend the bill by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

**Transportation Program Adopted as Amended; Intent; Reports; Definitions**

Sec. 1. TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM ADOPTED; INTENT; REPORTS; DEFINITIONS

(a) Transportation program adopted. The Agency of Transportation’s proposed fiscal year 2021 Transportation Program appended to the Agency of Transportation’s proposed fiscal year 2021 budget, as amended by this act, is adopted to the extent federal, State, and local funds are available.

(b) Intent.

(1) It is the intent of the General Assembly that the Agency’s top priority should be the transportation program adopted under subsection (a) of this section, including preserving all funding to municipalities.

(2) In response to the unprecedented challenges posed by the COVID-19 pandemic, the General Assembly acknowledges that continued funding of
infrastructure will help boost our local economy and support the health and welfare of Vermonters. Accordingly, it is the intent of the General Assembly that the projects funded in this act, including under Secs. 2 and 3 of this act, will serve to support and help drive growth in Vermont’s economy during this uncertain time.

(3) In light of the long-term and ongoing climate change emergency, it is the intent of the General Assembly to continue to invest in and prioritize measures that will directly contribute to the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions consistent with the State’s 2016 Comprehensive Energy Plan.

(c) Reports.

(1) The Agency shall, on or before September 1, 2020, file a written report with the Joint Transportation Oversight Committee and the House and Senate Committees on Appropriations and on Transportation with the following information:

   (A) an update on enacted and anticipated federal COVID-19 legislation;

   (B) an update on projects in the transportation program adopted under subsection (a) of this section that are not anticipated to proceed as planned in fiscal year 2021 and the reasons why;

   (C) an update on projects not in the transportation program adopted under subsection (a) of this section that will proceed in fiscal year 2021 and the source of funding;

   (D) the status of and funding remaining for the programs established pursuant to 2019 Acts and Resolves No. 59, Sec. 34;

   (E) the balance of funding available for public transit under federal COVID-19 legislation; and

   (F) any expected reduction in funding available for municipalities.

(2) The Agency shall, on or before February 15, 2021, file a written report with the House and Senate Committees on Appropriations and on Transportation with the following information:

   (A) an update on enacted and anticipated federal COVID-19 legislation;

   (B) an update on projects in the transportation program adopted under subsection (a) of this section that are not anticipated to proceed as planned in fiscal year 2021 and the reasons why;
(C) an update on projects not in the transportation program adopted under subsection (a) of this section that will proceed in fiscal year 2021 and the source of funding;

(D) the status of and funding remaining for the programs established pursuant to 2019 Acts and Resolves No. 59, Sec. 34;

(E) the balance of funding available for public transit under federal COVID-19 legislation; and

(F) any expected reduction in funding available for municipalities.

(d) Definitions. As used in this act, unless otherwise indicated:

(1) “Agency” means the Agency of Transportation.

(2) “Electric vehicle supply equipment” has the same meaning as in 30 V.S.A. § 201 and is abbreviated “EVSE.”

(3) “Federal COVID-19 legislation” includes any federal infrastructure bills or other federal legislation that provide the State with additional federal funding for transportation-related projects in fiscal year 2021 or was enacted as a result of COVID-19.

(4) “Plug-in electric vehicle,” “plug-in hybrid electric vehicle,” and “battery electric vehicle” have the same meanings as in 23 V.S.A. § 4(85) as amended by this act and are abbreviated “PEV,” “PHEV,” and “BEV.”

(5) “Secretary” means the Secretary of Transportation.

(6) “TIB funds” means monies deposited in the Transportation Infrastructure Bond Fund in accordance with 19 V.S.A. § 11f.

(7) The table heading “As Proposed” means the proposed Transportation Program referenced in subsection (a) of this section; the table heading “As Amended” means the amendments as made by this act; the table heading “Change” means the difference obtained by subtracting the “As Proposed” figure from the “As Amended” figure; and the terms “change” or “changes” in the text refer to the project- and program-specific amendments, the aggregate sum of which equals the net “Change” in the applicable table heading.
**Summary of Transportation Investments**

Sec. 1a. **FISCAL YEAR 2021 TRANSPORTATION INVESTMENTS INTENDED TO REDUCE TRANSPORTATION-RELATED GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS, REDUCE FOSSIL FUEL USE, AND SAVE VERMONT HOUSEHOLDS MONEY**

This act includes the State’s fiscal year 2021 transportation investments intended to reduce transportation-related greenhouse gas emissions, reduce fossil fuel use, and save Vermont households money in furtherance of the policies articulated in 19 V.S.A. § 10b and the goals of the Comprehensive Energy Plan and to satisfy the Executive and Legislative Branches’ commitments to the Paris Agreement climate goals. In fiscal year 2021, these efforts will include the following:

(1) **Park and Ride Program.** This act provides for a fiscal year expenditure of $5,580,568.00, which will fund five park and ride construction projects and the design of four additional facilities scheduled for construction in fiscal year 2022. This year’s park and ride program will create 330 new State-owned spaces and result in the installation of 43 level 1 EVSE charging ports. Specific additions and improvements include:

(A) Williston—Construction of 142 new spaces;
(B) Royalton—Construction of 91 new spaces;
(C) Cambridge—Improvements to existing spaces;
(D) Thetford—Construction of 42 new spaces;
(E) Berlin (Exit 6)—Design for 65 spaces;
(F) Berlin (Exit 7)—Design for 75 spaces;
(G) Manchester—Design for 50 spaces; and
(H) Williamstown—Construction of 55 new spaces.

(2) **Bike and Pedestrian Facilities Program.** This act, in concert with the Capital Construction Act, provides for a fiscal year expenditure of $18,230,970.00, which will fund 39 bike and pedestrian construction projects, and 12 bike and pedestrian design, right-of-way, or design and right-of-way projects for construction in fiscal year 2021. The construction projects include the creation, improvement, or rehabilitation of walkways, sidewalks, shared use paths, bike paths, and cycling lanes. Projects are funded in Arlington, Bennington, Burlington, Chester, Colchester-Essex, Dover, East Montpelier, Enosburg Falls, Fairfield, Hardwick, Hartford, Hinesburg, Jericho, Johnson, Lake Champlain causeway, Middlebury, Milton, Montpelier-Berlin.
Moretown, Pittsford, Plainfield, Proctor, Richford, Rochester, Rutland City, Shelburne, South Burlington, Springfield, St. Albans City, St. George, St. Johnsbury, Swanton, Underhill, Waitsfield, Waterbury, West Rutland, Williston, and Wilmington.

(3) Transportation Alternatives Program. This act provides for a fiscal year expenditure of $2,763,408.00, which will fund 16 transportation alternatives construction projects and 22 design, right-of-way, or design and right-of-way projects. Of these 38 projects, 22 involve environmental mitigation related to clean water, stormwater, or both clean water and stormwater concerns, and the remaining 15 involve bicycle and pedestrian facilities. Projects are funded in Bennington, Bridgewater, Bridport, Castleton, Chester, Colchester, Derby, Duxbury, East Montpelier, Enosburg, Essex, Essex Junction, Fair Haven, Franklin, Granville, Hartford, Hyde Park, Jericho, Middletown Springs, Montgomery, Newfane, Norwich, Pittsford, Rutland City, Shelburne, South Burlington, St. Albans, St. Johnsbury, Thetford, Vergennes, Warren, Wilmington, and Winooski.

(4) Public Transit Program. This act authorizes $37,852,845.00 in funding for public transit uses throughout the State, which is a 30.4 percent increase over fiscal year 2019 levels. An additional $3,000,000.00 flows through the State directly to the Green Mountain Transportation Authority. Included in the authorization are:

(A) Go! Vermont with an authorization of $858,434.00. This authorization supports the promotion and use of carpools and vanpools.

(B) Barre Transit Expansion with an authorization of $275,000.00. This authorization increases service available through Barre Transit.

(C) Capital Commuters with an authorization of $100,000.00. This program provides discounted bus passes to those commuting to work in Montpelier.

(D) Vermont Kidney Association Grant with an authorization of $50,000.00. This authorization supports the transit needs of Vermonters in need of dialysis services.

(E) Transportation Demand Management and Micro-Transit Innovations Grant Program with an authorization of $500,000.00. Sec. 16 of this act creates the Transportation Demand Management and Micro-Transit Innovations Grant Program, to be administered by the Agency of Transportation, that will provide grant funding to incentivize and continue support for the advancement of transportation demand management programs.
and new transit initiatives that improve mobility and access for transit-dependent Vermonters, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, or both.

(5) Rail Program. This act authorizes $30,815,640.00 for intercity passenger rail service and rail infrastructure throughout the State, including modifications to the Burlington Vermont Rail Systems railyard to accommodate overnight servicing to facilitate New York City-Burlington rail service.

(6) Transformation of the State Vehicle Fleet. The Department of Buildings and General Services, which manages the State Vehicle Fleet, added 44 additional hybrid vehicles to the fleet in fiscal year 2020. In fiscal year 2021, the Department of Buildings and General Services expects to add 24 additional PHEVs and three additional BEVs to the fleet. The Capital Construction Act authorizes $75,000.00 for the installation of EVSE in State-owned parking lots under the jurisdiction of the Department of Buildings and General Services. This will increase the number of charging stations by eight to 10 stations, with 16 to 20 charging ports in total and is in addition to the following EVSE that will be installed by the Department of Buildings and General Services during the first two months of fiscal year 2021:

(A) Rutland Parking Garage—four stations, with eight charging ports in total;

(B) 134–136 State Street, Montpelier—seven stations, with 12 charging ports in total;

(C) Southern State Correctional Facility—one station, with two charging ports in total; and

(D) Newport Emory Hebard Office Building—one station, with two charging ports in total.

(7) Electric vehicle supply equipment. In furtherance of the State’s goal to have a direct current (DC) fast-charging station within 30 miles of every residence in Vermont, the Capital Construction Act authorizes $750,000.00 to the VW EVSE Grant Program.

(8) Vehicle incentive programs. Sec. 14 of this act authorizes an additional $50,000.00 to support administrative costs associated with MileageSmart, which is the State’s used high fuel efficiency vehicle incentive program, and to ensure that the State’s emissions repair program is operational not later than July 1, 2021. Secs. 3 and 5 of this act also authorize the Secretary of Transportation to expend additional monies on the New PEV Incentive Program and MileageSmart if such funding becomes available.
Sec. 2. FEDERAL INFRASTRUCTURE AND CAPITAL FUNDING

(a) If federal COVID-19 legislation is enacted, the Secretary is authorized to:

(1) exceed federal spending authority in the fiscal year 2020 Transportation Program and fiscal year 2021 Transportation Program and to obligate and expend the federal monies, as practicable, on the following federally eligible projects, with a priority placed on projects, such as the purchase of PEV buses for public transit and the construction of bicycle and pedestrian facilities and EVSE, that will directly contribute to the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions consistent with the State’s 2016 Comprehensive Energy Plan and projects that will keep Vermonters employed, promote economic activity, and allow the State and municipalities to catch up on deferred maintenance:

   (A) projects in the fiscal year 2020 Transportation Program and fiscal year 2021 Transportation Program;

   (B) additional town highway projects; and

   (C) activities that meet federal eligibility and readiness criteria;

(2) notwithstanding any provision of Title 19 of the Vermont Statutes Annotated to the contrary, waive any Title 19 match requirements for projects funded under federal COVID-19 legislation; and

(3) require that municipalities meet nonfederal match requirements for projects not authorized in the fiscal year 2020 Transportation Program or fiscal year 2021 Transportation Program funded under federal COVID-19 legislation.

(b) The Agency shall promptly report the obligation or expenditure of monies under the authority of subsection (a) of this section in writing to the House and Senate Committees on Transportation and to the Joint Fiscal Office while the General Assembly is in session and to the Joint Fiscal Office, the Joint Fiscal Committee, and the Joint Transportation Oversight Committee when the General Assembly is not in session.

(c) Nothing in this section shall be construed to authorize the Secretary to obligate or expend State Transportation Funds, General Funds, or TIB funds above amounts authorized in the fiscal year 2020 Transportation Program or fiscal year 2021 Transportation Program.

(d) Subsections (a) and (b) of this section shall continue in effect until February 1, 2021.
**Additional Agency Spending; Redirection**

Sec. 3. AGENCY SPENDING; AUTHORITY TO REDIRECT; REPORT

(a) Notwithstanding Sec. 1 of this act; 2019 Acts and Resolves No. 59, Sec. 1; 19 V.S.A. § 10g(n); and 32 V.S.A. § 706, the Secretary is authorized to utilize State and federal monies for any of the following activities that will keep Vermonters employed, promote economic activity, and allow the State and municipalities to catch up on deferred maintenance in fiscal years 2020 and 2021, provided that the Agency expects to accept and obligate federal monies pursuant to subsection 2(a) of this act in an amount sufficient to cover the additional expenditures:

1. bridge maintenance;
2. paving and surface maintenance;
3. clearing of trees and brush in rights-of-way;
4. ledge and slope remediation;
5. culvert repair and replacement; and
6. any other maintenance activities that are expected to provide an economic stimulus in Vermont communities.

(b) Notwithstanding Sec. 1 of this act; 2019 Acts and Resolves No. 59, Sec. 1; 19 V.S.A. § 10g(n); and 32 V.S.A. § 706, the Secretary is authorized to utilize State and federal monies for any of the following greenhouse gas emissions reduction efforts in fiscal years 2020 and 2021, provided that the Agency expects to accept and obligate federal monies pursuant to subsection 2(a) of this act in an amount sufficient to cover the additional expenditures:

1. funding for a grant program for the installation of EVSE that builds upon the existing VW EVSE Grant Program that the Department of Housing and Community Development has been administering on behalf of the Department of Environmental Conservation;
2. PEV buses for public transit;
3. PEVs for the State motor vehicle fleet; and
4. funding, not to exceed $1,000,000.00, for the New PEV Incentive Program created pursuant to 2019 Acts and Resolves No. 59, Sec. 34 as amended by the act.
(c) If the expenditure of monies pursuant to subsection (a) or (b) of this section will not significantly delay the planned work schedule of a project in the fiscal year 2020 and 2021 Transportation Programs, the Secretary may enter into a contract for the activity or proceed with the expenditure and shall give prompt notice of the contract or expenditure to the Joint Fiscal Office and to the House and Senate Committees on Transportation when the General Assembly is in session and to the Joint Fiscal Office and the Joint Transportation Oversight Committee when the General Assembly is not in session.

(d) If the expenditure of monies pursuant to subsection (a) or (b) of this section will significantly delay the planned work schedule of a project, the Secretary may enter into a contract for the activity or proceed with the expenditure but shall give advance notice of at least 10 business days prior to executing the contract or making the expenditure to the House and Senate Committees on Transportation when the General Assembly is in session and to the Joint Fiscal Office, Joint Fiscal Committee, and Joint Transportation Oversight Committee when the General Assembly is not in session.

(e) The Secretary of Administration shall, on or before July 31, 2020, file a written report listing all expenditures made during fiscal year 2020 under the authority of subsections (a) and (b) of this section to the House and Senate Committees on Transportation, Joint Fiscal Office, Joint Fiscal Committee, and Joint Transportation Oversight Committee.

(f) The Secretary of Administration shall, on or before July 31, 2021, file a written report listing all expenditures made during fiscal year 2021 under the authority of subsections (a) and (b) of this section to the House and Senate Committees on Transportation, Joint Fiscal Office, Joint Fiscal Committee, and Joint Transportation Oversight Committee.

(g) The reports required pursuant to subsections (e) and (f) of this section shall be in addition to the report required pursuant to 19 V.S.A. § 10g(e).

* * * Amtrak; Burlington Rail Yard Realignment * * *

Sec. 4. ADDITION OF BURLINGTON RAIL YARD REALIGNMENT
FOR AMTRAK PROJECT

The following project is added to the development and evaluation list of Rail within the Agency’s Fiscal Year 2020 Transportation Program, as adopted pursuant to 2019 Acts and Resolves No. 59, Sec. 1, and the development and evaluation list of Rail within the Agency’s Proposed Fiscal Year 2021 Transportation Program: Burlington – Railyard Realignment for Amtrak.
**Highway Maintenance**

Sec. 5. HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE

(a) Within the Agency of Transportation’s Proposed Fiscal Year 2021 Transportation Program for Maintenance, authorized spending is amended as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FY21</th>
<th>As Proposed</th>
<th>As Amended</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personal Services</td>
<td>45,757,089</td>
<td>45,757,089</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Expenses</td>
<td>52,896,134</td>
<td>52,296,134</td>
<td>−600,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grants</td>
<td>240,200</td>
<td>240,200</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>98,893,423</td>
<td>98,293,423</td>
<td>−600,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources of funds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>As Proposed</th>
<th>As Amended</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>96,415,636</td>
<td>95,815,636</td>
<td>−600,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Interdepart.</td>
<td>2,377,787</td>
<td>2,377,787</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>98,893,423</td>
<td>98,293,423</td>
<td>−600,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) If, as of June 30, 2021, the Agency of Transportation has expended less on Maintenance Operating Expenses in fiscal year 2021 than it did in fiscal year 2020 then:

1. authorized spending in the Agency of Transportation’s Proposed Fiscal Year 2021 Transportation Program for Maintenance is further amended by decreasing Operating Expenses by the difference between the amount expended on Maintenance Operating Expenses in fiscal year 2020 and the amount expended on Maintenance Operating Expenses in fiscal year 2021 through June 30, 2021, but not to exceed $700,000.00, and

2. the Secretary shall authorize the expenditure of the difference between the amount expended on Maintenance Operating Expenses in fiscal year 2020 and the amount expended on Maintenance Operating Expenses in fiscal year 2021 through June 30, 2021, but not to exceed $700,000.00, in equal proportions, on the New PEV Incentive Program and MileageSmart established pursuant to 2019 Acts and Resolves No. 59, Sec. 34 as amended by this act.
**Aviation**

Sec. 5a. **CLARENDON SRE BUILDING**

Within the Agency of Transportation’s Proposed Fiscal Year 2021 Transportation Program for Aviation, authorized spending for Clarendon AV-FY20-001 is amended as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FY21</th>
<th>As Proposed</th>
<th>As Amended</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PE</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>−20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>575,000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>−575,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>595,000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>−595,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources of funds

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>595,000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>−595,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>595,000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>−595,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sec. 5b. **MORRISTOWN FUEL FARM**

Within the Agency of Transportation’s Proposed Fiscal Year 2021 Transportation Program for Aviation, authorized spending for Morristown AV-FY21-015 is amended as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FY21</th>
<th>As Proposed</th>
<th>As Amended</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>150,000</td>
<td>345,000</td>
<td>195,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>150,000</td>
<td>345,000</td>
<td>195,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources of funds

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>150,000</td>
<td>345,000</td>
<td>195,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>150,000</td>
<td>345,000</td>
<td>195,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Transportation Buildings**

Sec. 5c. **LUNENBURG GARAGE**

Within the Agency of Transportation’s Proposed Fiscal Year 2021 Transportation Program for Transportation Buildings, authorized spending for Transportation Buildings Lunenburg is amended as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FY21</th>
<th>As Proposed</th>
<th>As Amended</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PE</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>350,000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>−350,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>375,000</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>−350,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sec. 6. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT; ROADWAY

Within the Agency of Transportation’s Proposed Fiscal Year 2021 Transportation Program for Program Development—Roadway, authorized spending for Burlington MEGC M 5000(1) is amended as follows:

Sources of funds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>As Proposed</th>
<th>As Amended</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>375,000</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>−350,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>375,000</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>−350,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** Program Development ***

*** Roadway ***

Sec. 7. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT; SAFETY AND TRAFFIC OPERATIONS

Within the Agency of Transportation’s Proposed Fiscal Year 2021 Transportation Program for Program Development—Safety and Traffic Operations, authorized spending for Colchester HES NH 5600(14) is amended as follows:

Sources of funds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>As Proposed</th>
<th>As Amended</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Federal</td>
<td>7,600,000</td>
<td>6,099,000</td>
<td>−1,501,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local</td>
<td>160,000</td>
<td>128,400</td>
<td>−31,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>8,000,000</td>
<td>6,420,000</td>
<td>−1,580,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* * * Safety and Traffic Operations * * *
**Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities**

Sec. 7a. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT; BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN GRANT PROGRAM

Within the Agency of Transportation’s Proposed Fiscal Year 2021 Transportation Program for Program Development—Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities, authorized spending for Statewide State-Aid Construction Projects is amended as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FY21</th>
<th>As Proposed</th>
<th>As Amended</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>468,500</td>
<td>868,500</td>
<td>400,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>468,500</td>
<td>868,500</td>
<td>400,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources of funds:

State: 234,250 → 434,250, change: 200,000

Local: 234,250 → 434,250, change: 200,000

Total: 468,500 → 868,500, change: 400,000

**Public Transit**

Sec. 8. PUBLIC TRANSIT; FARE-FREE

It is the intent of the General Assembly that public transit operated by transit agencies that are eligible to receive grant funds pursuant to 49 U.S.C. § 5307 or 5311, or both, in the State shall be operated on a fare-free basis with monies for public transit from the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act, Pub. L. No. 116-136 (CARES Act) as practicable.

Sec. 9. PUBLIC TRANSIT; ADDITION OF INCREASED PUBLIC TRANSIT FOR FISCAL YEAR 2021

(a) The following project is added to the Agency of Transportation’s Proposed Fiscal Year 2021 Transportation Program for Public Transit: Increased Public Transit for Fiscal Year 2021.

(b) Spending authority for Increased Public Transit for Fiscal Year 2021 is authorized as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FY21</th>
<th>As Proposed</th>
<th>As Amended</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>500,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources of funds:

State: 0 → 500,000, change: 500,000

Total: 0 → 500,000, change: 500,000
(c) To the extent that the Agency is able to secure additional unobligated federal funds for Increased Public Transit for Fiscal Year 2021, the spending authority for Increased Public Transit for Fiscal Year 2021 is increased by that same amount in federal funds.

(d) The Agency shall increase public transit initiatives in fiscal year 2021 in conformance with the implementation plan in the Agency of Transportation’s 2019 Public Transit Policy Plan (PTPP) and findings of the Report on Methods to Increase the Use of Public Transit in Vermont prepared pursuant to 2019 Acts and Resolves No. 59, Sec. 20. Additional initiatives may include:

1. adding new local and regional service connections to improve rural ridership;
2. providing support for technology improvements for transit;
3. expanding access to available seats in transit vehicles; and
4. marketing and engaging with the public to increase awareness of public transit options.

* * * Lamoille Valley Rail Trail * * *

Sec. 10. LAMOILLE VALLEY RAIL TRAIL

(a) Within the Agency of Transportation’s Proposed Fiscal Year 2021 Transportation Program for Program Development—Bike & Pedestrian Facilities, authorized spending for Swanton-St. Johnsbury LVRT ( ) is amended as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>As Proposed</th>
<th>As Amended</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FY21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2,500,000</td>
<td>7,030,000</td>
<td>4,530,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2,500,000</td>
<td>7,030,000</td>
<td>4,530,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>3,500,000</td>
<td>7,000,000</td>
<td>3,500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3,500,000</td>
<td>7,000,000</td>
<td>3,500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>4,500,000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>−4,500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>4,500,000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>−4,500,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- 6150 -
FY24

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Federal</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3,500,000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>–3,500,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3,500,000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>–3,500,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources of funds FY21

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Federal</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>1,430,000</td>
<td>930,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal</td>
<td>2,000,000</td>
<td>5,600,000</td>
<td>3,600,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2,500,000</td>
<td>7,030,000</td>
<td>4,530,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources of funds FY22

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Federal</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,400,000</td>
<td>1,400,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5,600,000</td>
<td>5,600,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7,000,000</td>
<td>7,000,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) In the Agency of Transportation’s Proposed Fiscal Year 2021 Transportation Program for Program Development—Bike & Pedestrian Facilities, “Other funds of $500,000 are General Obligation Bond proceeds appropriated in the capital bill for the Lamoille Valley Rail Trail” is struck, and “Other funds of $2,830,000 are General Obligation Bond proceeds appropriated in the capital construction act for the Lamoille Valley Rail Trail, but if matching federal funds are not available or if federal funds do not require a state match, the funds shall be used for projects in a future capital construction act” is inserted in lieu thereof.

*** Central Garage ***

Sec. 11. TRANSFER TO CENTRAL GARAGE FUND

Notwithstanding 19 V.S.A. § 13(c)(1), in fiscal year 2021, the amount of $1,605,358.00 is transferred from the Transportation Fund to the Central Garage Fund created in 19 V.S.A. § 13.

Sec. 12. CENTRAL GARAGE EQUIPMENT

In fiscal year 2021, the amount of $8,668,094.00 is authorized for replacement equipment pursuant to 19 V.S.A. § 13(b) and, of this amount, a minimum of $250,000.00 shall be dedicated for the replacement of Department of Motor Vehicles enforcement fleet vehicles.
* * * Plug-In Electric Vehicle Definitions * * *

Sec. 13. 23 V.S.A. § 4(85) is amended to read:

(85) “Plug-in electric vehicle” means a motor vehicle that can be powered by an electric motor drawing current from a rechargeable energy storage system, such as from storage batteries or other portable electrical energy storage devices provided that the vehicle can draw recharge energy from a source off the vehicle such as electric vehicle supply equipment. A “plug-in electric vehicle” includes both a “battery electric vehicle” and a “plug-in hybrid electric vehicle” where:

(A) “battery electric vehicle” means a motor vehicle that can only be powered by an electric motor drawing current from a rechargeable energy storage system; and

(B) “plug-in hybrid electric vehicle” means a motor vehicle that can be powered by an electric motor drawing current from a rechargeable energy storage system but also has an onboard combustion engine.

* * * Programs and Incentives to Foster Efficient Vehicle Adoption * * *

Sec. 14. 2019 Acts and Resolves No. 59, Sec. 34 is amended to read:

Sec. 34. VEHICLE INCENTIVE AND EMISSIONS REPAIR PROGRAMS

(a) Vehicle incentive and emissions repair programs administration.

(1) The Agency of Transportation (Agency), in consultation with the Agency of Natural Resources, the Agency of Human Services, the Department of Environmental Conservation and of Public Service, Vermont electric distribution utilities that are offering incentives for PEVs, and the State’s network of community action agencies, shall establish and administer the programs described in subsections (b) and (c) of this section.

(2) The Agency is authorized to spend $2,000,000.00 as appropriated in the fiscal year 2020 budget, $50,000.00 in Transportation Fund monies, and any additional monies as appropriated in the fiscal year 2021 budget or Transportation Fund monies authorized to be expended by the Secretary of Transportation pursuant to Secs. 3 and 5 of this act, or both, on the two programs described in subsections (b) and (c) of this section. Notwithstanding any other provision of law and subject to the approval of the Secretary of Administration, appropriations for the programs described in subsections (b) and (c) of this section remaining unexpended on June 30, 2021 shall be carried forward and designated for expenditure on these programs in the subsequent fiscal year.
Subject to State procurement requirements, the Agency may retain a contractor or contractors to assist with marketing, program development, and administration of the two programs. Up to $150,000.00 of program funding may be set aside for this purpose for the programs described in subsection (c) of this section in fiscal year 2020 and $50,000.00 of program funding shall be set aside for this purpose for the programs described in subsection (c) of this section in fiscal year 2021 and to ensure that the emissions repair program is operational not later than July 1, 2021. In fiscal year 2021, the Agency is authorized to spend up to $200,000.00 in program funding to continue and expand the Agency’s public-private partnership with Drive Electric Vermont to support the expansion of the PEV market in the State through technical and consumer assistance; auto dealer education; outreach and incentive program management, including marketing, consumer support, record keeping and reporting, program development and modification, and general program administration for the program described in subsection (b) of this section; and PEV promotional efforts. The Agency shall develop, in consultation with the Departments of Environmental Conservation and of Public Service, a scope of work for funding the Agency’s grants to Drive Electric Vermont pursuant to this section.

The Agency shall administer the program described in subsection (b) of this section through no-cost contracts with the State’s electric distribution utilities.

The Agency shall annually evaluate the two programs to gauge effectiveness and submit a written report on the effectiveness of the programs to the House and Senate Committees on Transportation, the House Committee on Energy and Technology, and the Senate Committee on Finance on or before the 31st day of December January in each year following a year that an incentive or repair voucher is provided through one of the programs. Notwithstanding 2 V.S.A. § 20(d), the annual report required under this section shall continue to be required if an incentive or repair voucher is provided through one of the programs unless the General Assembly takes specific action to repeal the report requirement.

(b) Electric vehicle incentive program. A new PEV purchase and lease incentive program for Vermont residents shall structure PEV purchase and lease incentive payments by income to help all Vermonters benefit from electric driving, including Vermont’s most vulnerable. The program shall be known as the New PEV Incentive Program. Specifically, the program shall:
(1) apply to both purchases and leases of new PEVs with an emphasis on creating and matching incentives for exclusively electric powered vehicles that do not contain an onboard combustion engine BEVs;

(2) provide incentives not more than one incentive of $1,500.00 for a PHEV or $2,500.00 for a BEV to Vermont households with low and moderate income at or below 160 percent of the State’s prior five-year average Median Household Income (MHI) level:

(A) an individual domiciled in the State whose federal income tax filing status is single or head of household with an adjusted gross income under the laws of the United States greater than $50,000.00 and at or below $100,000.00;

(B) an individual domiciled in the State whose federal income tax filing status is surviving spouse with an adjusted gross income under the laws of the United States greater than $50,000.00 and at or below $125,000.00;

(C) a married couple with at least one spouse domiciled in the State whose federal income tax filing status is married filing jointly with an adjusted gross income under the laws of the United States greater than $50,000.00 and at or below $125,000.00; or

(D) a married couple with at least one spouse domiciled in the State and at least one spouse whose federal income tax filing status is married filing separately with an adjusted gross income under the laws of the United States greater than $50,000.00 and at or below $100,000.00;

(3) provide not more than one incentive of $3,000.00 for a PHEV or $4,000.00 for a BEV to:

(A) an individual domiciled in the State whose federal income tax filing status is single, head of household, or surviving spouse with an adjusted gross income under the laws of the United States at or below $50,000.00;

(B) a married couple with at least one spouse domiciled in the State whose federal income tax filing status is married filing jointly with an adjusted gross income under the laws of the United States at or below $50,000.00; or

(C) a married couple with at least one spouse domiciled in the State and at least one spouse whose federal income tax filing status is married filing separately with an adjusted gross income under the laws of the United States at or below $50,000.00;

(4) apply to manufactured PEVs with a Base Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail Price (MSRP) of $40,000.00 or less; and
(4)(5) provide no less than $1,100,000.00, of the initial $2,000,000.00 authorization, and up to an additional $2,050,000.00 in fiscal year 2021 in PEV purchase and lease incentives.

(c) High fuel efficiency vehicle incentive and emissions repair program programs. A used high fuel efficiency vehicle purchase incentive and emissions repair program programs for Vermont residents shall structure high fuel efficiency purchase incentive payments and emissions repair vouchers by income to help all Vermonters benefit from more efficient driving, including Vermont’s most vulnerable. Not less than $750,000.00 shall be provided in point-of-sale and point-of repair vouchers.

(1) Specifically, the high fuel efficiency vehicle incentive program shall be known as MileageSmart and shall:

(4)(A) apply to purchases of used high fuel-efficient motor vehicles, which for purposes of this program shall be pleasure cars with a combined city/highway fuel efficiency of at least 40 miles per gallon or miles per gallon equivalent as rated by the Environmental Protection Agency when the vehicle was new, and repairs of certain vehicles that failed the on board diagnostic (OBD) systems inspection;

(2)(B) provide point-of-sale vouchers through the state’s network of community action agencies and base eligibility for the point-of-sale voucher on the same criteria used for income qualification for weatherization services through the Weatherization Program and eligibility for the point-of repair vouchers on the same criteria used for income qualification for Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP) through the State’s Economic Services Division within the Department for Children and Families; and

(3)(C) provide one of the following to qualifying individuals:

(A) a point-of-sale voucher of up to $5,000.00 to assist in the purchase of a used high fuel-efficient motor vehicle that may require that a condition of the voucher be that if the individual is the owner of either a motor vehicle that failed the OBD systems inspection or a motor vehicle that is more than 15 years old and has a combined city/highway fuel efficiency of less than 25 miles per gallon as rated by the Environmental Protection Agency when the vehicle was new that the vehicle will be removed from operation and either donated to a nonprofit organization to be used for parts or destroyed; or

(B)(2) The emissions repair program, which shall be operational on or before July 1, 2021, shall:

(A) apply to repairs of certain vehicles that failed the on board diagnostic (OBD) systems inspection:
(B) provide point-of-repair vouchers through the State’s network of community action agencies and base eligibility for voucher on the same criteria used for income qualification for Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP) through the State’s Economic Services Division within the Department for Children and Families; and

(C) provide a point-of-repair voucher to repair a motor vehicle that was ready for testing, failed the OBD systems inspection, requires repairs that are not under warranty, and will be able to pass the State’s vehicle inspection once the repairs are made provided that the point-of-repair voucher is commensurate with the fair market value of the vehicle to be repaired and does not exceed $2,500.00, with $2,500.00 vouchers only being available to repair vehicles with a fair market value of at least $5,000.00.

* * *

**Class 2 Town Highway Roadway Program**

Sec. 15. 19 V.S.A. § 306(h) is amended to read:

(h) Class 2 Town Highway Roadway Program. There shall be an annual appropriation for grants to municipalities for resurfacing, rehabilitation, or reconstruction of paved or unpaved class 2 town highways. However, municipalities that have no State highways or class 1 town highways within their borders may use the grants for such activities with respect to both class 2 and class 3 town highways. Each fiscal year, the Agency shall approve qualifying projects with a total estimated State share cost of $7,648,750.00 at a minimum as new grants. The Agency’s proposed appropriation for the Program shall take into account the estimated amount of qualifying invoices submitted to the Agency with respect to project grants approved in prior years but not yet completed as well as with respect to new project grants to be approved in the fiscal year. In a given fiscal year, should expenditures in the Class 2 Town Highway Roadway Program exceed the amount appropriated, the Agency shall advise the Governor of the need to request a supplemental appropriation from the General Assembly to fund the additional project cost, provided that the Agency has previously committed to completing those projects. Funds received as grants for State aid under the Class 2 Town Highway Roadway Program may be used by a municipality to satisfy a portion of the matching requirements for federal earmarks, subject to subsection 309b(c) of this title.
Sec. 16. TRANSPORTATION DEMAND MANAGEMENT AND MICRO-TRANSIT INNOVATIONS GRANT PROGRAM

(a) The Agency shall establish and administer a transportation demand management and micro-transit innovations grant program within the Public Transit Program to incentivize and continue support for the advancement of transportation demand management programs and new transit initiatives.

(b) The Agency shall distribute $500,000.00 in grant awards, with each recipient only eligible to receive up to $100,000.00 in grant awards.

(c) Grant awards may be used for one or more of the following: matching funds for other grant awards; program delivery costs; or for the extension of existing programs.

(d) Grant awards shall be distributed not later than November 30, 2020 and shall incentivize innovative strategies that improve both mobility and access for transit-dependent Vermonters, reduce the use of single occupancy vehicles for work trips, and reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

Sec. 17. 23 V.S.A. §§ 3501 and 3502 are amended to read:

§ 3501. DEFINITIONS

As used in this chapter:

1. “Commissioner” means the Commissioner of Motor Vehicles unless otherwise stated.

2. “Department” means Department of Motor Vehicles unless otherwise stated.

3. “Operate” includes an attempt to operate and shall be construed to cover all matters and things connected with the presence and use of all-terrain vehicles whether they be at motion or rest.

4. “Secretary” means the Secretary of Natural Resources.

5. “All-terrain vehicle” or “ATV” means any nonhighway recreational vehicle, except snowmobiles, having no not less than two low pressure tires (10 pounds per square inch, or less), not wider than 64 inches with two-wheel ATVs having permanent, full-time power to both wheels, and having a dry weight of less than 1,700 pounds, when used for cross-country travel on trails or on any one of the following or a combination thereof: land, water, snow,
ice, marsh, swampland, and natural terrain. An ATV on a public highway shall be considered a motor vehicle, as defined in section 4 of this title, only for the purposes of those offenses listed in subdivisions 2502(a)(1)(H), (N), (R), (U), (Y), (FF), (GG), (II), and (AAA); (2)(A) and (B); (3)(A), (B), (C), and (D); (4)(A) and (B) and (5) of this title and as provided in section 1201 of this title. An ATV shall not include an electric personal assistive mobility device.

(2) “Department” means the Department of Motor Vehicles unless otherwise stated.

(3) “Direct supervision” means that the supervisor shall be sufficiently close and able to control, by communicating visually or orally, the operation of an ATV by an operator under 16 years of age, taking into account the noise created by an ATV and protective headgear worn by the operator.

(4) “Farm” means a parcel or parcels of land owned, leased, or managed by a person and devoted primarily to farming.

(5) “Forestry operation” has the same meaning as in 10 V.S.A. § 2602.

(6) “Secretary” means the Secretary of Natural Resources.

(7) “State lands” means land owned, leased, or otherwise controlled by the State.

(8) “Club or association” means an all-terrain vehicle club or “VASA” means the Vermont ATV Sportsman’s Association, a statewide association of ATV clubs.

§ 3502. REGISTRATION AND TRAIL ACCESS DECAL (TAD) REQUIRED; EXCEPTIONS

(a)(1) An all-terrain vehicle may not be operated except as otherwise provided in this section, an individual shall not operate an ATV on the VASA Trail System, on State land designated by the Secretary pursuant to subdivision 3506(b)(4) of this title, or along any highway that is not adjacent to the property of the operator unless the ATV:

(A) is registered pursuant to this chapter or any other section of this title by the State of Vermont and unless the all-terrain vehicle or in accordance with subsection (e) of this section; and

(B) displays a valid Vermont ATV Sportsman’s Association (VASA) VASA Trail Access Decal (TAD) when operating on a VASA trail, except when operated:
(1)(2) Notwithstanding subdivision (1) of this subsection, neither registration nor display of a TAD is required to operate an ATV:

(A) On the property of the owner of the all-terrain vehicle, ATV;

(B) Off the highway, in a ski area while being used, off the highway, for the purpose of grooming snow, maintenance, or in rescue operations;

(C) For official use by a federal, State, or municipal agency and only if the all-terrain vehicle ATV is identified with the name or seal of the agency in a manner approved by the Commissioner; or

(D) Solely on privately owned land when the operator is specifically invited to do so by the owner of that property and has on his or her person carries the written consent of the owner.

(3)(3) By a person who Notwithstanding subdivision (1) of this subsection, an operator may operate an ATV without a TAD displayed if the operator possesses a completed TAD form processed electronically and within the prior 10 days that is either printed out or displayed on a portable electronic device. The printed or electronic TAD form shall be valid for 10 days after the electronic transaction. Use of a portable electronic device to display a completed TAD form does not in itself constitute consent for an enforcement officer to access other contents of the device.

* * *

(c) The possession of a valid TAD or registration of an all-terrain vehicle ATV does not constitute a license to cross or operate an all-terrain vehicle ATV on public or private lands, even if temporarily while crossing the public or private lands.

(d) An all-terrain vehicle which ATV that does not comply with the provisions of this chapter may shall not be registered by the Commissioner.

(e) An all-terrain vehicle ATV owned by a person who is a resident of any other state or province shall be deemed to be properly registered for the purposes of this chapter if it is registered in accordance with the laws of the state or province in which its owner resides. An operator who is a resident of any other state or province shall be subject to the provisions of this chapter while operating an ATV within this State, including possessing a valid TAD in the same circumstances that a resident of this State is required to possess a valid TAD.
Sec. 18. 23 V.S.A. § 3506 is amended to read:

§ 3506. OPERATION; PROHIBITED ACTS; FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY; HEADGEAR

(a) A person shall only operate an ATV, or permit an all-terrain vehicle ATV owned by him or her or under his or her control to be operated, in accordance with this chapter.

(b) An all-terrain vehicle ATV shall not be operated:

(1) Along a public highway except if one or more of the following applies:

(A) the highway is not being maintained during the snow season;

(B) the highway has been opened to all-terrain vehicle ATV travel by the selectboard or trustees or local governing body legislative body of the municipality where the town highway is located or, for State highways, the Secretary of Transportation and is so posted by the municipality;

(C) the all-terrain vehicle ATV is being used for agricultural purposes and is operated not closer than three feet from the traveled portion of any highway for the purpose of traveling within the confines of the farm; or

(C) the ATV is being use for forestry purposes and is operated not closer than three feet from the traveled portion of any highway for the purpose of traveling within the confines of the forestry operation; or

(D) the all-terrain vehicle ATV is being used by an employee or agent of an electric transmission or distribution company subject to the jurisdiction of the Public Utility Commission under 30 V.S.A. § 203 for utility purposes, including safely accessing utility corridors, provided that the all-terrain vehicle ATV shall be operated along the edge of the roadway and shall yield to other vehicles.

(2) Across a public highway unless except if all of the following conditions are met:

(A) the crossing is made at an angle of approximately 90 degrees to the direction of the highway and at a place where no obstruction prevents a quick and safe crossing; and

(B) the operator brings the all-terrain vehicle ATV to a complete stop before entering the traveled portion of the highway; and

(C) the operator yields the right of way to motor vehicles and pedestrians using the highway; and
(D) the operator is 12 years of age or older; and that

(E) in the case of an operator under 16 years of age, must be the operator is under the direct supervision of a person an individual 18 years of age or older who does not have a suspended operator’s license or privilege to operate.

(3) On any privately owned land or privately owned body of private water unless either:

(A) the operator is the owner, or member of the immediate family of the owner of the land; or

(B) the operator has, on his or her person, carries the written consent of the owner or lessee of the land or the land surrounding the privately owned body of water to operate an all-terrain vehicle ATV in the specific area and during specific hours and/or or days, or both in which the operator is operating; or

(C) the all-terrain vehicle ATV displays a valid TAD decal VASA Trail Access Decal (TAD) as required by subsection 3502(a) of this title that serves as proof that the all-terrain vehicle ATV and its operator, by virtue of the TAD, are members of a VASA-affiliated club to which such VASA and consent has been given orally or in writing to operate an all-terrain vehicle ATV in the area in which the operator is operating; or

(D) the owner of the land has or the land surrounding the privately owned body of water designated the area for use by all-terrain vehicles ATVs by posting the area in a manner approved by the Secretary to give reasonable notice that use is permitted.

(4) On any public land municipal lands unless opened to ATV travel by the legislative body of the municipality where the land is located or on any State lands, body of public water, or natural area established under the provisions of 10 V.S.A. § 2607 unless the Secretary has designated the area by the Secretary for use by all-terrain vehicles pursuant to ATVs in rules promulgated adopted under provisions of 3 V.S.A. chapter 25.

(5) By a person an individual under 12 years of age unless he or she is wearing on his or her head protective headgear of a type approved by the Commissioner while operating the ATV or riding as a passenger on the ATV and either:

(A) he or she is on land owned by his or her parents, family, or guardian;

(B) he or she has written permission of the landowner or lessee; or
(C) he or she is under the direct supervision of a person at least an individual 18 years of age or older who does not have a suspended operator’s license or privilege to operate.

(6) In any manner intended or that could reasonably to be expected to harm, harass, drive, or pursue any wildlife.

(7) If the registration certificate or consent form is and proof of insurance are not available for inspection, and the registration number, or plate of a size and type approved by the Commissioner, is not displayed on the all-terrain vehicle ATV in a manner approved by the Commissioner.

(8) While the operator is under the influence of drugs or alcohol as defined by this title.

(9) In a careless or negligent manner or in a manner that is inconsistent with the duty of ordinary care, so as to endanger a person an individual or property.

(10) Within a cemetery, public or private, as defined in 18 V.S.A. § 5302.

(11) On limited access highways, rights-of-way or approaches unless permitted by the Traffic Committee under section 1004 of this title. In no cases shall the use of all-terrain vehicles ATVs be permitted on any portion of the Dwight D. Eisenhower National System of Interstate and Defense Highways unless the Traffic Committee permits operation on these highways.

(12) On a sidewalk unless permitted by the selectboard or trustees of the local governing legislative body of the municipality where the sidewalk is located.

(13) Without liability insurance as described in this subdivision. The owner or operator of an ATV shall not operate or permit the operation of an ATV at locations where the ATV must be registered in order to be lawfully operated under section 3502 of this title without having in effect a bond or a liability policy in the amounts of at least $25,000.00 for one individual and $50,000.00 for two or more individuals killed or injured and $10,000.00 for damages to property in any one accident. In lieu of a bond or liability policy, evidence of self-insurance in the amount of $115,000.00 must be filed with the Commissioner. Financial responsibility shall be maintained and evidenced in a form prescribed by the Commissioner, and persons who self-insure shall be subject to the provisions of subsection 801(c) of this title.
(14) While the operator’s license or privilege to operate a motor vehicle is suspended, unless operated at a location described in subdivision 3502(a)(2)(A) or (D) of this title.

(15) Outside the boundaries of trails established by the VASA Trail System unless such operation is specifically authorized pursuant to another provision of this chapter.

(16) Unless the operator and all passengers wear properly secured protective headgear, of a type approved by the Commissioner and as intended by the manufacturer, if the ATV is operated at locations where the ATV must be registered in order to be lawfully operated under section 3502 of this title.

(c) No public or private landowner shall be liable for any property damage or personal injury sustained by any person individual operating or riding as a passenger on an all-terrain vehicle ATV or upon a vehicle or other device drawn by an all-terrain vehicle ATV upon the public or private landowner’s property, whether or not the public or private landowner has given permission to use the land, unless the public or private landowner charges a cash fee to the operator or owner of the all-terrain vehicle ATV for the use of the property or unless damage or injury is intentionally inflicted by the landowner.

(d) In addition to all other requirements, an all-terrain vehicle ATV may not be operated:

   (1) if equipped with an exhaust system with a cut out, bypass, or similar device; or

   (2) with the spark arrester removed or modified, except for use in closed course competition events.

(e) In addition to all other requirements, an all-terrain vehicle ATV may not be operated by an operator who is less than 18 years of age unless one of the following criteria is met:

   (1) the operator is operating on property owned or leased by the operator or his or her parents or guardian; or

   (2) the operator is taking a prescribed safety education training course and operating under the direct supervision of a certified all-terrain vehicle ATV safety instructor; or

   (3) the operator holds an appropriate safety education certificate issued by this State or issued under the authority of another state or province of Canada.
(f) A person who is required to hold an appropriate safety education certificate under the provisions of subsection (e) of this section shall exhibit the safety education certificate upon demand of a law enforcement officer having authority to enforce the provisions of this section.

(g) Notwithstanding any other provision of law or rule to the contrary, the Commissioner may authorize the temporary operation of all-terrain vehicles not registered in this State on Route 253 in Beecher Falls for an annual special event, provided the all-terrain vehicle is registered in another state or province. [Repealed.]

*** U.S. Postal Service; Vehicle Inspection; Sunset Repeal ***

Sec. 19. 2017 Acts and Resolves No. 71, Sec. 31(a)(4) is amended to read:

(4) 23 V.S.A. § 1222(e), added in Sec. 27 (inspections; mail carrier vehicles), shall be repealed on July 1, 2020. [Repealed.]

*** Permit Fees; Waiver ***

Sec. 20. AUTHORITY TO WAIVE RIGHT-OF-WAY PERMIT FEES

(a) Notwithstanding 19 V.S.A. § 1112(b), the Secretary is authorized to waive fees associated with permits or permit amendments issued pursuant to 19 V.S.A. § 1111 for any reason associated with the response and recovery to the COVID-19 pandemic.

(b) Subsection (a) of this section shall continue in effect until six months after the conclusion of a state of emergency declared under 20 V.S.A. chapter 1 due to COVID-19.

*** Use of Pozzolans as an Alternative to Portland Cement ***

Sec. 21. USE OF POZZOLANS AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO PORTLAND CEMENT

(a) Findings. The General Assembly finds that:

(1) Pozzolans, such as pulverized fuel ash (commonly known as “fly ash”), ground granulated blast-furnace slag, and silica fume, can be used to partially replace a portion of the Portland Cement used in the production of concrete.

(2) Using pozzolans in the production of concrete for transportation infrastructure projects can typically reduce the use of Portland Cement by 40 to 50 percent.

(3) Using pozzolans in a concrete mix design can:
(A) reduce the carbon dioxide emissions associated with transportation infrastructure projects, such as bridges and sidewalks;

(B) increase the compressive strength and durability of concrete; and

(C) decrease construction costs.

(4) Pozzolans cannot be used as a complete substitute for Portland Cement in a concrete mix design because they enhance and do not replace the cementitious properties of Portland Cement as it hydrates as part of the overall chemical reaction that binds and strengthens the concrete.

(b) Use of Portland Cement. The Agency is encouraged to continue researching, testing, and wherever practicable, using pozzolans and alternatives to Portland Cement as part of the concrete mix designs for all transportation infrastructure projects.

** Study on Direct-to-Consumer Motor Vehicle Sales; Report **

Sec. 22. STUDY ON DIRECT-TO-CONSUMER MOTOR VEHICLE SALES; REPORT

(a) The Agency of Transportation, in consultation with the Attorney General’s Office, the Department of Financial Regulation, a manufacturer that engages in direct-to-consumer motor vehicle sales to Vermont consumers, and the Vermont Vehicle and Automotive Distributors Association, shall conduct a study and, on or before December 15, 2020, file a written report on the findings of its study, sources reviewed, and recommendations regarding the regulation of direct-to-consumer motor vehicle sales with the Senate Committees on Economic Development, Housing and General Affairs and on Transportation and the House Committees on Commerce and Economic Development and on Transportation.

(b) The report shall, at a minimum, include a review of:

(1) all Vermont consumer protection laws and regulations that currently apply when a consumer purchases a motor vehicle from a dealer registered pursuant to 23 V.S.A. chapter 7, subchapter 4, whether those consumer protections currently apply to direct-to-consumer motor vehicle sales, and, if not, whether those consumer protections should apply to direct-to-consumer motor vehicle sales;

(2) how consumers currently obtain financing in direct-to-consumer motor vehicle sales and any proposals that would better protect Vermont consumers who engage in direct-to-consumer motor vehicle sales;
(3) how consumers are currently taxed in direct-to-consumer motor vehicle sales and whether there are steps the State can take to maximize the collection of taxes owed on direct-to-consumer motor vehicle sales where the vehicles are operated in Vermont;

(4) any enforcement issues related to direct-to-consumer motor vehicle sales;

(5) what reasons, if any, exist to prohibit manufacturers engaged in direct-to-consumer motor vehicle sales from owning, operating, or controlling a motor vehicle warranty or service facility in the State and a recommendation on whether a sales center should be required if a manufacturer engaged in direct-to-consumer motor vehicle sales is permitted to own, operate, or control a motor vehicle warranty or service facility in the State;

(6) laws, rules, and best practices from other jurisdictions and any model legislation related to the regulation of direct-to-consumer motor vehicle sales; and

(7) how any proposed amendments to Vermont law regulating direct-to-consumer motor vehicle sales will affect dealers registered pursuant to 23 V.S.A. chapter 7, subchapter 4; franchisors and franchisees, as defined in 9 V.S.A. § 4085; and other persons who are selling motor vehicles to Vermonters.

(c) As used in this section, “direct-to-consumer motor vehicle sales” means sales made by:

(1) motor vehicle manufacturers that sell or lease vehicles they manufacture directly to Vermont consumers and not through dealers registered pursuant to 23 V.S.A. chapter 7, subchapter 4; or

(2) other persons that sell or lease new or used motor vehicles directly to Vermont consumers and not through Vermont licensed dealers registered pursuant to 23 V.S.A. chapter 7, subchapter 4 on websites such as Carvana, Vroom, and TrueCar.

* * * Effective Dates * * *

Sec. 23. EFFECTIVE DATES

(a) This section and Secs. 2 (federal funding), 3 (spending redirection), 4 (Amtrak), 19 (U.S. Postal Service vehicle inspection exemption sunset repeal; 23 V.S.A. § 1222(e)), and 20 (section 1111 permit fee waiver) shall take effect on passage.

(b) All other sections shall take effect on July 1, 2020.

(Committee vote: 4-1-0)

(For House amendments, see House Journal for May 27, 2020, page 1047.)
H. 955.

An act relating to capital construction and State bonding budget adjustment.

Reported favorably with recommendation of proposal of amendment by Senator Benning for the Committee on Institutions.

The Committee recommends that the Senate propose to the House to amend the bill by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

Sec. 1. 2019 Acts and Resolves No. 42, Sec. 2 is amended to read:

Sec. 2. STATE BUILDINGS

* * *

(b) The following sums are appropriated in FY 2020:

* * *

(7) Montpelier, State House, new drapes and carpeting or carpeting repair in the Governor’s ceremonial office and the vestibule near the Governor’s ceremonial office, the Hall of Flags, the Cedar Creek Room, the Senate Secretary’s Office, and the carpeting or carpeting repair in the Card Room: $45,000.00

* * *

(c) The following sums are appropriated in FY 2021:

* * *

(4) Statewide, planning, use, and contingency: $500,000.00 $529,077.00

(5) Burlington, 108 Cherry Street, parking garage repairs: $7,500,000.00 $7,400,000.00

(6) Montpelier, State House, historical restorations new drapes and carpeting or carpeting repair in the Governor’s ceremonial office or in the vestibule near the Governor’s ceremonial office, the Hall of Flags, Senate Secretary’s Office, and carpeting or carpeting repair in the Card Room: $75,000.00

* * *

(11) Montpelier, State House, HVAC, planning and design to address air quality and mold issues: $500,000.00
(12) Newport, Orleans County Courthouse, replacement, site acquisition, planning, and design for a stand-alone courthouse with no retail space:  1,500,000.00

(13) Windsor, costs to renovate space at the former Southeast State Correctional Facility associated with the relocation of the Department of Fish and Wildlife and the Department of Forests, Parks and Recreation from the Springfield State Office Building:  700,000.00

(14) Statewide, installation of electric vehicle charging facilities in State-owned parking lots under the jurisdiction of the Department of Buildings and General Services:  75,000.00

(15) State House, cafeteria renovation for a flexible meeting room:  57,000.00

   (d)(1) For the amount appropriated in subdivision (b)(4) of this section, the Commissioner of Buildings and General Services is authorized to use up to $200,000.00 to assess relative costs and resource requirements for potential construction of a correctional facility that ranges in scale issue a request for proposal to hire a consultant to analyze different state-of-the-art correctional facility models in order to accommodate the results of the Council of State Governments’ study described in Sec. 28 of this act; provided, however, that the funds shall only become available after approval by the Joint Fiscal Committee and the Joint Legislative Justice Oversight Committee. If the cost of the analysis exceeds $200,000.00, the Commissioner is authorized to use the amounts appropriated in subdivisions (b)(4) and (c)(4) of this section to cover the additional cost.

   (2) On or before March 15, 2020 January 1, 2021, the Commissioner shall submit a copy of the assessment analysis described in subdivision (1) of this subsection to the House Committee on Corrections and Institutions and the Senate Committee on Institutions. Beginning on July 1, 2020, the Commissioner of Buildings and General Services and the Commissioner of Corrections shall provide monthly updates on the status of the analysis to the Joint Legislative Justice Oversight Committee.

   (e) It is the intent of the General Assembly that the Commissioner of Buildings and General Services shall look at other State uses for storage of State-owned equipment and whether the former Southeast State Correctional Facility would be an appropriate place for storage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appropriation – FY 2020</th>
<th>$20,323,423.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Appropriation – FY 2021</td>
<td>$21,325,813.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Appropriation – Section 2</td>
<td>$41,649,236.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sec. 2. 2019 Acts and Resolves No. 42, Sec. 3 is amended to read:

Sec. 3. HUMAN SERVICES

* * *

(c) The following sums are appropriated in FY 2021 to the Department of Buildings and General Services for the Agency of Human Services for the following projects described in this subsection:

* * *

(4) Brattleboro, Brattleboro Retreat, level 1 bed project construction:

$1,500,000.00

(5) Windsor and St. Johnsbury, site preparation, relocation and rebuild of a greenhouse at the Caledonia County Workcamp from the former Southeast State Correctional Facility, with the use of inmate labor for the rebuild of the greenhouse, where appropriate:

$200,000.00

* * *

(d) The sum of $3,900,000.00 $4,500,000.00 is appropriated in FY 2021 to the Agency of Human Services for the Department of Vermont Health Access, Integrated Eligibility and Enrollment system.

* * *

(f) The Commissioner of Buildings and General Services, in consultation with the Commissioner of Corrections, may use the amount appropriated in subdivision (c)(5) of this section to build a new greenhouse at the Caledonia Work Camp if a new build is more cost-effective than the relocation of the greenhouse from the former Southeast State Correctional Facility. Where appropriate, inmate labor may be used for the new build of a greenhouse.

Appropriation – FY 2020

$8,828,000.00 $8,100,000.00

Appropriation – FY 2021

$5,875,000.00 $8,175,000.00

Total Appropriation – Section 3

$14,703,000.00

$16,275,000.00

Sec. 3. 2019 Acts and Resolves No. 42, Sec. 5 is amended to read:

Sec. 5. COMMERCE AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

* * *

(c) The sum of $250,000.00 is appropriated in FY 2021 to the Department of Buildings and General Services for the Agency of Commerce and Community Development for major maintenance at statewide historic sites.
The following sums are appropriated in FY 2021 to the Agency of Commerce and Community Development for the following projects described in this subsection:

(1) Underwater preserves: $25,000.00
(2) Placement and replacement of roadside historic markers: $25,000.00
(3) Highgate Native American Cemetery, slope stabilization, Monument Road: $100,000.00
(4) Major maintenance at statewide historic sites: $250,000.00

The funds shall become available after the Agency notifies the Department that the remaining funds to complete the project have been secured. The Agency shall not use the amount appropriated in subdivision (c)(1) of this section for any new underwater preserve projects. It is the intent of the General Assembly that no future capital funding shall be made available for new underwater preserve projects.

* * *

Appropriation – FY 2020 $487,500.00
Appropriation – FY 2021 $300,000.00 $400,000.00
Total Appropriation – Section 5 $787,500.00 $887,500.00

Sec. 4. 2019 Acts and Resolves No. 42, Sec. 8 is amended to read:

Sec. 8. UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT

(a) The sum of $1,300,000.00 is appropriated in FY 2020 to the University of Vermont for construction, renovation, and major maintenance at any facility owned or operated in the State by the University of Vermont.

(b) The sum of $1,000,000.00 is appropriated in FY 2021 to the University of Vermont for the projects described in subsection (a) of this section.

* * *

Sec. 5. 2019 Acts and Resolves No. 42, Sec. 9 is amended to read:

Sec. 9. VERMONT STATE COLLEGES

(a) The sum of $2,100,000.00 is appropriated in FY 2020 to the Vermont State Colleges for construction, renovation, and major maintenance at any facility owned or operated in the State by the Vermont State Colleges.
(b) The sum of $2,000,000.00 is appropriated in FY 2021 to the Vermont State Colleges for the projects described in subsection (a) of this section.

* * *

Sec. 6. 2019 Acts and Resolves No. 42, Sec. 10 is amended to read:

Sec. 10. NATURAL RESOURCES

* * *

(f) The following sums are appropriated in FY 2021 to the Agency of Natural Resources for the Department of Environmental Conservation for the projects described in this subsection:

* * *

(2) Dam safety and hydrology projects: $895,000.00 $916,138.00

(3) Engineering and construction grants related to improvements for public water systems with confirmed concentrations of PFAS exceeding 20 nanograms per liter and on a do-not-drink notice: $550,000.00

* * *

(i)(1) Notwithstanding 24 V.S.A. § 4753(a)(9), it is the intent of the General Assembly that the reallocation in Sec. 13 of this act, amending 2019 Acts and Resolves No. 42, Sec. 20(h), the amount of $130,000.00 from the Vermont Drinking Water Revolving Loan be used to support the appropriation in subdivision (f)(3) of this section.

(2) For the amount appropriated in subdivision (f)(3) of this section, the Agency shall use $50,000.00 for grants to reimburse any schools that operate public water systems with confirmed concentrations of PFAS exceeding 20 nanograms per liter and on a do-not-drink notice for their costs of providing bottled or bulk water.

(3) Any recovery or repayment of funds appropriated by subdivision (f)(3) of this section from a person responsible for the contamination of a public water system receiving those funds shall be used for future capital construction acts.

Appropriation – FY 2020 $9,025,807.00 $8,975,807.00
Appropriation – FY 2021 $7,341,400.00 $7,912,538.00
Total Appropriation – Section 10 $16,367,207.00 $16,888,345.00
Sec. 7. 2019 Acts and Resolves No. 42, Sec. 11 is amended to read:

Sec. 11. CLEAN WATER INITIATIVES

* * *

(h) The sum of $4,294,503.00 is appropriated in FY 2021 to the Agency of Agriculture, Food and Markets for water quality grants and contracts.

(i) The following sums are appropriated in FY 2021 to the Agency of Natural Resources for the Department of Environmental Conservation projects described in this subsection:

(1) Water Pollution Control Fund, Clean Water/EPA Revolving Loan Fund (CWSRF) match: $1,605,497.00

(2) Municipal Pollution Control Grants, pollution control projects, and planning advances for feasibility studies: $3,300,000.00

(j) The sum of $1,900,000.00 is appropriated in FY 2021 to the Agency of Natural Resources for the Department of Forests, Parks and Recreation for best management practices at State-owned forest and recreational access points.

(k)(1) The following sums are appropriated in FY 2021 to the Vermont Housing and Conservation Board for the following projects:

(A) Agricultural water quality projects: $1,100,000.00

(B) Land conservation and water quality projects: $1,700,000.00

(2) A grant issued under subdivision (1)(A) of this subsection:

(A) shall not be considered a State grant under 6 V.S.A. chapter 215, subchapter 3 for purposes of calculating the maximum amount of a State water quality assistance award under 6 V.S.A. § 4824 or 4826; and

(B) may be used to satisfy a grant recipient’s cost share requirements.

Appropriation – FY 2020 $12,100,000.00
Appropriation – FY 2021 $13,900,000.00
Total Appropriation – Section 11 $26,000,000.00

Sec. 8. 2019 Acts and Resolves No. 42, Sec. 12 is amended to read:

Sec. 12. MILITARY

(a) The sum of $700,000.00 is appropriated in FY 2020 to the Department of Military for maintenance and renovations at State armories. To the extent feasible, these funds shall be used to match federal funds.
(b) The sum of $800,000.00 $1,420,000.00 is appropriated in FY 2021 to the Department of Military for the projects described in subsection (a) of this section.

Appropriation – FY 2020 $700,000.00
Appropriation – FY 2021 $800,000.00 $1,420,000.00
Total Appropriation – Section 12 $1,500,000.00 $2,120,000.00

Sec. 9. 2019 Acts and Resolves No. 42, Sec. 13 is amended to read:

Sec. 13. PUBLIC SAFETY

* * *

(d) The sum of $2,000,000.00 is appropriated in FY 2021 to the Department of Buildings and General Services for renovation costs associated with the relocation of a replacement for the Middlesex Field Station to the former Department of Libraries building in Berlin.

Appropriation – FY 2020 $2,200,000.00
Appropriation – FY 2021 $5,400,000.00 $7,400,000.00
Appropriation – Section 13 $7,600,000.00 $9,600,000.00

Sec. 10. 2019 Acts and Resolves No. 42, Sec. 14 is amended to read:

Sec. 14. AGRICULTURE, FOOD AND MARKETS

* * *

(c) The sum of $200,000.00 $280,000.00 is appropriated in FY 2021 to the Department of Buildings and General Services for the Agency of Agriculture, Food and Markets for major maintenance at the Vermont building of the Eastern States Exposition.

Appropriation – FY 2020 $300,000.00
Appropriation – FY 2021 $200,000.00 $280,000.00
Total Appropriation – Section 14 $500,000.00 $580,000.00

Sec. 11. 2019 Acts and Resolves No. 42, Sec. 18 is amended to read:

Sec. 18. VERMONT HOUSING AND CONSERVATION BOARD

(a) The sum of $1,800,000.00 is appropriated in FY 2020 to the Vermont Housing and Conservation Board for housing projects.
(b) The sum of $1,800,000.00 and $3,800,000.00 is appropriated in FY 2021 to the Vermont Housing and Conservation Board for the project described in subsection (a) of this section housing and conservation projects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appropriation – FY 2020</th>
<th>$1,800,000.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Appropriation – FY 2021</td>
<td>$1,800,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Appropriation – Section 18</td>
<td>$3,600,000.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sec. 12. AGENCY OF TRANSPORTATION

(a) The sum of $50,000.00 is appropriated in FY 2020 to the Agency of Transportation for the Lamoille Valley Rail Trail.

(b) The following sums are appropriated in FY 2021 to the Agency of Transportation for the following projects:

1. Lamoille Valley Rail Trail: $2,830,000.00
2. Electric Vehicle Equipment (EVSE) Grant Program: $750,000.00

(c) For the amount appropriated in subdivision (b)(1) of this section, if matching federal funds are not available or if federal funds do not require a state match, the funds shall be used for projects in a future capital construction act.

(d) On or before January 15, 2021, the Commissioner of Forests, Parks and Recreation, in consultation with the Secretary of Administration, shall develop and submit a plan to the House Committee on Corrections and Institutions and the Senate Committee on Institutions on whether the Lamoille Valley Rail Trail may be developed into a linear State park.

(e) The Secretary of Transportation and the Commissioner of Forests, Parks and Recreation shall develop a memorandum of understanding (MOU) regarding the ongoing maintenance of the Lamoille Valley Rail Trail. On or before January 15, 2021, and prior to execution, the Secretary and Commissioner shall report back to the House Committee on Corrections and Institutions and the Senate Committee on Institutions with a draft of the MOU and an implementation plan for the MOU.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appropriation – FY 2020</th>
<th>$50,000.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Appropriation – FY 2021</td>
<td>$3,580,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Appropriation – Section 12</td>
<td>$3,630,000.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Financing this Act**

Sec. 13. 2019 Acts and Resolves No. 42, Sec. 20 is amended to read:

Sec. 20. REALLOCATION OF FUNDS; TRANSFER OF FUNDS

(a) The following sums are reallocated to the Department of Buildings and General Services from prior capital appropriations to defray expenditures authorized in Sec. 2 of this act:

1. of the amount appropriated in 2017 Acts and Resolves No. 160, Sec. 13(c) (Waterbury State Office Complex): $33,404.00

2. of the amount appropriated in 2017 Acts and Resolves No. 160, Sec. 5(d)(2) (Barre courthouse study): $10,076.40

3. of the amount appropriated in 2017 Acts and Resolves No. 84, Sec. 2(b)(11) (109 and 111 State Street, final design and construction): $104,244.77

4. of the amount appropriated in 2017 Acts and Resolves No. 84, Sec. 2(c)(6), as amended by 2018 Acts and Resolves No. 190, Sec. 1 (120 State Street, life safety and infrastructure improvements): $456,308.11

5. of the amount appropriated in 2017 Acts and Resolves No. 84, Sec. 2(c)(10), as amended by 2018 Acts and Resolves No. 190, Sec. 1 (109 and 111 State Street, final design and construction): $495,755.23

(b)(1) Of the amount appropriated in 2015 Acts and Resolves No. 26, Sec. 8(a)(2) (school construction) to the Agency of Education, the amount of $1,225,076.00 in unexpended funds reallocated to the Department of Buildings and General Services to defray expenditures authorized in Sec. 2 of this act.

2. Of the amount appropriated in 2017 Acts and Resolves No. 84, Sec. 7 (emergency aid for school construction), the amount of $37,264.89 in unexpended funds is reallocated to defray expenditures authorized in this act.

3. Of the amount appropriated in 2018 Acts and Resolves No. 42, Sec. 7(a) (emergency aid for school construction), the amount of $49,382.00 in unexpended funds is reallocated to defray expenditures authorized in this act.

(c)(1) Of the amount appropriated in 2015 Acts and Resolves No. 26, Sec. 6(b)(3) (Unmarked Burial Fund) to the Agency of Commerce and Community Development, the amount of $29,849.00 in unexpended funds is reallocated to defray expenditures authorized in this act.
(2) Of the amount appropriated in 2018 Acts and Resolves No. 190, Sec. 5(d)(4) (Civil War Heritage Trail Sign) to the Agency of Commerce and Community Development, the amount of $29,948.00 in unexpended funds is reallocated to the Department of Buildings and General Services to defray expenditures authorized in Sec. 2 of this act.

* * *

(e) Of the amount appropriated in 2019 Acts and Resolves No. 42, Sec. 6(a)(8) (Agricultural Fairs Capital Projects Competitive Grant Program) to the Agency of Agriculture, Food and Markets, the amount of $18,696.00 in unexpended funds is reallocated to defray expenditures authorized in this act.

(f) Of the amount appropriated in 2018 Acts and Resolves No. 190, Sec. 3(b)(3) (Essex, Woodside Juvenile Rehabilitation Center, design and construction documents) to the Agency of Human Services, the amount of $499,139.00 in unexpended funds is reallocated to defray expenditures authorized in this act.

(g) Of the amount appropriated in 2009 Acts and Resolves No. 43, Sec. 9(d) (Montpelier Flood Control) to the Agency of Natural Resources, the amount of $21,137.83 in unexpended funds is reallocated to defray expenditures authorized in this act.

(h) Of the amount appropriated in 2019 Acts and Resolves No. 42, Sec. 13(b) (School Safety and Security Grant Program) to the Department of Public Safety, the amount of $25,000.00 in unexpended funds is reallocated to defray expenditures authorized in this act.

(i) Of the amount appropriated in 2015 Acts and Resolves No. 26, Sec. 16 (electronic medical records) to the Vermont Veterans’ Home, the amount of $497,483.00 in unexpended funds is reallocated to defray expenditures in this act.

(j) Of the amount appropriated in 2012 Acts and Resolves No. 104, Sec. 8, amending 2011 Acts and Resolves No. 40, Sec. 12 (Vermont Drinking Water Revolving Loan Fund), the amount of $130,000.00 in unexpended funds is reallocated to defray expenditures in this act.

(k) Of the amount appropriated in 2018 Acts and Resolves No. 84, Sec. 6(a)(3) (Cultural Facilities Grant Program) to the Vermont Arts Council, the amount of $8,500.00, and the of the amount appropriated in 2018 Acts and Resolves No. 84, Sec. (6)(b)(3) to the Vermont Arts Council, the amount of $5,000.00 in unexpended funds are reallocated to defray expenditures in this act.
(l) Of the amount appropriated in 2016 Acts and Resolves No. 160, Sec. 15 (State House security), the amount of $94.67 in unexpended funds is reallocated to defray expenditures in this act.

Total Reallocations and Transfers – Section 20 $1,375,341.06 $2,377,854.50

Sec. 14. GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS AND APPROPRIATIONS; FY 2021

The State Treasurer is authorized to issue additional general obligation bonds in the amount of $11,634,361.55 that were previously authorized but unissued under 2019 Acts and Resolves No. 42 for the purpose of funding the appropriations in this act.

Total Revenues – Section 14 $11,634,361.55

* * * Policy * * *

* * * Buildings and General Services * * *

Sec. 15. SALE OF ENOSBURG ARMORY

Notwithstanding 20 V.S.A. § 542 or any other provision of law to the contrary, on or before December 31, 2020, the Board of Armory Commissioners is authorized to sell the Enosburg Armory building located at 134 Pearl Street in Enosburg Falls to the Town of Enosburgh for below fair market value, provided that the building is for municipal purposes only. If the Town of Enosburgh no longer uses the building for municipal purposes, the State shall have the right of first refusal.

Sec. 16. 2018 Acts and Resolves No. 190, Sec. 1, amending 2017 Acts and Resolves No. 84, Sec. 2(17), is further amended to read:

(17) Waterbury, Waterbury State Office Complex, Stanley and Wasson, demolition of Stanley Hall, and programming, schematic design, and design development for Wasson Hall: $950,000.00

Sec. 17. 29 V.S.A. § 157 is amended to read:

§ 157. FACILITIES CONDITION ANALYSIS

(a) The Commissioner of Buildings and General Services shall:

(1) Maintain maintain the condition of buildings and infrastructure under the Commissioner’s jurisdiction to provide a safe and healthy environment through sustainable practices and judicious capital renewal.

(2) Conduct conduct a facilities condition analysis each year of 20 percent of the building area and infrastructure under the Commissioner’s jurisdiction so that within five years all property is assessed. At the end of the
five years, the process shall begin again. The analysis conducted pursuant to this subsection shall include the thermal envelope of buildings and a report on the annual energy consumption and energy costs and recommendations for reducing energy consumption.

(3) conduct investment grade energy audits to develop a pipeline of energy efficiency and conservation measures to be implemented through the State Energy Management Program or during construction projects.

(b) The Commissioner may use up to two four percent of the funds appropriated to the Department of Buildings and General Services for major maintenance and planning for the purpose described in subsection (a) of this section.

Sec. 18. 29 V.S.A. § 166 is amended to read:

§ 166. SELLING OR RENTING STATE PROPERTY

* * *

(b) Upon authorization by the General Assembly, which may be granted by resolution, and with the advice and consent of the Governor, the Commissioner of Buildings and General Services may sell real estate owned by the State. Such property shall be sold to the highest bidder therefor at public auction or upon sealed bids in the discretion of the Commissioner of Buildings and General Services, who may reject any or all bids. Notice of the sale or a request for sealed bids shall be posted in at least three public places in the town where the property is located and also published three times in a newspaper having a known circulation in the town, the last publication to be not less than 10 days before the date of sale or opening of the bids. Failing to consummate a sale under the method prescribed in this section, the Commissioner of Buildings and General Services is authorized to list the sale of this property with a real estate agent licensed by the State of Vermont. This subsection shall not apply to exchanges of lands, the sale, conveyance, exchange, or lease of lands or interests in lands; to the amendment of deeds, leases, and easements; or to sales of timber made in accordance with the provisions of 10 V.S.A. chapter 55 or to the sale of land or interests in land made in accordance with 155 or the provisions of 10 V.S.A. chapter 83.

* * *

Sec. 19. 2013 Acts and Resolves No. 1, Sec. 100(c), as amended by 2014 Acts and Resolves No. 179, Sec. E.113.1, 2015 Acts and Resolves No. 58, Sec. E.113.1, 2017 Acts and Resolves No. 84, Sec. 29, 2018 Acts and Resolves No. 190, Sec. 18, and 2019 Acts and Resolves No. 42, Sec. 25, is further amended to read:

- 6178 -
Sec. 97 (general obligation debt financing) shall take effect on July 1, 2021.

Sec. 20. OFFICE RELOCATION; LEGISLATIVE STAFF

Notwithstanding 29 V.S.A. § 165, the Commissioner of Buildings and General Services shall require approval from the Joint Legislative Management Committee for any proposals to relocate space used by the Legislative Branch. The Joint Legislative Management Committee shall consult with the Chair of the House Committee on Corrections and Institutions and the Chair of the Senate Committee on Institutions prior to granting approval.

Sec. 21. 2019 Acts and Resolves No. 42, Sec. 22 is amended to read:

Sec. 22. PROPERTY TRANSACTIONS; MISCELLANEOUS

* * *

(b)(1) The Commissioner of Buildings and General Services is authorized to transfer two contiguous tracts of land totaling approximately 3,152 square feet located on the Monocacy National Battlefield Park located at 5201 Urbana Pike, Frederick, Maryland, to the United States National Park Service.

* * *

Sec. 22. NAMING STATE BUILDING AND FACILITIES; REPORT
CAPITOL COMPLEX COMMISSION; DEPARTMENT OF
LIBRARIES

(a) Intent. It is the intent of the General Assembly to establish a plan for naming State buildings and facilities in the Capitol Complex in Montpelier and Statewide.

(b) Capitol Complex Commission. On or before January 15, 2021, the Capitol Complex Commission shall submit a report to the House Committee on Corrections and Institutions and the Senate Committee on Institutions with recommendations for a process to name State buildings and facilities in the Capitol Complex, as defined in 29 V.S.A. § 182.

(c) Department of Libraries. On or before January 15, 2021, the Department of Libraries shall submit a report to the House Committee on Corrections and Institutions and the Senate Committee on Institutions with recommendations for a process to name all State buildings and facilities, except for buildings and facilities located in the Capitol Complex, as defined in 29 V.S.A. § 182.
**COVID-19 Emergency**

Sec. 23. COVID-19 EMERGENCY RESPONSE; REALLOCATIONS

(a) Intent. In response to the unprecedented challenges posed by the COVID-19 pandemic, the General Assembly acknowledges that continued funding of capital projects and infrastructure will help boost our local economy and support the health and welfare of Vermonters. Accordingly, it is the intent of the General Assembly that the projects funded in this capital construction act will serve to support and help drive growth in Vermont’s economy during this uncertain time.

(b) Reallocation authority. Notwithstanding 29 V.S.A. § 152(a)(20) and (a)(25) nor any other provision of law, the Emergency Board, in consultation with the Chairs of the House Committee on Corrections and Institutions and the Senate Committee on Institutions, is authorized to reallocate any project balances from any capital construction acts for any capital expenditures associated with the COVID-19 emergency response.

(c) Report. On or before August 15, 2020, the Commissioner of Finance and Management, in consultation with the Joint Fiscal Office and the Office of Legislative Council, shall report to the House Committee on Corrections and Institutions and the Senate Committee on Institutions, with a review of all capital expenditures associated with the COVID-19 emergency response, an assessment of whether CARES Act funding may be used to address any capital expenditures, whether any other federal funds are available to meet those needs, and an assessment of any General Fund need that may qualify as a capital expenditure.

**Education**

Sec. 24. 2016 Acts and Resolves No. 93, Sec. 4 is amended to read:

Sec. 4. EFFECTIVE DATES

**Electric Vehicles**

Sec. 25. FUNDING FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLE SUPPLY EQUIPMENT

(a) The Agency of Transportation shall establish and administer, through a memorandum of understanding with the Department of Housing and Community Development, a program to support the continued buildout of electric vehicle supply equipment available to the public and build upon the existing VW EVSE Grant Program that the Department of Housing and
Community Development has been administering on behalf of the Department of Environmental Conservation.

(b) The Agency is authorized to spend up to $750,000.00, as appropriated in Sec. 12 of this act, on the Program established in this section in fiscal year 2021. This funding shall initially be used to support grants for the construction and operation of direct current (DC) fast-charging stations strategically located to fill gaps in the State’s highway corridor fast-charging network. Any remaining funds may be used to support strategically located level 2 workplace charging.

(c) Grant recipients shall disclose a fee schedule to the Department of Housing and Community Development demonstrating a required user fee for electric vehicle charging that accounts for expenses associated with the equipment, including but not limited to electricity costs.

(d) The Department of Housing and Community Development shall consult with an interagency team consisting of the Commissioner of Housing and Community Development or designee, the Commissioner of Environmental Conservation or designee, the Commissioner of Health or designee, the Commissioner of Public Service or designee, and the Agency’s Division Director of Policy, Planning, and Intermodal Development or designee on all major decisions regarding the administration of this Program.

Sec. 26. ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGING STATIONS; DEPARTMENT OF BUILDINGS AND GENERAL SERVICES; FEE

Pursuant to 32 V.S.A. § 604, the Department of Buildings and General Services shall charge a fee for consumption of power associated with electric vehicle supply equipment under the jurisdiction of the Department of Buildings and General Services when the electric vehicle supply equipment is available to the public and capable of charging a fee.

* * * Human Services * * *

Sec. 27. BRATTLEBORO RETREAT

(a) For the amount appropriated in Sec. 2 of this act, amending 2019 Acts and Resolves No. 42, Sec. 3(c)(4), the Brattleboro Retreat must comply with the following provisions:

(1) The Retreat shall deliver to the Agency of Human Services monthly reports covering financial performance upon passage of this bill. All financial reports shall be delivered by the end of the month for the previous month’s fiscal performance period. Financial reports shall include the following:

(A) income statement, with narrative;
(B) balance sheet, with narrative;
(C) cash flow statement, with narrative;
(D) accounts payable update and summary, with narrative;
(E) accounts receivable update and summary, with narrative; and
(F) a copy of the standard monthly financial package that is provided to the Finance Committee of the Board of Trustees.

(2) The Retreat shall follow best practices outlined in the March 2020 Best Practices Memorandum and ensure compliance with Medicaid billing practices and provider enrollment.

(3) The Retreat shall keep the Agency advised of any event or occurrence that materially impacts its financial stability, performance, staffing service delivery capacity, or viability.

(4) The Retreat shall provide information to the Department of Mental Health necessary for its statutory oversight responsibilities.

(5) The Retreat shall work with the Department of Mental Health to develop an initial strategic plan for the long-term reuse of the renovated facilities to meet future system of care needs.

(6) The Retreat shall provide the State access to the 12 level-1 beds, constructed pursuant to 2018 Acts and Resolves No. 190, Sec. 2, for a period determined by the Secretary of Human Services to be in the best interests of the State.

(7) The Retreat shall adhere to the terms and conditions of the contract with the Department of Mental Health for the operation of the 12 level-1 beds constructed pursuant to 2018 Acts and Resolves No. 190, Sec. 2.

(b) The Brattleboro Retreat, the Agency of Human Services, and the Department of Buildings and General Services shall provide a report at the July and September Joint Fiscal Committee meetings that includes the following information:

(1) the Retreat financial reports, including income statement, balance sheet, and cash flow projections;
(2) the status of the 12 level-1 beds, constructed pursuant to 2018 Acts and Resolves No. 190, Sec. 2, including anticipated opening date and cost estimates to complete;
(3) an update on the development of a long-term strategic plan that analyzes current and future needs of the service delivery priorities and role of the Retreat in Vermont’s mental health system of care; and
an update on the strategic plan for the long-term reuse of the renovated facility to meet future system of care needs.

Sec. 28. 2019 Acts and Resolves No. 42, Sec. 31 is amended to read:

Sec. 31. DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES, AGING, AND INDEPENDENT LIVING; RULEMAKING

The Department of Disabilities, Aging, and Independent Living shall amend its rules, pursuant to 3 V.S.A. chapter 25, pertaining to therapeutic community residences to allow secure residential recovery facilities to utilize emergency involuntary procedures so that those amended rules are finally adopted on or before June 1, 2021, unless that deadline is extended by the Legislative Committee on Administrative Rules pursuant to 3 V.S.A. § 843(c). These rules shall be identical to the rules adopted by the Department of Mental Health that govern the use of emergency involuntary procedures in psychiatric inpatient units.

* * * Natural Resources * * *

Sec. 29. 10 V.S.A. § 1283a is added to read:

§ 1283a. CONTAMINANTS OF EMERGING CONCERN SPECIAL FUND

(a) The Contaminants of Emerging Concern Special Fund is established pursuant to 32 V.S.A. chapter 7, subchapter 5 to provide grants to public water systems responding to or remediating emerging contaminants in a public water supply. The Secretary of Natural Resources shall administer the Fund and may make disbursements from the Fund for the following costs:

(1) investigation of an actual or threatened impact to or contamination of natural resources or public assets presented by an emerging contaminant;

(2) reimbursement to any person for:

(A) expenditures made to provide alternative water supplies or to take other emergency measures deemed necessary by the Secretary to protect human health from emerging contaminants; or

(B) expenditures by a public asset to pay for the treatment or disposal of an emerging contaminant;

(3) payment of the costs of oversight or conducting assessment of a natural resource where injury has resulted or is likely to result from of an emerging contaminant; or

(4) payment of the costs of oversight or conducting restoration, replacement, or rehabilitation of a natural resource injured by an emerging contaminant.
(b) The Secretary may bring an action under this section or other available State and federal laws to enforce the obligation to repay the Fund.

(c) As used in this section:

1. “Emerging contaminant” means:
   (A) a hazardous material as defined in subdivision 6602(16) of this title;
   (B) any constituent for which the Department of Health has established a health advisory; or
   (C) any constituent that the Secretary determines is an imminent and substantial endangerment to human health, natural resources, or public assets.

2. “Natural resources” means fish, wildlife, biota, air, surface water, groundwater, wetlands, drinking water supplies, or State-held public lands.

3. “Public asset” means:
   (A) any wastewater treatment facility permitted under chapter 47 of this title;
   (B) any public water system or noncommunity system permitted under chapter 56 of this title;
   (C) any potable water supply permitted under chapter 64 of this title; or
   (D) any facility for the disposal of solid waste permitted under chapter 159, provided that the facility did not know that the waste was an emerging contaminant at the time of disposal.

4. “Secretary” shall mean Secretary of Natural Resources.

(d) Nothing in this section shall be construed to preclude, supplant, or limit any other statutory or common-law rights or remedies.

*** Effective Date ***

Sec. 30. EFFECTIVE DATE

This act shall take effect on passage.

(Committee vote: 4-0-1)

(For House amendments, see House Journal for May 20, 2020, page 1040.)
Reported favorably by Senator McCormack for the Committee on Appropriations.

The Committee recommends that the Senate propose to the House to amend the bill as recommended by the Committee on Institutions and when so amended ought to pass.

(Committee vote: 7-0-0)

Amendment to proposal of amendment of the Committee on Institutions to H. 955 to be offered by Senators Hardy, Clarkson, Ingram and McCormack

Senators Hardy, Clarkson, Ingram and McCormack move to amend the proposal of amendment of the Committee on Institutions by striking out Sec. 30 and its reader assistance heading in their entireties and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

*** State House ***

Sec. 30. 2 V.S.A. § 651 is amended to read:

§ 651. LEGISLATIVE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON THE STATE HOUSE

(a) The Legislative Advisory Committee on the State House is created.

***

(d) The Committee shall meet at the State House at least one time during the months of July and December when the General Assembly is in session and at least one time when the General Assembly is not in session or at the call of the Chair. The Commissioner of Buildings and General Services shall keep minutes of the meetings and maintain a file thereof.

(e) The Committee shall have the assistance of the Office of Legislative Council.

Sec. 31. 2 V.S.A. § 653 is amended to read:

§ 653. FUNCTIONS

(a)(1) The Legislative Advisory Committee on the State House shall be consulted on all activities relating to the acquisition and care of paintings and historic artifacts and furnishings, and the refurbishing, renovation, preservation, and expansion of the building and its interior.

(2) The Legislative Advisory Committee on the State House shall develop a plan for the acquisition or commission of artwork for the State House collection that represents Vermont’s diverse people and history, including diversity of gender, race, ethnicity, sexuality, and disability status.

***

- 6185 -
Sec. 32. STATE HOUSE ARTWORK AND PORTRAIT PROJECT; LEGISLATIVE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON THE STATE HOUSE; REPORT

(a) Intent. It is the intent of the General Assembly:

(1) to expand the State House artwork and portrait collection to represent the diverse stories of those who have significantly contributed to Vermont’s history;

(2) to give special consideration to the State House as a place of employment for a diverse workforce and as an institution of public education for students and members of the general public; and

(3) that the State have a policy of including diverse leadership stories that reflect all of Vermont’s history when acquiring or commissioning artistic representations for the State House art collection.

(b) Policy. It is the policy of the General Assembly that the State House art collection shall reflect:

(1) those who have served as leaders and have significantly contributed to the history of Vermont;

(2) those whose service relates to the State or the Abenaki Nation, the civil rights of Vermonters, the legislative process, or the operation of the State House;

(3) stories of significance to a community, a tribe, or historical moments that demonstrate the diverse nature of Vermont’s people and history; or

(4) the natural landscapes and environmental features of the State of Vermont.

(c) Plan. Pursuant to 2 V.S.A. § 653, the Legislative Advisory Committee on the State House, in consultation with the State Curator, shall develop a plan for the acquisition or commission of artwork for the State House collection that incorporates the intent and policies described in subsections (a) and (b) of this section.

(d) Recommendations. The Committee, in consultation with the public and relevant experts, including Vermont historians, artists, and diverse community leaders, shall research and recommend significant historical Vermont leadership stories that warrant artistic inclusion in the State House art collection using the intent and policies described in subsections (a) and (b) of this section.
(e) Report. On or before March 1, 2021, the Committee shall submit a written report to the House Committee on Corrections and Institutions and the Senate Committee on Institutions with the plan and recommendations described in this section and any recommendations for legislative action.

Sec. 33. 29 V.S.A. § 154a is amended to read:

§ 154a. STATE CURATOR

(a) Creation. The position of State Curator is created within the Department of Buildings and General Services.

(b) Duties. The State Curator’s responsibilities shall include:

(1) oversight of the general historic preservation of the State House, including maintaining the historical integrity of the State House and works of art in the State House;

(2) interpretation of the State House to the visiting public through exhibits, publications, and tours; and

(3) acquisition, management, and care of State collections of art and historic furnishings, provided that any works of art for the State House are acquired pursuant to the requirements of 2 V.S.A. § 653(a).

(c) Acquisition policy. In coordination with the Legislative Advisory Committee on the State House, and in accordance with the plan developed pursuant to 2 V.S.A. § 653, the State Curator shall adopt an acquisition policy that ensures that the acquisition of art for the State House reflects a diversity of artistic media and artists, the natural history of the State, and the diversity of the people and stories of Vermont throughout the history of the State.

(d) Interpretive plan. In coordination with the Friends of the Vermont State House and the Vermont Historical Society, the State Curator shall create an interpretive plan that tells the stories of the State House art collection through accessible written, multimedia, and oral means. The plan shall include appropriate and inclusive training of State House volunteers and staff.

*** Effective Date ***

Sec. 34. EFFECTIVE DATE

This act shall take effect on passage.
CONFIRMATIONS

The following appointments will be considered by the Senate, as a group, under suspension of the Rules, as moved by the President pro tempore, for confirmation together and without debate, by consent thereby given by the Senate. However, upon request of any senator, any appointment may be singled out and acted upon separately by the Senate, with consideration given to the report of the Committee to which the appointment was referred, and with full debate; and further, all appointments for the positions of Secretaries of Agencies, Commissioners of Departments, Judges, Magistrates, and members of the Public Utility Commission shall be fully and separately acted upon.

Craig Bolio of Winooski – Commissioner, Department of Taxes – By Sen. Cummings for the Committee on Finance. (01/21/20)

Sabina Brochu of Williston – Member, State Board of Education - By Sen. Ingram for the Committee on Education. (01/24/20)

Kyle Courtois of Georgia – Member, State Board of Education - By Sen. Perchlik for the Committee on Education. (01/24/20)

Margaret Tandoh of South Burlington – Member, Board of Medical Practice – By Sen. McCormack for the Committee on Health and Welfare. (02/11/20)

Holly Morehouse of Burlington – Member, Children and Family Council for Prevention Programs – By Sen. Lyons for the Committee on Health and Welfare. (02/12/20)

Susan Hayward of Middlesex – Member, Capitol Complex Commission – By Sen. Benning for the Committee on Institutions. (02/14/20)

Heather Shouldice – Member, Capitol Complex Commission – By Sen. Benning for the Committee on Institutions. (02/14/20)

Dorinne Dorfman – Member, Children and Family Council for Prevention Programs – Sen. Cummings for the Committee on Health and Welfare. (02/25/20)

Richard Bernstein of Jericho – Member, Board of Medical Practice – Sen. Ingram for the Committee on Health and Welfare. (03/10/20)

Dawn Philibert of Williston – Member, State Board of Health – Sen. Ingram for the Committee on Health and Welfare. (03/10/20)
FOR INFORMATION ONLY

H. 954.

An act relating to miscellaneous tax provisions

Reported favorably with recommendation of amendment by Senator Pearson for the Committee on Finance.

The Committee recommends that the Senate propose to the House to amend the bill as follows:

First: By striking out Sec. 4, property tax collection, in its entirety and inserting in lieu thereof:

Sec. 4. [Deleted.]

Second: By striking out Sec. 8, 32 V.S.A. § 5870, in its entirety and inserting in lieu thereof:

Sec. 8. [Deleted.]

Third: By striking out Sec. 12, 32 V.S.A. § 9248, in its entirety and inserting in lieu thereof a new Sec. 12 to read as follows:

Sec. 12. 32 V.S.A. § 9248 is amended to read:

§ 9248. INFORMATIONAL REPORTING

The Department of Taxes shall may collect information on operators from persons providing an Internet platform for the short-term rental of property for occupancy in this State. The information collected shall include any information the Commissioner shall require, and the name, address, and terms of the rental transactions of persons acting as operators through the Internet platform. The failure to provide information as required under this section shall subject the person operating the Internet platform to a fine of $5.00 for each instance of failure. The Commissioner is authorized to adopt rules and procedures to implement this section.

Fourth: By striking out Sec. 19, 32 V.S.A. § 5825a(b), in its entirety and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

Sec. 19. 32 V.S.A. § 5825a is amended to read:

§ 5825a. CREDIT FOR VERMONT HIGHER EDUCATION INVESTMENT PLAN CONTRIBUTIONS

(a) A taxpayer of this State, including each spouse filing a joint return, shall be eligible for a nonrefundable credit against the tax imposed under section 5822 of this title of 10 percent of the first $2,500.00 per beneficiary, contributed by the taxpayer during the taxable year to a Vermont higher
Higher Education Investment Plan account under 16 V.S.A. chapter 87, subchapter 7, provided the account is provided directly by the Vermont Student Assistance Corporation to the participant.

(b) A taxpayer who has received a credit under subsection (a) of this section shall repay to the Commissioner 10 percent of any distribution from a higher education investment plan account, which distribution is not used exclusively for costs of attendance at an approved postsecondary education institution as defined in 16 V.S.A. § 2822(6), up to a maximum of the total credits received by the taxpayer under subsection (a) of this section minus any amount of repayment of such credits in prior tax years except when the distribution:

(1) is used exclusively for costs of attendance at an approved postsecondary education institution as defined in 16 V.S.A. § 2822(6);

(2) qualifies as an expense associated with a registered apprenticeship program pursuant to 26 U.S.C. § 529(c)(8); or

(3) is made after the death of the beneficiary or after the beneficiary becomes disabled pursuant to subdivisions (q)(2)(C) and (m)(7) of 26 U.S.C. § 72.

(c) Repayments under this subsection (b) of this section shall be subject to assessment, notice, penalty and interest, collection, and other administration in the same manner as an income tax under this chapter.

Sec. 19a. 16 V.S.A. chapter 87, subchapter 7 is amended to read:

* * *

§ 2876. DEFINITIONS

As used in this subchapter, except where the context clearly requires another interpretation:

(1) “Beneficiary” means any individual designated by a participation agreement to benefit from payments for qualified postsecondary education costs at an institution of postsecondary education.

(2) “Benefits” means the payment of qualified postsecondary education costs on behalf of a beneficiary by the Corporation’s Investment Plan during the beneficiary’s attendance at an institution of postsecondary education from a participant’s investment plan account.

(3) “Corporation” means Vermont Student Assistance Corporation.
(4) “Internal Revenue Code” means the federal Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, together with the regulations promulgated thereunder pursuant to that Code.

(5) “Qualified postsecondary education costs” means the qualified costs of tuition and fees and other expenses for attendance at an approved postsecondary education institution, costs of tuition and fees for attendance at an approved postsecondary education institution, and other qualified higher education expenses as provided under 26 U.S.C. § 529.

(6) “Approved postsecondary education institution” means a postsecondary education institution as defined in section 2822 of this title.

(7) “Vermont Higher Education Investment Plan” or “Investment Plan” means the program one or more plans created pursuant to this subchapter.

(8) “Participant” means a person who has entered into a participation agreement pursuant to this subchapter intended for the advance payment of qualified postsecondary education costs on behalf of a beneficiary.

(9) “Participation agreement” means an agreement between a participant and the Corporation, pursuant to and conforming with the requirements of this subchapter.

§ 2877. VERMONT HIGHER EDUCATION INVESTMENT PLAN CREATED

(a) There is created a program of the State to be known as the Vermont Higher Education Investment Plan and a trust for that purpose to be administered by the Vermont Student Assistance Corporation as an instrumentality of the State. The program may consist of one or more different investment plans, including one or more plans that may be offered to a participant only with the assistance of a qualified financial advisor.

(b) In order to establish and administer the Investment Plan, the Corporation, in addition to its other powers and authority, shall have the power and authority to:

* * *

(2) Enter into agreements with any institution of approved postsecondary education institution, the State, or any federal or other agency or entity as required for the operation of the Investment Plan pursuant to this subchapter.

(3) Accept any grants, gifts, legislative appropriations, and other monies from the State, any unit of federal, State, or local government, or any other person, firm, partnership, or corporation for deposit contribution
to the account of the Investment Plan, or for the operation or other related purposes of the Corporation.

(4) Invest the funds received from participants in appropriate investment vehicles approved and held in trust for participants by the Corporation as selected by the participants, including education loans made by the Corporation.

(5) Enter into participation agreements with participants.

(6) Develop and use two or more types of participation agreements to provide a range of investment options for participants.

(7) Make payments to institutions of postsecondary education on behalf of beneficiaries as directed by the participants pursuant to participation agreements.

(8) Make refunds to participants upon the termination of participation agreements pursuant to the provisions, limitations, and restrictions set forth in this subchapter and the rules and regulations, policies, and procedures adopted by the Corporation.

(9) Make provision for the payment of costs of administration and operation of the Investment Plan subject to the limitations on charges on participation agreements established in subdivision 2878(5) of this title.

(10) Adopt rules and regulations, policies, and procedures to implement this subchapter and take all necessary action to ensure an Investment Plan is in conformance with the Internal Revenue Code and other applicable law.

* * *

§ 2878. PARTICIPATION AGREEMENTS FOR INVESTMENT PLAN

The Corporation shall have the authority to enter into Investment Plan participation agreements with participants on behalf of beneficiaries pursuant to the provisions of this subchapter, including the following terms and agreements:

(1) A participation agreement shall stipulate the terms and conditions of the Investment Plan in which the participant makes contributions.

(2) A participation agreement shall clearly specify the method for calculating the return on the deposit made by the participant, which may be a variable or adjustable rate of return, various investment options available and shall reference the relevant expenses and other pertinent information about the account.

* * *
(4) A participation agreement shall clearly and prominently disclose to participants the risks associated with depositing monies with the Corporation and the various investment options available under the applicable Investment Plan.

(5) Participation agreements shall be organized and presented in a way and with language that is easily understandable by the general public. A participation agreement shall clearly and prominently disclose to participants that the Corporation, the State, and any other governmental entity are not liable for, nor guarantee the return of or on the participant’s contributions to an Investment Plan. A participation agreement shall also clearly and prominently disclose to participants the existence of any load charge or similar charge assessed against the accounts of the participants for administration, operation, or services. No fee or similar charge may be imposed with regard to an investment managed by the Corporation. Any fee, load, or similar charge with regard to any investment not managed by the Corporation shall be no greater than the cost determined by the Corporation to be required to administer the investment. The cost of originating and servicing any education loans made or acquired pursuant to participation agreements shall not be considered as load charges or similar charges.

* * *

§ 2878a. PARTICIPATION AGREEMENTS FOR INVESTMENT PLAN; INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT INVESTMENT ACCOUNTS

The Corporation may participate in the Individual Development Investment Program established under 33 V.S.A. § 1123, in accordance with the rules of the Agency of Human Services adopted thereunder, in connection with an individual or family who, at the time of depositing contributing funds into an account created pursuant to a Vermont Higher Education Investment Plan, receives public assistance or is otherwise an eligible saver under 33 V.S.A. § 1123.

§ 2879. INVESTMENT AND PAYMENTS

All money paid by a participant in connection with a participation agreement shall be deposited credited to the participant’s account as received, held by the Corporation in trust for the benefit of the participant, and shall be promptly invested by the Corporation as selected by the participant from the investment options available under the participation agreement. Deposits and earnings thereon accumulated on behalf of participants in the Investment Plan Contributions and earnings accumulated in a participant’s Investment Plan account may be used, as provided in the participation agreement, for payments to any institution of postsecondary education including for payments of qualified postsecondary education costs.
The trust shall continue in existence as long as it holds any funds belonging to a participant.

§ 2879c. TAX EXEMPTION

(b) Contributions to an account held under the Vermont Higher Education Investment Plan that is provided directly by the Corporation to a participant shall be eligible for a credit against Vermont income tax as provided under 32 V.S.A. § 5825a.

§ 2879D. PROPERTY RIGHTS TO ASSETS IN THE PLAN

The assets of the Vermont Higher Education Investment Plan shall at all times be held in trust for the benefit of the participant, shall not be commingled with any other funds of the Corporation or the State, shall be preserved, invested, and expended solely and only for the purposes set forth in this chapter and in accordance with the participation agreements, and no property rights therein shall exist in favor of the Corporation or the State. Amounts held in, or withdrawn from, a participant’s Investment Plan account under a participation agreement shall not be subject to liens, attachment, garnishment, levy, seizure, claim by creditors of the contributors, participants, or any beneficiary, or subject to any involuntary sale, transfer, or assignment by any execution or any other legal or equitable operation of law, including bankruptcy or insolvency laws.

Fifth: By inserting a Sec. 25a to read as follows:

Sec. 25a. 32 V.S.A. § 5933(a) is amended to read:

(a) A claimant agency may submit any debt of $50.00 or more to the Department for collection under the procedure established by this chapter. This setoff debt collection remedy is in addition to and not in substitution for any other remedy available by law.

Sixth: By striking out Sec. 27, effective dates, and its reader assistance heading in their entirety and inserting in lieu thereof Secs. 27–29 and their reader assistance headings to read as follows:
** Land Use Change Tax Lien Subordination **

Sec. 27. 2019 Acts and Resolves No. 20, Sec. 109 is amended to read:

Sec. 109. REPEALS

(a) 32 V.S.A. § 3757(f) (land use change tax lien subordination) is repealed on July 1, 2020.

** Interest Rate; Overpayments and Underpayments **

Sec. 28. 32 V.S.A. § 3108(a) is amended to read:

(a) Not later than December 15 of each year, the Commissioner shall establish an annual rate of interest applicable to unpaid tax liabilities and tax overpayments that shall be equal to the average prime rate charged by banks during the immediately preceding 12 months commencing on October 1 of the prior year, rounded upwards to the nearest quarter percent. Not later than December 15 of each year, the Commissioner shall establish an annual rate of interest applicable to unpaid tax liabilities, which in each instance shall be equal to the annual rate established for tax overpayments plus 200 basis points. The established rates rate established hereunder shall be effective on January 1 of the immediately following year. As used in this section, the term “prime rate charged by banks” shall mean the average predominate prime rate quoted by commercial banks to large businesses as determined by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve Board.

** Effective Dates **

Sec. 29. EFFECTIVE DATES

This act shall take effect on passage except:

(1) Notwithstanding 1 V.S.A. § 214, Sec. 8, 32 V.S.A. § 5870 (use tax reporting), shall take effect retroactively on January 1, 2020 and apply to taxable years beginning on and after January 1, 2020.

(2) Sec. 11 (universal service charge) shall take effect on July 1, 2021.

(3) Notwithstanding 1 V.S.A. § 214, Secs. 13–14 (annual link to federal statutes) shall take effect retroactively on January 1, 2020 and apply to taxable years beginning on and after January 1, 2019.

(4) Notwithstanding 1 V.S.A. § 214, Sec. 16 (TY 2016 refunds) shall take effect retroactively on April 15, 2020.

(Committee vote: 6-1-0)

(No House amendments)